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...perhaps there is a pattern set up in the heavens for one who desires to see it, and having seen it, to find
one in himself - Plato

All things that come into being have a reason for their existence, although intellectual lethargy, together with the
passage of time, are the reasons why some things are accepted as fact when they are not. We dwell in times
were the ego of man, and not the spirit of man, is adored and reinforced. We should allow for all that is said to be
sacred to be in an adulterated and atrophied state. Sincere and close observation shows that this is indeed the
case with the arcane canon, with the great Hermetic Arts of Divination: Tarot, Astrology, Kabala and
Numerology.
When I took up a serious study of the Tarot it was there that I found the secrets to the real Archetypal Astrology.
The high Arts of Divination have each suffered from flagrant tampering, manipulation and unsustainable
interpretation, from those wishing to, as the sun they worship does, conceal greater secrets. Moreover, in today's
overly dislocated world of academia, the Divination Arts are almost never taught as one subject as they always
were in the past. Nevertheless, as I discovered, it seems that the Universal Will (Intelligence) is always in
operation. In my studies I found that what was taken from or lost to one Art would be preserved and traceable in
its cousin. That which was expunged or lost to Numerology I found still intact in, say, the Kabala. What was lost
to Kabala I could resurrect from the study of Tarot and so on. So, like an archaeologist, only in the realm of the
esoteric, I learned how to "dust off" these relics, so to speak, and piece them back together again. I did this with
no prerequisite or pet theory, and no partisan conviction or bias. I knew not what shape the final edifice would
assume. Little did I realize that my task would take me back through time to see the travesty that both time and
man have played on these mystic creations of our forefathers.
We may fairly agree that the subject of history, as commonly taught, is one of the most boring of all
subjects. However, the study of how the subject of history has been manipulated, is surely one of the most
interesting of all subjects - Michael Tsarion

Today, due to the pitiful condition of the Earth and the human psyche, the Human Race looks forward to nihilism
and calamity. Due to our compulsive fixation on the future, we now prefer to live in ignorance of the sublime
bequeathments of the Diviners and Magi of old, and care little to nothing for their many sacrifices and dedication,
their observation of the Alchemical nature of nature. Voltaire remarked that man will cease to commit atrocities
when he ceases to believe absurdities. Our age, more than any other it seems, has a penchant for exoteric
absurdities. In my researches there was always much darkness much that did not make sense. There were leads
that initially threw little light but, when added one to another, served to spark my curiosity in ways that no
orthodox subject ever had.
When studying the Tarot I especially had some questions. Mere aesthetic and artistic knowledge did not serve to
explicate the enigmatic symbols and most of what the books had to say often seemed contradictory and
perfunctory. So I followed the wisdom of Vernon Howard who wrote: see human nonsense as nonsense and
save spending years making sense of it.
The medieval packs are hopelessly corrupt...or otherwise far from presenting the Ancient Truth of the Book
in a coherent system or shape of lucid beauty - Aleister Crowley (Book of Thoth)
back

THE INFLUENCE OF JORDAN MAXWELL
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There are thousands hacking at the branches of evil, to the one who strikes at the root - Henry David Thoreau

Many have heard of Astrology and Astronomy. But few there are in the west today that have heard of their parent
subject - Astro-Theology. We insist that this is not by chance. We as individuals, instead of constantly looking
powerlessly forward to hypothetical futures for our truths, must begin revisiting the roots of culture, religion and
government. In today's society we are always searching for excellence and perfection. We speak about the
prestige of being "original" and we admire those who are. But the word original connotes origins, which connotes
the ability to - go back to the roots.
Many there are, abroad, teaching metaphysical subjects. However,
very few teachers dare lay bear the occult roots of religion and politics.
It was in the earliest days of my researches, in Ireland, that I came
across the voluminous work of Jordan Maxwell, a researcher into the
ancient cults. Jordan alone deserves the title "the world's most
controversial speaker." Since the 1950s he has been diligently
reconstructing the Gnosis of the Stellar and Solar epochs, and has
found that these Cults are far from being relics of the past. The puzzles
and conundrums that had troubled me for years slowly became lucid,
after my introduction to the work of Jordan Maxwell. So was proved to
me the truth - If your search is very diligent, then one day you will meet
a teacher that will not deceive you.
Without the work of Mr. Maxwell I am convinced that I would still be very much in the dark concerning the finer
details of the great story, and would certainly never have made the profound discoveries concerning the
Divination Arts that has been my good fortune. I come from a tradition were one always honors their patrons and
mentors, and I never forget their patronage or influence. My deepest gratitude goes out to Jordan for all his
courage, conviction and humanity. If statues of Jordan, in bronze, were to be erected in every city of America, it
would still be a small token of homage to this true Magi of our times…per ignem ad lucem!
Many stand outside at the door, but it is only the solitaries who will enter into the bridal chamber - Jesus
Christ (the Apocryphal Gospel of Thomas)

Jordan's got a question for you...!
back

TAROT AND ASTRO-THEOLOGY
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There has been much speculation and debate about the origin of the idiosyncratic imagery of the Tarot's 78 Atus
(cards). Where do the images originate and what do they represent? Some have said that the layout tells a
certain story. Actually, I believe and advocate, that we cannot hope to come to complete understanding about the
Tarot until we experience Life, Being and Cosmos, the way the ancient Egyptians and Mediterranean peoples
did. The way they perceived nature, the Universe and the mystery of Being is encapsulated in the Tarot. As
Plotinus wrote:
The Egyptians, either by exact science or spontaneously, had arrived at a method by means of which they
could rite with distinct picture of material objects, instead of ordinary letters expressing sounds and
phrases. These pictures were not ordinary images of the things they represented but were endowed with
certain symbolic qualities (Sophia), by means of which they revealed to the initiated contemplator a
profound insight into the very essence of substances of things, and an intuitive understanding of their
transcendental origins, an insight which was not the result of reasoning or mental reflection, but was
acquired spontaneously by means of divine inspiration and illumination. As artistic representations of this
phenomenal world, they revealed, in fact, the ideal world of the soul.

TAROT AND ASTRO-THEOLOGY
There has been much speculation and debate about the origin of the idiosyncratic imagery of the Tarot's 78 Atus
(cards). Where do the images originate and what do they represent? Some have said that the layout tells a
certain story. Actually, I believe and advocate that we cannot hope to come to complete understanding about the
Tarot until we experience Life, Being and Cosmos the way the ancient Egyptians and Mediterranean peoples did.
The way they perceived nature, the Universe and the mystery of Being is encapsulated in the Tarot. As Plotinus
wrote:
The Egyptians, either by exact science or spontaneously, had arrived at a method by means of which they
could rite with distinct picture of material objects, instead of ordinary letters expressing sounds and
phrases. These pictures were not ordinary images of the things they represented but were endowed with
certain symbolic qualities (Sophia), by means of which they revealed to the initiated contemplator a
profound insight into the very essence of substances of things, and an intuitive understanding of their
transcendental origins, an insight which was not the result of reasoning or mental reflection, but was
acquired spontaneously by means of divine inspiration and illumination. As artistic representations of this
phenomenal world, they revealed, in fact, the ideal world of the soul.

The Tarot contains the wealth of their experience about every aspect of life,
microcosmically and macrocosmically. The 22 cards of the Major Arcana may be called 22
"photographs" of the world of the ancients, if you will. But they are not only of the physical
world. They are also symbolic representations of the mythic and archetypal dimensions.
They allow us to transcend the hylic (base/stereotypic) level and rise to the transluminal
(symbolic/archetypal) level of cognition. Tarot cards, like an astrological chart, collectively
and individually, represent composite symbolic descriptions of the microcosmic and
macrocosmic dimensions. They also depict the dynamics and changes which arise from
our interaction with our inner and outer environments. The Divination Arts remind us that
our inner world is not separate from the so-called "outer" world.

They remind us that psychic energy and physical energy are the same thing, seen from two different vantage
points. They remind us that the ego and the self, as well as doing and being and life and lifestyle, are not the
same thing.
The Tarot contains the wealth of their experience about every aspect of life, microcosmically and
macrocosmically. The 22 cards of the Major Arcana may be called 22 "photographs" of the world of the ancients,
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if you will. But they are not only of the physical world. They are also symbolic representations of the mythic and
archetypal dimensions. They allow us to transcend the hylic (base/stereotypic) level and rise to the transluminal
(symbolic/archetypal) level of cognition. Tarot cards, like an astrological chart, collectively and individually,
represent composite symbolic descriptions of the microcosmic and macrocosmic dimensions. They also depict
the dynamics and changes which arise from our interaction with our inner and outer environments. The
Divination Arts remind us that our inner world is not separate from the so-called "outer" world. They remind us
that psychic energy and physical energy are the same thing, seen from two different vantage points. They remind
us that ego and self are not the same thing, that doing and being are not the same thing, and that life and
lifestyle are not the same thing. Man changes his environment which, in turn, changes him.
Man is a part of, and apart from, the world. Our egos have the hubris to falsely imagine magic to be the action of
mind over matter. This is the perverse notion which inspires science. However, the truth is that the real magic is
how the mind is affected by matter, by nature, and by the magical and mysterious process we call "life." The
glass of water which we drink is forever changed by that act. But we too are changed forever by that same
simple act.

True symbolism depends on the fact that things, which may differ from one another in
time, space, material nature, and many other limitative characteristics, can possess
and exhibit the same essential quality - Titus Burckhardt (Alchemy)
Astrological Inaccuracy and Fallacy
No ancient astrologer or diviner believed, as the exoteric astrologers do now, that rocks floating in distant parts of
space, affect consciousness. Nothing of this kind was taught, and nothing could be further from the actual truth. If
the planet Mars exploded tomorrow, it does not mean that the human proclivities, represented by Mars, will
disappear from consciousness. As my Taroscopic System™ advocates, the zodiac is within. I refer to it as the
"Living Oracle." The external planets have no strange effect on consciousness, at least not enough to affect
one's fate. It is a fundamental error and the basis of great metaphysical confusion to postulate otherwise. (For
more information on the inner zodiac, go to the Taroscopes Tour, or click here)
Know that the philosopher has power over the stars, and not the stars over him - Paracelsus
As long as you still experience the stars as something above the head you lack the eye of knowledge Fredrick Nietzsche
...perhaps there is a pattern set up in the heavens for one who desires to see it, and having seen it, to find
one in himself - Plato
...when the planets of the Solar System are named or symbolized...it must not be supposed that the
planetary bodies themselves are referred to, except as types on a purely physical plane of the septenary
nature of the psychic and spiritual worlds - Madame Helena Petrovna Blavatsky
It is an erroneous interpretation of astrology to opine that special forces emanate from the planets and the
stars - R.A. Schwaller de Lubicz (Sacred Science)
As we all know science began with the stars, and mankind discovered in them the dominants of the
unconscious, the “gods,” as well as the curious psychological qualities of the Zodiac: a complete projected
theory of human character – Carl Gustav Jung

The present fallacy exists because of clever and patient tampering, over time, with the fundamental postulates
and undergirding philosophy of the ancient science of astrology, and its sister disciplines. We can surmise, that
the same forces who conspired to vehemently slaughter, plunder, massacre and desecrate the ancient oracles,
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shamans, witches, mystics, gnostics, diviners, and who put entire nations to the sword would hardly, after all
their successful efforts, leave those very arts practiced by their victims in perfect pristine condition. It was these
arts that they were after in the first place, and that they wanted to appropriate and suppress. Therefore, if we still
find the divination arts in existence, which we do, it goes without saying that they cannot be in their original,
uncontaminated form. They must be distortions, and do betray this fact not only by being disconnected from one
another, but from frequently yielding erroneous advice. The elites within Judeo-Christianity knew that mere
suppression of these arts was not going to work. Suppression would force the practice underground, for the great
arts were far too ingrained into the minds and hearts of the ordinary people of the ancient world. Better, then, to
gradually tweak them, warp them, and eviscerate them, so they may appear to exist and work, when in fact they
work only imperfectly. The high arts of Divination now suffer from being disconnected from one another, and from
being studied, taught, used and researched as separate divided subjects. This travesty alone betrays a malign
influence.
Few scholars in recent times have correctly researched the particular vision, and teachings, of the ancestors.
We, therefore, encourage the reader to peruse the works of Jordan Maxwell, Gerald Massey, Alvin Boyd Kuhn,
and the other scholars mentioned above, in order to come into some legitimate understanding of how the mighty
Egyptian Siderealists saw the mysteries of Life, Being and Universe, for unless we get back to that vision we, as
a species, are doomed to utter destruction. And no amount of "isms" and "ologies" will ever prevent it.
Ultimately, the student must eventually begin sincerely researching Astro-Theology, the subject of subjects. AstroTheology, the "Religion of the Stars," is also called siderealism, sabeanism and uranography. It is from this great
subject that common astrology and astronomy derive. Any study of these cannot, in any way, be complete
without comprehension of their parent: Astro-Theology.
On this site we endeavor to resurrect this subject of Astro-Theology, especially in its vital connection to the
Divination Arts of Astrology and Tarot. Those with independent minds and open hearts, please read on.
The tarot contains indeed the mystery of all such transmutations of personages into sidereal bodies and
vice versa. The “wheel of Enoch” is and archaic invention, the most ancient of all, for it is found in China.
Eliphas Levi says there was not a nation but had it, its real meaning being preserved in the greatest secrecy.
It is a universal heirloom - Madame Helena Petrovna Blavatsky

Origin of the Tarot
The modern exoteric scholars and would-be occult buffs are unaware of the actual antiquity of the Tarot,
believing it to date from post-Hellenic times. The secret of the origin of the cards are contained within the cards
themselves, within their striking, and enigmatic imagery.
The fact of the matter is, and should be understood by all, the Tarot is purely Egyptian in origin.
…according to the ancient Greek philosopher Iamblichus, a series of 22 frescoes identical to the Tarot Major Arcana
once adorned the walls of a secret underground gallery accessed through labyrinthine passages. Priests wishing
to be indoctrinated into the meaning of these frescoes entered the subterranean passage through a door in the
breast of the Great Sphinx. The novice priest would then repeatedly encounter the sphinx motif within this secret
gallery. The frescoes lining each wall were said to be flanked by sphinx-like caryatids, 24 in all, and to be lit by 11
crystal oil lamps shaped n the form of sphinxes. A sphinx was also prominently displayed in Fresco 10 (Arcanum 10
of the Tarot), the last fresco in the sequence 0 through 10 which together depicted the science of creation...Also,
Arcanum 21 (the final pictogram in the series) depicted the four zodiac signs of the sphinx distributed symmetrically
around a large wreath. Moreover, the initiated priests wore a the symbol of the Rose Cross around their necks on a
golden chain. This bore the four signs of the sphinx, the bull, the lion, eagle and water-bearer, distributed
symmetrically around the rose between each arm of the cross - John Baptiste Pitois (History of Magic)

Remains of the original Tarot designs can be seen today in ruins of the temples of Thebes,
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capital of Egypt in 2000 BC, particularly on ancient ceilings in the halls of the palace of
Medinet-Abou. Moreover, the 22 major cards are also found paralleled in the Book of the
Dead, etched into stone crypts as vignettes or world sketches thousands of years ago - Tony
Bushby (The Secret in the Bible)
Elite Subterfuge
Those few political and religious hierarchs who decry and prohibit the use of Divination to the ordinary man, and
who subtly control the bodies, minds, emotions and life-force of the under-classes, have used the high arts for
their own advance and empowerment. They have used Divination and Magick to further their own malign and
perverse agendas and to empower themselves over the rest of humankind. It is the wrong use of these arcane
arts which has brought the world to its present calamitous state. It will be the right use of these same arts which
will restore the world and the hearts of men. These following pages constitute a humble attempt to draw attention
to the manner in which this elite control and subterfuge operates.
The early Church fathers prohibited astrology and the Great Council of Toledo banned it forever.
Nevertheless six hundred years later the dates of the Pope's coronation were determined by the zodiac, the
church hierarchy employed their own astrologers; and signs of the zodiac appeared all over Church
furnishings, tiles, doorways, manuscripts and baptismal fonts. Source
For an introduction to the Egyptian Origin of the Tarot, click here
For more on the Inner Zodiac, click here
back

THE MYTH OF CHRIST
It has served us well this myth of Christ - Pope Leo X

We seek to advocate the fact that Jesus, the pseudo-biographical "Son of God" was, in fact, a fictional character
based in part upon the Eighteenth Dynasty Egyptian renegade or "Fallen" Pharaohs Thutmoses III, Amenhotep
III, Amenhotep IV (renamed Akhenaton), and Tutankhamen, the famed boy king. These personages, together
with their wives, consorts and viziers, made up a single Pharaonic Dynasty. The Egyptian scholar Moustafa
Gadalla, who specializes in the Eighteenth Dynasty, is convinced that Jesus Christ was the boy-king
Tutankamun, who was previously called Tutankhaten after their family god Aten. Aten was one of many local
gods and was not especially important until Akhenaton forced all Egypt to venerate this god. Aten was
Akhenaton's personal family god and was not readily accepted by the rest of the Egyptian Priests. Akhenaton
closed all other temples and shrines and, using military force, forbade the worship of other gods. This was the
first time that cosmopolitan and egalitarian Egypt had to suffer such oppressive theorcratic tyranny. Gadalla
offers us many cogent proofs to support his iconoclastic theories and presumptions, which cannot be given
justice here, at this time. We can but highlight one extremely important point which concerns the word, name and
title - of Christ. Christians would do well to ask where this term actually originated. Christians also have much to
contemplate should they find the answer. Christians have not been permitted to know the truth about the Christ
and his god that they think they worship. The time has come to separate fact from fiction, and to have laid bare
before us, the truth about the extraordinary dramatis personae that have awed the world for millennia.
The Jesus mediated to us by the Church is not the true Jesus. That is an artificial construction, assembled
from true and false fragments of his biography, from authentic and invalid statements, and based on a great
deal of inventiveness on the part of the Christian writers - Holger Kersten (The Original Jesus)
...this whole affair of which we speak and preach, and which is called Gospel, has no reference at all to any
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person that ever existed, or events that ever occurred upon earth - Rev. Robert Taylor (The Devil's Pulpit)
The religious teaching presented in Paul’s Epistles is fundamentally different from what research has
recognized as being authentic sayings of Jesus…What we know as Christianity today is not the teaching
contained in these authentic sayings; it is the theology disseminated by Paul and the doctorers of his
Epistles - Holger Kersten
It was Rudolf Bultmann, the German Biblical scholar, who cited certain passages in the Gospels...as
interpolations of Sophia herself, put into the mouth of Christ - Caitlin Matthews (Sophia: Goddess of Wisdom)
There is nothing holy about the Bible, nor is it “the word of God.” It was not written by God-inspired saints,
but by power-seeking priests. Who but priests consider sin the paramount issue? Who but priests write
volumes of religious rites and rituals? No one, but for these priestly scribes were sin and rituals
imperatives. Their purpose was to found an awe-inspiring religion. By this intellectual tyranny they sought
to gain control, and they achieved it. By 400 BC, they were the masters of ancient Israel. For such a great
project they needed a theme, a framework, and this they found in the Creation lore of more knowledgeable
races. This they commandeered and perverted – the natural to the supernatural, and the truth to error. The
Bible is, we assert, but priest-perverted cosmology - Lloyd Graham (Myths and Deceptions of the Bible)

The term "aten" (or aton), that we find at the end of the names Tutankhaten and Akhenaton, derives from the
supreme god of this family. Aten was personified by the sun. Aten or Aton is the Adon or Adonai of the Hebrews
and Levites who were exiled from Egypt. The suffix "ai" found in Adonai simply means "one of." Adonai,
therefore, means "one of Adon" or "one of Aten." Adonai is officially known to be the active name of the JudeoChristian god Jehovah (Ja, Jah, Yah, Yahweh, Ju, etc,). Originally, Jehovah was the god of the Egyptian
Akhenaton, and his renegade family, and not of the so-called Hebrews and Levites. After all, as the Old
Testament reveals, Moses did not recognize the god that spoke to him at the "Burning Bush," and had to ask for
a name. Christ who was pronounced to be "sent" by Adonai/Jehovah, turns out to be "sent" by Aten. The man
referred to as "Christ" was an emissary of Aten, and was based on the Pharaohs who instigated the monotheistic
worship of Aten, Adon, Adonai, at Heliopolis and Thebes in Egypt. It is from this Cult of Aton, therefore, that what
is now known as Judeo-Christianity arose. The various crimes of Judeo-Christianity must therefore be laid also at
the door of this Cult which inspired them. Traditionally, Egyptian scholars glamorize the Eighteenth Dynasty
Pharaohs so that we cannot see the truth. They also elaborately distort the actual histories and beliefs so that we
place our focus of attention wherever they deem it to be focused. The truth of the monotheists of Aton is quite
different than the lies that have been put before humankind. It is time for the lies to be exposed, and time for the
real instigators of mayhem on this planet to be exposed.
The Anointed One
This term "Christ" derives from the Egyptian word Krist which means “the anointed.” In ancient times there was a
process or ritual known as Horasis. During this rite the male's entire body was considered a phallus and was
anointed accordingly. This originated from the rites of the Egyptian earth god Geb, and from the Hindu god
Shiva. Geb's symbol, in Egypt, and still today, was the phallic obelisk reaching up from earth toward the sky, to
the Goddess consort Nuith. Shiva's symbol was the Lingam stone, which was, and still is, ritually anointed with
white milk representing the semen. The very word Messiah comes from messeh, which means "anointed."
Anointing was an ancient custom throughout the East, by pouring aromatic oils on persons as a token of
honor…it was also employed un consecrating priest, prophets, and kinds, and the places and instruments
appointed for worship - (New American Cyclopedia)
In ancient Palestine tradition it would seem kings, political and military chiefs, village heads and, in fact, any
claimants to high office, were anointed and hence called the “anointed ones.”…some…after anointing, then
became called “lord…”
Origen, Epiphanius and Julian the Emperor all clearly reveal that John the Baptist, Judas and Jesus’ cousin,
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was a “Krist” figure, but made no references to Jesus himself attaining that status. Bishop Theodoret,
writing in the Fifth Century, provided further conformation that Jesus was not one of the “krist”
personalities although many others of his time were…The son of Poseidon and Meduse was called Khryst
and the priests of Apollo were known as Khyrstes. In fact, the word Kristo and its derivations, Krst, Krist,
Kristo, Khyst, and Krish-na, all appeared in every ancient religious system and showed the original Kristo
concept was believed to be the personal and invisible mediator and guide between God and everything
spiritual in man. The Krist concept has been an ancient religious tradition continually suppressed by the
Catholic church through the centuries - Tony Bushby (The Bible Fraud)
According to Bishop Epiphanius, the Krist is the spiritual self within each person - Tony Bushby (The Bible
Fraud)

This anointing was commonly carried out by women, that is by ordained female archimandrites or priestesses.
For this reason the Christian Gospels made sure to denigrate Mary Magdalene, the priestess who anointed
Jesus with very costly spikenard.
It is said of Mary and the women around Jesus that they "ministered unto him of their substance" - Picket &
Prince (The Templar Revelation)

More importantly, we have to understand that the Christ is a figure largely based on the physical sun. The "Son"
of God, the metaphorical "Light of the World," is really the "Sun" of God, the actual Light of the World. This is not
as heretical as it may first sound, for when we do our homework, and when we open our eyes, we will discover
that the elites within Judeo-Christianity know this all too well. In fact, their predecessors are the ones who
decided, as many other pagan peoples had already done, to personify the Sun as a man. As diligent researchers
know, monotheism - the belief in one god - is not a creation of Judaism. It was a concept known thousands of
years previously. The Judeo-Christian god and his son have their prototypes in Egypt.
Thou art the one, the God from the very beginnings of time, the heir of immortality, self-produced and selfborn, thou didst create the earth and make man - (From the Egyptian Book of the Dead)
…King of Heaven, prince of Creation, sun of the eastern sky who appeared both to the dead in Hades and to
the mortals upon earth he, the only true Helios, arose for us out of the highest summits of Heaven - Melito of
Sardis (Second Century Theologian)

In the following pages, evidence will be provided for these controversial assertions. In the meantime give some
thought to the following Christian logos.

Daystar

The Word Network

Gospel Net

one of the premier Christian Evangelist
Television Networks and Corporations,
operating throughout the United States of
America. Their choice of logo and name is
more than suggestive

a major mainstream Evangelical television
network again prominently featuring the
symbol of the sun.
thewordnetwork.org/

a major Christian website featuring the
online Bible. The above image can be
found on their homepage,
gospelnet.com

Now, the greatest of Hebrew scholars, who have thoroughly analyzed the ancient Jewish scriptures and who
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have expert knowledge concerning the origins of Christianity, find no precedent within Judaism for the tenets of
Christianity. They do, however, understand Christianity to be very kindred in nature to the mystery religions of the
ancient pagan world, and to the Gnostic traditions which orthodox Judaism frowned upon. It was these pagan
and Gnostic mystery traditions which advocated sun-gods, dying saviors, and divine salvation, and not Judaism.
These facts have been guilefully obscured by latter-day elites within the Roman Catholic (and Protestant)
Churches who have a great deal to lose should the pagan roots of their "heavenly" Jesus be revealed.
On the face of it, Paul’s doctrine of Jesus is a daring form of Judaism. Paul was advocating a doctrine that
seemed to have far more in common with pagan myths than with Judaism: that Jesus was a divine-human
person who had descended to Earth from the heavens and experienced death for the express purpose of
saving mankind. The very fact that the Jews found this doctrine new and shocking shows that it plays no
role in the Jewish scripture - Hyam Maccoby (Mythmaker: Paul and the Invention of Christianity)
…Paul’s claim to expert Pharisee learning is relevant to a very important and central issue – whether
Christianity, in the form given to it by Paul, is really continuous with Judaism or whether it is a new doctrine,
having no roots in Judaism, but deriving, in so far as it has an historical background, from pagan myths of
dying and resurrected gods and Gnostic myths of heaven-descended redeemers. Did Paul truly stand in the
Jewish tradition, or was he a person of basically Hellenistic religious type, but seeking to give a colouring of
Judaism to a salvation cult that was really opposed to everything that Judaism stood for? - ibid
Jesus and his immediate followers were Pharisees. Jesus had no intention of founding a new religion. He
regarded himself as the Messiah in the normal Jewish sense of the term, i.e. a human leader who would
restore the Jewish monarchy, drive out the Roman invaders, set up an independent Jewish state, and
inaugurate an era of peace, justice and prosperity (known as the “kingdom of God”) for the whole world…He
had no intention of being crucified in order to save mankind from eternal damnation by his sacrifice. He
never regarded himself as a divine being, and would have regarded such an idea as pagan and idolatrous,
an infringement of the first of the Ten Commandments - ibid
Paul, not Jesus, was the founder of Christianity as a new religion which developed away from both normal
Judaism and the Nazarene variety of Judaism. In this new religion, the Torah was abrogated as having only
temporary validity. The central myth of the new religion was that of an atoning death of a divine being. Belief
in this sacrifice, and a mystical sharing of the death of the deity, formed the only path to salvation...Paul
derived this religion from Hellenistic sources, chiefly by a fusion of concepts taken from Gnosticism and
concepts taken from the mystery religions, particularly from that of Attis. The combination of these
elements with features derived from Judaism, particularly the incorporation of the Jewish scriptures, reinterpreted to provide a background of sacred history for a new myth, was unique, and Paul alone was the
creator of this amalgam. Jesus himself had no idea of it, and would have been amazed and shocked at the
role assigned to hum by Paul as a suffering deity - ibid

Bearing these statements in mind, we can see why the search within Judaism for the roots of Christianity has
been so relatively unproductive. The various remarkable idioms of the Christian religion are kindred to the great
mystery religions of which the modern man knows next to nothing. The powers that be, behind religion and
government, do not want the ordinary person to know about the myriad other crucified saviors of antiquity, or of
the myriad other "virgin births," or of the wounded and dying martyr-heroes, wielding miracles, who came for a
season only to depart in some kind of fantastic and dramatic manner. No, we are not instructed in the history of
the world's antique theologies, and interest in paganism is generally taboo for "good Christians." But gods and
saviors, like ordinary men and women, have dates of birth and a lineage. They do not come out of nowhere and
their history can indeed be traced. The investigation can properly proceed only when we are dedicated to being
objective and honest, and when we avoid being blinded or compromised by narrow identifications and prejudices
based on our own inner emotional lack or weakness, and on our own systemic fear of rocking the boat, or of
what the consequences might be for unveiling the truth. In our work we are committed to such an investigation.
We do intend to delve into the history of Judaism to find connectors, but also into the world's most antique and
mysterious cults and beliefs, in order to unveil the origins of the true Jesus, and the true Christ. Our revisionist
work follows in the tradition of many a great scholar of the past and is in synch with the movements of the
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"celestial clock," for the Age of Revealing has finally arrived, helping us to banish ignorance on all fronts, and
assisting us in the great work.

THE FOUR ANCIENT CULTS
(Stellar, Lunar, Solar, Saturnian)
The falsification of history has done more to mislead humans than any single thing known to mankind - Jean
Jacques Rousseau

The scholars, academes and mass of the world’s populace seem completely unaware of the fact that there were
at least four great cults in the ancient world, with one following and supplanting another as the centuries
advanced. Each Cult, until the point when they joined together, absorbed the mythologies and beliefs of those
antecedent. All used astrology but each Cult made changes to the lexicon of the past, to the canon of the Gnosis
regarding this subject of subjects. We are inheritors of all these contentions and alterations. And from our
pedestal, looking back through the generations, we have anything but a true perspective. The lives and beliefs of
our earliest predecessors are especially obscured by time and obsolescence. Moreover, our perspective has
been consciously distorted by malign influences within the post-Industrial cabals of learning, by those at the helm
of the faculties of history, anthropology, mythology, and religion, etc,.
The Great Cabal
The great Cults finally decided to unite their forces and, instead of being in constant competition for the minds of
men, to make it all so much easier for themselves by consolidating resources and agendas. This event of
monumental importance, this forming of the world's first corporation, occurred in the area today referred to as
"Israel." Though the traditional histories avoid this fact, it is spoken of allegorically, in the Bible and in other tales
and fictions. In fact, it is the reason why Israel has its very name. Israel, is made up of the names of the three
deities the ancient Cults: Isis, Ra and El (Moon, Sun and Saturn). As the most adept scholars know, there were
no twelve tribes of Israel. This concept of the twelve roving tribes was a deliberately concocted fiction designed
to conceal much more surreptitious, but important, occurrences and themes. The fiction was the creation of the
great Cults of power, whose elites commissioned Roman and Jewish writers and historians to randomly and
prejudiciously translate many old texts and myths, and include them into what would become the Old and New
Testaments of the Bible, and to flagrantly distort Semitic and Egyptian history so as to prevent the curious from
discovering the existence and agendas of those archaic Cults, fraternities, and occult colleges which seek
habitually to remain invisible.
...Nay, not only are there no proofs of the twelve tribes of Israel having ever existed, but Herodotus, the most
accurate of historians, who was in Assyria when Ezra flourished, never mentions the Israelites at all…How is
this possible? - Madame Helena Petrovna Blavatsky (The Secret Doctrine, vol 3)

The history of astrology, myth and religion, cannot be fully understood without a deep study of these elusive
Cults, and the manner in which they have succeeded in concealing their existence. Though they have left few
tracks to follow, so to speak, their symbolism pervades our world. They do hide, but they hide in plain sight. Their
Bible, and other scriptures, give us some insight into their existence and operations, and though their own direct
activity is difficult to trace, the machinations of those in their employ is more conspicuous, especially to those
who have learned what to look for, and how to look for it.
Beneath the broad tide of human history there flow the stealthy undercurrents of the secret societies, which
frequently determine in the depths the changes that take place upon the surface - A. E. Waite (Hermetic Order
of the Golden Dawn)
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Infernal Pacts
The coming together of the Cults did not happen overnight. It was a long and tedious process. The major
denominations, like those of today, were no lovers of each other. It was financial and material incentives which
motivated them to combine their resources and intentions. Trade routes, power over the minds of men, and
domination of the earth, was all for the taking, and it was too much to resist. Moreover, each Cult's hierarchy
feared that the other Cults may unite against them. So, because of this fear, and because of insatiable greed,
each Cult agreed that confederation was expedient. From the time of their infernal pact, they realized that all that
was needed for total dominion over minds and lands, was the ability to convincingly wave "God" in people's
faces. From that point onward the rest would be easy.
The leaders of the seven great Cults of power (Seven Churches), decided that rather than fighting amongst
themselves for supremacy over the ancient world, they should combine forces. Each Cult feared that they
could be deposed if the others conspired in concert against it. This conjunction of Cults did not happen
immediately or quickly. It took several centuries. The Old Testament contains the story of this coming
together. The elite dynasties of these Cults operate, through their descendants, in this world today, and are
extremely powerful - Jordan Maxwell (From: Secret Societies and Toxic Religion)
The Empire (Rome) gradually absorbed and adapted to its own ends the multitude of cults derived from all
its parts and over the ensuing centuries coupled them together as one, the Roman universal church. Today,
it is called the Roman Catholic church. Henceforth, much of the literature then written was aimed at
propagating a fabricated faith to the world and ensuring Roman Emperors were given places as heads of
church and state - Tony Bushby (The Bible Fraud)

The slow attempts to unite the Cults ("Seven Churches") is even mentioned in the Bible itself, albeit in language
which is veiled and cryptic:
Then I went down to the potter's house, and, behold, he wrought a work on the wheels. And the vessel that
he made of clay was marred in the hand of the potter: so he made it again another vessel, as seemed good
to the potter to make it. Then the word of the LORD came to me, saying, O house of Israel, cannot I do with
you as this potter? saith the LORD. Behold, as the clay is in the potter's hand, so are ye in mine hand, O
house of Israel…And at what instant I shall speak concerning a nation, and concerning a kingdom, to build
and to plant it - Jeremiah 18

A Matter of Time
Time itself was divided to reflect and commemorate the unification of the Cults. The year round was broken down
into 12 months to honor the Solar Cult. Their god was the sun and his number was 12. The next division of time
was a month and, as the word's etymology indicates, this was sacred to the Lunar Cult, whose chief tutelary deity
was the moon. The next division of time is a week, in which the 7 gods of the Stellar Cult are honored. These are
today's days of the week. The worshippers of the god Saturn was given Saturday as a feast day, and since their
god (planet) moves so gradually, the larger, longer cycles of time where attributed to him. The hands of a
physical timepiece have, for generations, concealed and revealed this sectioning of time according to the Cults.
The hour hand represents Horus, the sun. The minute hand stands for Min, the moon-god. The fast moving
second hand stands for Mercury, the god of the Stellar Cult, as do the 12 divisions. On elaborately designed
watches and clocks, the hands often display circles upon them, to illustrate that they represent planetary orbs.
Flags contain stars, moons, and solar orbs. Islamic and oriental countries still portray the crescents and stars,
which clearly indicate the actual origins of their religions.
The use of symbols to convey meaning to the initiated and to conceal it from the uninitiated is as old as
civilization. A clear understanding of the symbolic way of thinking is necessary if are to unveil and
comprehend the "esoteric" (hidden or secret) meaning of the symbols of ancient and modern times - (Jack
Benjamin's introduction for Symbols, Sex and the Stars)
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The descendants of the great Cults still exist today. They are in control of all the world's governments, for as
Jordan Maxwell has pointed out:
There is no government which is not somewhat religious, and no religion which is not somewhat
political...Religion and Politics are two arms serving the same brain - (From: Secret Societies and Toxic
Religion)

OVERVIEW OF THE CULTS
As scholars like Jordan Maxwell have labored to point out, our modern religions began somewhere, sometime.
They each have a date of birth, so to speak, and have not always been with us. When we delve into the question
of the origins of religion we eventually discover that religious institutions developed out of several major old-world
Cults, that is, from powerful theocratic and political dynasties and forces. There were seven major Cults of the
ancient world, and several minor ones. Of the seven major Cults, four were of the greatest significance. They
have changed form and name down through the ages but they are not expired. The descendants of these Cults
are the rulers of the present world-system. They are the "Over-World" figures that we rarely, if ever, hear about
or see. The People's Champions" that we do see on the public stage are often merely employed minions of these
Plutocratic "Over-Classes." The Cults are as follows, with the first four being the most important:
Stellar
Lunar
Saturnian
Solar
Vulcanus (Fire Cult)
Dionysian (drug, or psychedelic, Cult)
Venusian (Cult of Venus)
The Stellar Cult
Before the corruption of the great Cults, motives were pure and nature was revered, studied and served. The first
of the great cults was the Sidereal or the Stellar. Their totem symbol was, and still is, the serpent and/or the
pentagram or star. It is to these Siderealists that we owe almost all the knowledge of reality that we possess. The
Cults which followed them merely emulated their way, absconding with their teachings and using these to
embellish their own doctrines.
It was the Stellar Cult who discovered the mysteries of the stars, and who created the high
sciences of astrology and astronomy. They were also great mathematicians and geometrists.
They were the builders of the pyramid, the sphinx, and the other great cyclopean megalithic
sites all over the globe. They excelled in navigation and used the stars to guide them on the
high seas. Their findings and subsequent creations, in writing or stone, are the foundation
upon which all the historical ages rest. Should anyone doubt this, they should spend some
time visiting the great capitol cities of the west and observing the design and layout of them
all. Most importantly, the Stellar Cult created and utilized the Divination Arts.

It is from them that the true esoteric Tarot comes. In order for the phallocratic, hierarchical, masculine and
monotheistic (Solar) religions to take hold, and rise to dominance, it was essential that the Stellar, and Lunar
Cults of Egypt, India, Ireland and the world, be systematically undermined and eventually eradicated.
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The Egyptians had no vicarious atonement, no imputed righteousness, no second-hand salvation. No
initiate in the Osirian mysteries could possibly have rested his hope of reaching heaven on the Galilean line
of glory. His was the more crucial way of Amenta...to tread with the guidance of the word, that step by step
and act by act he must himself make true - Gerald Massey (Egypt - Light of the World)
The Egyptians, Babylonians, Greeks and Romans, had no word in their language for sin: the Israelites
introduced both the word and the concept into the stream of Western civilization and by doing so diverted it Leonard Schlain (The Alphabet Versus the Goddess)

The Stellar Cult first conceived of government under Divine Justice, and of the right of kingship (sic, kin-ship). It
was they who decided to convey and preserve the great secrets concerning the nature of the universe, of the
human biology, of procreation and of life in general, through the means of parable, allegory and mythological
fiction.
The entire dimensions of the Great Pyramid at Giza are, for instance, encapsulated within the 52 cards of the
ordinary playing deck. Most of our nursery rhymes also originate with this Cult. They all contain profound esoteric
secrets.

The Role of Women
During the tenure of the Stellar Cults women held superior positions in society, religion and government. It was
the periodicity of the female gestation cycles that initially awakened humans to the inherent order of the universe
outside them, and that drew their attention to the night sky which has always, henceforth, been regarded as the
"body" of the goddess. The perceived order of the universe was, hitherto, always styled and worshipped as a
female mother goddess. This goddess was known, by various names, depending upon the Cult and the
correlations. She was known as Taurt (Tarot), Nuit, Nun, Ma'at, Isis, Hathor, Sophia, and Mara or Mary. The
epithet Ma'at (Mahat, Mayat, Maut, Maht, etc,) is the root of the very words matter, material, mate, mathematics
and measure. Throughout the ages of history it was never forgotten by the ancients how the biological cycles of
the individual female were in total complementarity with the so-called "external" world of phenomena. In fact, the
ancients preferred to consider that they lived inside the body of the goddess Nuith, or Ma’at.
It was Rudolf Bultmann, the German Biblical scholar, who cited certain passages in the Gospels...as
interpolations of Sophia herself, put into the mouth of Christ - Caitlin Matthews (Sophia: Goddess of Wisdom)

The Suppression of Women
One of the main reasons why the knowledge of the Sidereal Cult is kept obscure is to keep women divorced from
their power in ways that are barely understood. When woman are, and the feminine principle is, kept in a fallen
state the masculine "Yang" modality and mentality which is so spirit denying and destructive can easily be
insinuated into consciousness and culture. Our own times bear sufficient testimony to this differentiation.
Males immortal live, renewed by female deaths - William Blake
The history of civilization appears to be a sorry, one-sided history of domination by man...almost invariably
the basic cultural pattern has been the work of man. Whole areas of history are darkened by the ignorance
of man of the truth that they can create only through the feminine in their own natures just as they procreate
in the world without through the woman alone - Laurens van der Post (Jung and the Story of Our Times)
When we look back across the historical time of patriarchy…there seems to be some terrible inevitability, a
relentless desire to crush the female essence, human and divine. The question of why is one of the most
puzzling of our time - Leonard Schlain (The Alphabet Versus the Goddess)

Many of the ancient peoples were Siderealists, the early Semites, Indo-Aryans, the Chaldeans, Teutons and
Celts, etc,. The Semitic and Roman calendars began at sunset. The Druids and the Shamans of the Maya also
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arose at night and marked time primarily from the passages and phases of Venus and the Moon.
The Siderealists had complete knowledge of the measurements of the earth, and even
the neighboring planets were charted by them in detail. They were the fathers of
astronomy. They are the original Magi spoken of in the religious tomes and the one we
know as the Christ and other figures such as Merlin, Abaris, Pythagoras, Apollonius,
Ovid, Virgil, Valentinus, Basilides (and many more among the ranks of the persecuted),
were scions of the Sidereal Cult. Christ even remonstrates to his disciples "Be ye as
wise as Serpents." This doesn’t make much sense until we discover that the serpent
was the prime symbol of the Stellar Cult, the "wise-ones" of old. And, what's more, the
Egyptian hieroglyphic for "woman" was a serpent. This is one of the reasons why the
serpent was considered negative by later Christians.

The word ritual, comes from ritu, meaning "the blood-red", and the word secret, comes from secretion which
implies the female biological cycle. Moreover, the Egyptian word for woman was mesta, from which we derive
Mystery.
The Solar Cult
Proto-astrology was not, as it is now, premised upon a Solar-Theology, since the sun on its annual rotation
physically and symbolically equates with ephemerality and wane, with time and evolution through time. The
twelve signs were seen as twelve aspects of consciousness. They represented the innate categories of
consciousness. The sun stands for the human ego, the hero, who must, like a novice, pass through the twelve
"school-rooms" before it can be pure and wise enough to know the secret of the universe. The Stellar Cult
understood that the personal horoscope is a projection of one's inner Republic. It represents the strengths and
weaknesses that we possess. It is an external image of the interaction between our Dharma and Karma, the
masculine and feminine modalities of our being, and of the interactivity of psychic and physical energy. To the
Stellar Cult, the sun was not considered the center of the zodiac, because the ego was not considered the center
of human consciousness. The properties of the sun, analogous to the properties of the ego, were not as revered
as they are today. It was understood, by the ancient Magi, that the light of ego-consciousness was not sufficient
to illumine all the mysteries of the Self. To cast a beam of light onto something only ensures that everything that
is not within that beam is cast into darkness. Light may highlight and clearly reveal one small area but must, as a
result, cast all else into shadow.
Metaphysically, the situation is exactly the same. If we find ourselves in ignorance
today, about almost everything that matters, there is a reason. The reason has to do
with the machinery and mechanics of light. As the sun literally draws a veil of light
across the body of the mysteries (the night sky and the stars) so the human ego
(our "inner sun" so to speak) also draws a veil of psychic luminescence over our
true inner essence and source. We have little idea what this means today because
we have been indoctrinated, even intimidated, by thousands of years of JudeoChristianity and the orthodox hegemonies of those aligned and obsessed with solar
propaganda. Women, nature, quietitude and darkness are equated with evil.

Lifestyle and human motivation become expressions of aggression, acquisition and conquest over other entities.
Whether direct, canalized or sublimated, this acquisitive, graduating movement of a personal and collective ego,
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is circumscribed by periodicity and time. Its signature is rise and fall, wax and wane. Conversely, the stars are
the symbol of all that is eternal, everlasting, complimentary and mutual.
The Solar Cult's main tenets and philosophies can still be found encapsulated in the Bible's Old and New
Testaments. Christianity is patently a Solar-Centric Theology, and whether its modern-day adherents know or
accept this or not is unimportant. Facts cannot be changed to fit opinions. Christianity's god and son of god were
originally associated with the sun and the stars.
As late as the fifth and sixth centuries, the words "Our Lord, the Sun" were used by the Christians in their
prayers. his same phrase was also used in the liturgy until altered later into "Our Lord, the God" - Bozena
Brydlova (Io Unveiled)
I am the root and offspring of David, and the bright and morning star - Rev 22:16
The Christian religion is a parody on the worship of the Sun, in which they put a man whom they call Christ,
in the place of the Sun, and pay him the same adoration which was originally paid to the Sun - Thomas Paine

It is our contention that the bizarre cornucopia of Biblical pseudo-theology were created by elites within the Solar
Cult for the purpose of recording, albeit in cryptic form, their own history and existence. Behind its befuddling
phantasmagoria we find a most intriguing and sinister account of dynastic machinations and universal powermongering, the likes of which a dozen cloned Cecil B. DeMilles, with all the resources of the world, could not
possibly have concocted.
The Broken Kings (Solar-Theology: Origin and History)
Ernest Busenbark reminds us that it was about 3,000 years ago, in the Age of Taurus that the Solar Cults began
gaining power. He writes:
...sun worship does not appear to have existed as a distinct and separate system, but was simply grafted on
the older cult; and after the two became fused, the sun eventually became the dominant figure.

This Solar Cult's chief officialdom were the so-called "Broken Kings" of Egypt's Eighteenth Dynasty, namely the
family of Amenhotep IV (Akhenaton), Smenkhkare, Nefertiti, Kiya, and the boy-king Tutankhamen. This punitive,
intolerant, and renegade dynasty, lionized by modern historians, forbade Egyptians from venerating any other
god except Aton, or Aten (the sun). They forcibly closed the great temples, instigated monotheism, and allowed
foreign elements in to contaminate the racial purity of the Egyptians. Akhenaton (renamed Mosis, or Moses by
later propagandists) was a priest of the Cult of the Sun. His god was Aton (also Adon, or Adonai).
The programme of defacement which followed was so thorough that we must postulate that either a small
army or parties of hatchet men were dispatched throughout the realm of parties of inspectors were charged
with seeing that local officials did the job. Everywhere, in the temples, the tombs, on statuary and even upon
casual inscriptions, the hieroglyph for Amun and the representation of the god were chiseled
out...Throughout the land objects sacred to him were defaced or destroyed - Lorraine Evans (The Kingdom of
the Ark)
...seven years after Akhenaten came to the throne, the integrated system of politics, economics, and cult
that Egypt had known for 1700 years had been drastically modified, if not turned upside down - ibid

The whole sorry horror of what occurred under these apostates and desecrators can be read from the words of
the Egyptians themselves:
Now when his majesty arose as king, The temples of the gods and goddesses, beginning from Elephantine
down to the marshes of the Delta, Had fallen into neglect, Their shrines had fallen into desolation and
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become terraces overgrown with weeds. Their sanctuaries were as if they had never been, Their halls were a
trodden path. The land was in confusion, the gods forsook the land...If one prayed to a god to ask things of
him, they did not come. If one made supplication to a goddess in like manner, in no way did she come, Their
hearts were weak of themselves with anger, they destroyed what had been done - (The Restoration Stela of
Tutankhamen)

The Egyptian people were far from satisfied with this new irregular theosophy which was being forcibly imposed
upon them.
The "Hymn to Aten" does not offer the necessary rules for a good life or any notion of a judgment unto
death. Atenism may have been logical and beneficial to the king, but it was to remote from the people and
did not provide what his subjects wanted and expected. There can be no doubt that Akhenaton's policies
created immense social problems, which were only resolved when the old gods were restored upon his
death. It is not surprising then that the worship of the Aten did not hold any appeal for the ordinary Egyptian
- Lorraine Evans (Kingdom of the Ark)

Around the year 1361 BC, and after decades of suppression, the Egyptians finally rose up
against this decadent dynasty and ousted them from power. The great Pharaoh Horemheb
banished them and their many Israelite servants to the outer regions. The story of this
exodus is concealed in the Bible's early books and chapters, but the true story has come to
light through the work of modern researchers. (See Moustapha Gadalla's Historical
Deception). Three-thousand years later we would find this dynasty reappearing, albeit in a
disguised garb, as the dramatis personae of the Bible, rescripted as the great heroes Solomon, David, Joseph and Jesus, etc,. No such characters ever physically existed at the
time when they were said to have lived, or at the locations stipulated. There is not a single
shred of evidence for any of these Biblical characters.
This is because they are later interpolations, characters designed to resemble earlier figures, whose real
presence is well hidden in the shadows of time and history.
Surely even Masons would never claim the actual existence of Solomon? As Kenealy shows, he is not
noticed by Herodotus, not by Plato, not by any writer of standing. It is most extraordinary he says, “that the
Jewish nation, over whom but a few years before mighty Solomon had reigned in all his glory, with a
magnificence scarcely equaled by the greatest monarchs, spending nearly eight thousand million of gold on
a temple, was overlooked by the historian Herodotus, writing almost necessarily within a few miles of the
splendid capital of the national Jerusalem? How can this be accounted for, he asks - Madame Helena
Petrovna Blavatsky (The Secret Doctrine, vol 3)

Where Are They Now?
A close reading of the evidence and the history reveals that Tutankhamen (king of the Solar Cult) was the
prototype of Jesus - the Christ, the new child-king of the sun. The figure of Jesus Christ was also loosely based
upon several other personages who frequented the area around modern day Israel and who had powerful
legends attached to them. These figures have now been identified, by various researchers, as Jesus bar
Panthera, Judas Khrestus, Apollonius of Tyana, and even Hiram Abiff, the Phoenician-Masonic builder of the
Temple of Solomon. But there are resemblances to several other mystical figures, such as the Buddha of the Far
East, Mithras, Orpheus, Dionysus, Simon Magus and John "the Baptist" (an Essene Leader known as the
"Teacher of Righteousness"). Jesus, the biographical figure, is a composite character. Scholars spending time
trying to find his physical "original" are still to comprehend and acknowledge how the person of Jesus was mostly
modeled upon the sun, the god of the Solar Cults. The Bible barely disguises this, and yet few have dared to
broach this subject, and those who have, like the Rev. Robert Taylor, have languished in dungeons as a result of
their audacity.
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I am the root and offspring of David, and the bright and morning star - Rev 22:16
...the Jesus of history is a living figure, who lived, who moved through life, who died...the Jesus of theology
is god...and there isn't really a lot of connection between these two figures. And if we try to connect these
two figures we either create bad history, or bad theology - Michael Baigent (author The Holy Blood and the Holy
Grail)

After their banishment to the eastern wilderness, these monotheists did not just disappear. They left Egypt with
all their wealth, and moved eastward toward Palestine, setting themselves up in Jerusalem. As the secret
"Thirteenth" tribe of Israel (ostensibly the Levites, and not to be confused with the Khazars), they commissioned
the proto-Freemasons (Phoenicians) to construct the Temple of Solomon (Sol) for them so they could continue
and promote their monotheistic cult.
From the moment when it first appears as an entity this tribe of Judah has a strange look. It was always cut
off, and never got on well with its neighbors. Its origins are mysterious. it seems from the beginning, with its
ominous name, somehow to have been set apart...Douglas Reed (Controversy of Zion)
They demanded an order of existence fundamentally different from that of the people about them. These
were differences which allowed of no process of assimilation with others. They demanded separation,
absolute differentiation - Dr. Kastein
The little tribe in the south, Judah, became identified with the landless tribe, that of the Levites. These
hereditary priests who claimed that their office had been bestowed upon them by Jehovah on Mount Sinai
were the true fathers of Judaism - Douglas Reed

The Cult of Aten (Aton) left Egypt along with the Semitic tribes that had served and lived alongside them in Tell elAmarna, at the great city of Akhenton. These tribes are today put before us as the "Israelites," - the Jews of later
history. Those who became known later as Jews were originally, however, neither Israelites nor Hebrews. The
word hebrew derives from Ibaru, an ancient Egyptian term for the "wise ones." It referred to the chief priests, and
to the magicians, astrologers, temple builders, and keepers of the secrets. The Ibaru were members of the elect
and were near to the House of the Pharaoh. This word had a similarity to Hibaru, which meant wanderer, or
shepherd, or foreigner. This unfortunate similarity of etymology has caused great confusion, but has favored the
machinations of those elites who crave to keep their true historical identities blurred. The ancient pagans, that is
the peoples of other races and countries, knew the meaning of these words, and knew the one from the other.
But in the west we don't question the half-truths put before us. The ancients knew that the terms Israelite and
Ibaru referred only to high-ranking, spiritually endowed Egyptians. And they knew that Egypt had been visited
numerous times by vagabonds, and ne'er do wells, out for what they could get. The outlying provinces of Egypt
were often plagued by such miserables, who stole food, polluted wells, and generally caused a disturbance.
They were also known to be very unhygienic. More than once did the Egyptian Governors take to banishing and
exiling such foreigners who were infecting their people. Thankfully, there are a few western scholars who have
seen through the controversy of the identity. Jewish author Max L. Dimont covers the problem in his fine book
Jews, God and History. He wrote:
Let us pose a hypothetical question: Where the Hebrews who left Ur with Abraham in 2000 BC, and the
Hebrews who entered Egypt under Joseph in 1600 BC, the same people as the Israelites who were led out of
Egypt by Moses in 1200 BC? Were these Israelites who came out of Egypt the descendents of Abraham,
Isaac, and Jacob, or were they a different people?...

Dimont goes on to write:
...In Genesis, the book dealing with their history before their entry into Egypt, the Jews are, with one
exception, referred to as Hebrews, not as Israelites. After their exodus from Egypt and in the other Books of
Moses, the Jews are referred to mostly as Israelites, very seldom as Hebrews. After the exodus, it is the
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pagans who usually refer to the Jews as Hebrews, whereas the Jews usually refer to themselves as
Israelites - Max Dimont (Jews, God and History)

We can see from these passages that the people who were exiled to the wilderness with Akhenaton (Moses),
were not the Israelites or Hebrews, in the true sense. These terms were falsely and duplicitously adopted at a
much later date. After all, name changing was a very common practice in the ancient world. Akhenaton himself
had changed his name from Amenhotep.
No, the "Israelites" were not the people who accompanied the Pharaoh, they were the Pharaoh and his
immediate Egyptian coterie. As we have said, this word referred to the high initiates of Egypt. Because they had
once ruled in Egypt, the Solar Cult of Aton were revered and obeyed. It was relatively easy for them to weld
themselves to the Semitic priestarchies which frequented Palestine. But the Cult of Aton, and their one god, were
also feared. We certainly read of their utter ruthlessness in the early chapters of the Old Testament) won them
many local enemies. Everyone that stood in their way was crushed or undermined politically. Their patented
strategy of diplomacy versus military threat would persist until our present age. From their time in Egypt, they
already had diplomatic ties with the Semitic Sumerians, Phoenicians, Hindus (Brahmins) and Babylonians, and
with the fanatical Semitic House of Judah (their creation). Later, as time passed, they would find cultivate
profitable relationships with powerful forces within the echelons and dynasties of Grecian, Roman, French and
English society.
In their machinations, they would either make an approach openly through official agents or
ambassadors, or if their future host proved overly resistant or wary, they would insinuate
themselves gradually by way of a "Rasputin," "Casanova," or "Nostradamus" - that is, by way
of some elusive and uniquely endowed "holy" man or shaman, advisor, or soothsayer, or other
Machiavellian reprobate in their employ, who would purposely attract a lot of notoriety in order
to attract attention away from his or her real agenda. The history books are full of such
characters, and their faked "rags to riches, back to rags" biographies provide fodder for the
pseudo-history books and the common palate.

Nothing has changed today, since many of our present "People's Champions" and pop icons are also agents in
the employ of this antique and rotten Cult of the Sun.
(For more on this, review the DVD - "Astro-Theology & Sidereal Mythology")

The Piso family of Italy are direct descendents of this original "holy" Sun-Clan of Aton. It was they who
commissioned the writing of the Bible, in Rome. Naturally, they fashioned it to be a manifesto of their beloved
Solar Theocracy, and manufactured the histories of the Nile Valley to fit their own agendas. Not wanting to be
seen, or remembered, as tyrannous renegades they ruthlessly suppressed and expunged authentic historical
accounts, and carefully rescripted and doctored Egyptian and Israelite history into the strange and unsustainable
concoction we find today. Despite the doctoring, however, the work still manages to reveal their true agendas.
The Bush family of America, are descendents of the Italian Pisos

Upon diligent and unbiased research we can soon discover just how these connoisseurs of power used various
strategies to cover their tracks. We find that because of their relative lack of success in merging with the ten
tribes of the house of Israel (various spurious polyglot Semitic groups), the Levitical Judahites began seeking
other more convenient and sustainable covers behind which to operate. According to orthodox accounts, after
the ten tribes of Israel assimilated into the western lands, the Cult of Aton quickly devised another form of
camouflage. This was the oppressive Mosaic (Levitical / Pharisaic) religion that would later appear to oppose,
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and then finally morph into, modern Judeo-Christianity. Based largely on their own Solar Theocracy, it was
carefully scripted to appear the sundry biographies of prophets, saints, and martyrs. By the time of the Pisos in
Italy, the phantasmagoria of pseudo-theology was compiled in one incoherent book, and eventually bestowed a
aura of holy authenticity by the Vatican's officialdom under their power. The choice was made to design another
more adroit cover, primarily due to the wholesale ransacking of Jerusalem by the Romans during the second
destruction of the Temple (35 years after the so-called Crucifixion). Tired of all the uprisings and foment, the
Emperor Vespasian ordered the annihilation of Jerusalem. The fury of the attack had the effect of permanently
scattering the Judeans far and wide. Though the Levites (Pharisees) would regroup in Jamnia, they were too
displaced and exposed a group to be of further use, to their controllers.
One hundred years following the sacking and seizure of Israel, the Levites composed their “Law,”
epitomized in Deuteronomy which was read aloud in the temple. This was the birth of “Mosaic Law” really
created by the Levites and attributed to Moses. It is really Levitical or Judaic law. It is their “political
programme.” Deuteronomy means “Second Law” because it stood distinct from the original Israelite law. It
was the first book to be completed and is not the fifth book of the Bible - Douglas Reed (Controversy of Zion)
No mass-Exodus of captives from Jerusalem to Babylon can have occurred, because the mass of the
Judahite people, from which a Jewish nation later emerged, was already self-distributed far and wide about
the known world…having gone whether conditions for commerce were most favorable - ibid
A careful attention to the history of the world for the last eighteen hundred years has shown me, that the
priests of all religions have practiced fraud to forward their objects...I cannot forget that the priests of every
age have protected, as ours do now protect, impostures, and that in every age numerous examples of pious
fraud may be found...Magic is pretty nearly over, but fraud seldom throve better - Godfrey Higgins
(Anacalypsis)

These monstrosities lied and blackened the names of the kings of previous dynasties
and obscured the spiritual histories of ancient Egypt. They also sent agents to physically
desecrate the exquisite celestial monuments and temples of the Nile. This desecration
continues today. The masses of illiterate and preoccupied peoples and tribes, even if
they knew better, were not a force to be reckoned with, and could raise no voice against
these literati and their lies, those who systematically suppressed true Gnostics and
"Heretics." Their Bible was cunningly embellished with so many familiar mythic motifs,
and supernatural anecdotes, that the world's few literate men would have plenty to
appease their imaginations.

They saw to it that their own true history and advance would be cryptically concealed behind the officially
presented stories of the Exodus, the building of the Temple, the conflict between the Houses of Israel and Judah,
the Captivity in Babylon, the westward journey of Jeremiah and the 10 tribes, and the various other convoluted,
unsustainable fables which, with no evidence to support them, are still taken at face value and zealously
accepted chapter and verse.
Red Shields and Red Carpets
Little of this Oriental history would matter more than a jot if it were not for the fact that many of the most powerful
dynasties and families in control of the present world's religions and governments happen to be descended from
this Aton bloodline. The reader may have noticed how often we see the major world leaders walking upon a red
carpet. This is an old symbol dating back to Jeremiah. The red carpet is a figurative motif representing the blood
path, or blood line coming down from the past and running into the future. The guards at the Tower of London
also wear the red sash around their wastes for the same reason, and the British troops were know once as the
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"Red Coats." Today, we often speak of being caught in "red-tape" or of being "in the red," when we are "under
the gun" of the state. Many corporate logos feature the red square motif and we can also find it on many flags.
The center of Communist Russia was near "Red Square." The Rothschild dynasty get their name from "Red
Shield." This is a reference not to a street in Frankfurt (as we are told) but to their symbolically blood-soaked
"shields" (as used in battle). This blood is, of course, more than merely figurative. It has come from their many
brave enemies, that is, from those who have dared to stand in their way, and expose or thwart their clandestine
rampage through history.

ABC Towers in LA
(shaped as a Star of David)

The plutocratic despots in the public domain may be an overclass, and may
belong to secret societies. However, they are not the descendants of non-existent
Israelites. That much has, of late, been proven. No, they are not descended from
any "Israelites," nor from any "Judahites." The terms "Israelite," "Judahite," and
"Christian," have been used as "cloaking-devices" behind which the real coherent
origins hide. This fact is only being gradually discovered and released to the
world. The demagogues of the world have a great deal to lose should their
deceptions be exposed. They would literally lose possession of the thrones of the
world, and this fear seethes constantly, providing ample motivation for their
continued

machinations, suppression, and clandestine tampering with world history via duplicitous insider "historians" and
media savants.
Piazzi Smyth, a Scot astronomer, evolved the British Israel theory by complicated mathematical calculations
in some remote connection with the Great Pyramids upon which he based the claim that the throne of
England is the throne of David, and the kings and queens of England Queen Victoria in 1800 and George VI
in 1944 - are of the royal lineage of David, and the British people, therefore, the real Israel today, which they
claim descends not through Judah or the Jews but from the ten tribes. The true Israel, they claim, does not
include Jews but are the Anglo Saxons...Their theoretical views are completely contrary to ethnological
history bearing on the origin of the British people and the Anglo-Saxon race, the facts of which the AngloIsrael authors have the bold audacity to dispute and deny. But their unhistorical claims are no more
pretentious than their unscriptural interpretations are presumptuous - Foy E. Wallace Jr. (God's Prophetic
Word)

The Bible is nothing more than the manifesto of a few powerful Cults and families. It is their testament and device
for extortion and enslavement. Full of personal details that only insiders could decipher, it allowed a personal
family god to become, in time, "Rex Mundi" (Lord of the World).
...a most charming political fiction, dreamed up for excellent purposes in the garb of history, and adopted to
the gross conceptions of a rude, sensual, unlearned and credulous people - Dr. Geddes (on the early books of
the Bible)
Investigations into the beginnings of religion have accumulated steadily throughout the past half-century. It
is only by great efforts of censorship, by sectarian education of an elaborately protected sort...that
ignorance about them is maintained - H. G. Wells (The Fate of Homo Sapiens)
There is nothing holy about the Bible, nor is it “the word of God.” It was not written by God-inspired saints,
but by power-seeking priests. Who but priests consider sin the paramount issue? Who but priests write
volumes of religious rites and rituals? No one, but for these priestly scribes were sin and rituals
imperatives. Their purpose was to found an awe-inspiring religion. By this intellectual tyranny they sought
to gain control, and they achieved it. By 400 BC, they were the masters of ancient Israel. For such a great
project they needed a theme, a framework, and this they found in the Creation lore of more knowledgeable
races. This they commandeered and perverted – the natural to the supernatural, and the truth to error. The
Bible is, we assert, but priest-perverted cosmology - Lloyd Graham (Myths and Deceptions of the Bible)
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The writings in the New Testament were not written by eyewitnesses of an overpowering divine appearance
in the midst of human history...the Christian Bible turns out to be a masterpiece of invention...To be quite
frank about it, the Bible is the product of very energetic and successful mythmaking on the part of those
early Christians - Burton L. Mack (Who Wrote the New Testament)
There is not preserved nor is there existent in the world a single original book or manuscript of Hebrew or
Christian scriptures containing the inspired word of Yahweh. The most ancient manuscripts of the Hebrew
texts date only from the eighth century of the era of Christ: while the Christian books, said to have been
written by the direct inspiration of the Holy Ghost within the first century of the era, all, all are lost and the
oldest copies bear the masks of the fourth century - Rev. Robert Taylor (The Devil's Pulpit)

This so-called "god" (Yahweh-Aton), has no substantial antiquity, and was not known prior to
the early centuries AD. Even Moses at the so-called "burning bush" had to ask the identity of
this "Jehovah." This Yahweh was, and is, merely a rescripting of Aton - god of the Solar Cult, of
Saturn - god of the Saturnian Cult (Kronos of the Romans), of the Hindu Trinity of Brahma
(ether), Vishnu (water) and Siva (fire), and of Mars, the pagan god of war. He, or rather, It, is
venerated by the Freemasons and Knights Templar under the pseudonym Jabulon, which is a
composite word made from three gods - Yahweh (Mars), Baal (Saturn), and On (Sun).

Many of the major Biblical authors, translators and scholars, and a good many of the bishops, cardinals, popes,
and evangelists were, and still are, merely lieutenants of this secret, and fabulously wealthy, Luciferian dynasty.
The word "satan" simply meant "one who tempts" and it merely referred to any contradicting, skeptical or accusatory
agent and their argument. Within holy orders, like the Essenes and Gnostics, a "satan" was any detractor or
opposition party. There was nothing supernatural about a satan. To oppose any hegemony, is therefore to be
"satanic." So we see that there is a big difference between satan and Lucifer. Lucifer was originally based on the
pagan god Mars. Eventually, satan too became identified with Mars, the red fiery planet and god. In the Bible we
have Jesus turning to Peter saying "get thee behind me satan." If we accept Jesus to be the sun, then we can take
this statement to be of astro-theological significance. Mars occasionally rises heliacally, that is - with or even before
the sun. The priests of the sun, in the Solar-Cult, would exclaim from their temples "get thee down" or "get thee
below" or "get thee behind, satan," in order to not have their deity be ousted, rivaled and outshined. Interestingly, the
symbol of Mars (an arrow) can be seen (in miniature) on the central panel of the rosette window above the door of
number 10 Downing Street in London, England. This is the center of the British Government. The word ten, also
comes from Aten (Aton).
Nowhere in the Genesis account is there any mention, direct or indirect, of Satan’s involvement, and yet it
has become common practice for the Church to portray the serpent as an emissary of Satan, or even as
Satan himself - Laurence Gardner

So, let it be known how that which we call the "Christian Church" is, like the Vatican (vaticanus - "place of the
sorcerers"), the creation of this Cult of Aton-Adonai-Lucifer, and, as a result, all its innumerable crimes against
humanity can be laid at their blood-soaked doors.
It is very plainly put in arcane literature that Jehovah was originally a Lord of Mars. He is also the god of
battles…Mars and its lord are somehow deeply associated with strife and violence, affecting and afflicting
that type of humanity inhabiting the Earth - Brinsley Le Poer Trench (Sky People)
The books like Deuteronomy have been many times revised and amended since 621 BC. This was done to
tone the content down, to make it less repugnant to the Gentile nations. The originals were probably worse Douglas Reed (Controversy of Zion)
The book of Jeremiah, like the book of Isaiah is full of Levitical interpolations, long after these actual
prophets lived. Jeremiah's actual words are remonstrations against the "abominations" of the priests of
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Judah. He spoke against the sacrifices of children - ibid
Christianity...becomes the official religion of the Roman Emperors early in the Fourth Century CE. In 529, the
Christian emperor Justinian suppressed all pagan philosophical schools - Kieran Barry (The Greek Qabbalah)
...there exists…another class of adepts belonging to a brotherhood also and mightier than any other they
have to be ranked with the adepts of the Black Art. These are our Roman Catholic “Fathers” and clergy…A
hundred times more learned in secret symbology and the old religion than our Orientalists will ever
be...There are more profoundly learned Kabalists in Rome and throughout Europe and America than is
generally suspected...Thus are the “Brotherhoods” of “Black” adepts more powerful and dangerous…than
any host of Eastern Occultists - Madame Helena Petrovna Blavatsky (The Secret Doctrine, vol 3)

The politics of the Solar Cult, in regards the previous Cults, was somewhat the same as that of the modern
Protestant religion toward its antecedents. The spiritual rituals of the former were abandoned and little heed was
paid to the sacred knowledge that had been amassed. Any occult knowledge that was possessed by the
sorcerers of the Aton Cult would to be used solely to undermine their enemies and to steer humanity into chaos
and ruin. The focus of worship was moved from the pantheistic and esoteric outlook to the monotheistic and
exoteric. Instead of the night sky and the constellations, it was the day and the lone sun which became the
symbol for deity. All future world religions would bear antique motifs, but worship would fixate on a homogenous
source-point. When we read or hear about the coming of "Christianity" we are really hearing the history of this
change of philosophical and theocratic paradigm, which explains why there are so many seemingly fantastic and
inexplicable events occurring around the personality of Christ. These have been put in front of us as legitimate
biographical anecdotes which must be accepted on faith or as "miracles" which can never be rationally
explained.
According to the story, after baby Jesus is being "born" in Bethlehem, he and his parents are visited by three "wise
men" bearing gifts. Into the stable come three kings with three symbolic gifts. The nature of the gifts and the number
of visitors alerts the student to the hidden implication of the Nativity story. Not only do the three Magi represent the
three great cults (other than the Solar), the symbols they bear indicate that they are paying supplication to the Solar
King, the new power "in town," so to speak. Frankincense, is amber-like in its natural resinous form. It was burned in
the temples of the sun. Likewise, Myrrh is resinous, and both it and Frankincense are sacred to the sun, occasionally
being referred to, figuratively, as the tears of the sun. And gold, obviously, also represents the sun. In fact, it is one
of the sun's major symbols. All in all, the "Nativity" tale is a propaganda story for the Solar Cult. In this tale the three
other Cults symbolically bow down and pay tribute to the new Cult which is to dominate them, and the world. Christ
then, like the Pope now, is only a symbol for the sun. Moreover, many times in Christian art Jesus is depicted with a
bright solar halo, and is often shown holding the "Shepherd's Crook." This is a symbol of the Egyptian Pharaohs
who, ages before, where known as the "Shepherds" of their people. Additionally, the largest and most influential
Christian Evangelist television network in the United States is called, suggestively, DAYSTAR corporation.
For more on these Stellar myths, review the DVD - Astro-Theology & Sidereal Mythology

Among the many symbols used, the sun is often represented by the "All Seeing Eye" of
the god of light. This symbol is, suggestively, seen above an Egyptian pyramid. It has
been called the eye of Ra, or of Horus, but it is really the eye of Aton/Jehovah/Adonai,
the god of the monotheistic Akhenaton and his bloodline. Those who worship this god,
those behind the thrones of power today, refer to themselves as the "Illumined Ones," or
the "Elites." Within their enclaves they know themselves as "Luciferians" as is known by
those researchers who have taken the time to read their various manifestos. This
symbol, of the all-seeing eye, can be seen emblazoned on the documents of the
nefarious and powerful secret society, called the Illuminati, which infiltrated Freemasonry

(and other guilds and institutions), and on the American one dollar bill. Adjacent to this symbol, on the dollar bill,
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is the bald eagle with the thirteen arrows and olive leaves.
This eagle is the symbol for the Tribe of Manasseh, and was also used by the Rothschild Dynasty (one of the
major servants of the descendents of the renegade Cult of Aton). The pyramid with the eye can also be seen
today on innumerable corporate logos, on the emblems of governments, religious organizations, and on many
media consortiums, which are either owned or controlled by these selfsame oligarchies. Neither the pyramid nor
the eagle are American symbols. And let us bear in mind, from now on, that the generic terms "Israelite" and
"Hebrew" denote those people who had spent time in Egypt, and is not specifically a racial or religious term.
These terms were used more as titles, and were adopted to signify the Jews and other sundry tribes and racial
groups that were once resident in Egypt and who were fond affiliates, and even servants of, the Cult of Aton
(Adonai/Jehovah/Yahweh). The non-racial term "Israelite" was adopted by those without legitimate claim to such
ancestry and by those who seek to disguise their origins. Since scholars, and history, can find little trace of any
"Israelties" the ruse was an excellent one, and has worked supremely well thus far.
Note A: The term "Israelite," was a sacred Egyptian term and referred to the knowledgeable ones. The word Israel,
as we saw, was later adopted to express the coming together of the Cults of Power. This is probably the reason why
the term Israelite was used by each Cult, including the Solar Cult of Aton. It is a term which connotative rather than
denotative. The same thing applies to the Welsh, Scotts, Irish and English when they refer to themselves as "British."
When the Bible was being conceived, in Rome, it was decided that the word and concept of Israel should be
personified. For reasons which are NOT detailed, Jacob - son of Abraham - was renamed Israel by God. This act of
"renaming" (Genesis 35:9) is just one of several clever ploys used by the Bible's mythographers in Babylon and
Rome to distort history and to leave false trails.
Note B: The labyrinthine nonsense of the Bible only seems complicated because modern Christians attempt to
distinguish themselves from Jews by saying that they are descended from all twelve tribes, whereas the Jews are
only descended from one tribe, that of Judah, the fourth son of Jacob. Once we realize that neither the Christians nor
the Jews can prove any such descent, all is made clear.
Note C: The "Tribe of Manasseh" like all other tribes, have long since departed from history, if they ever existed at
all. There is precious little to support the existence of this, or any other "Israelite" tribe. The fiction of the ten tribes is
a conveniently holy sounding device, or ruse, behind which the devilish Solar Cult can remain hidden. Let it be
known that when we read the terms Israel, Israelite, Hebrew, Chosen, etc., we are to think - Judahite, Levite, and
Cult of Aton. This will make reading and understanding the "scriptures" a great deal easier. (The Levites were always
considered a tribe apart. Their duties were mostly militaristic and administrative, but they had particular jurisdiction
over temple sacrifices). The term Juda comes from the Hebrew Huda, meaning the "Shining" or "Illustrious Ones" in
reference to the Cult of Aton, and not to some black-robe-wearing Priestarchy. In short, never let us forget that the
Bible is a propaganda manifesto with little to no historical or biographical veracity. As historians frustrate themselves
searching for non-existent old-world tribes, the Cult of Aton hides in plain sight, to ply its abominable trade and
spread its infection the world over. Its chiefs dance upon their desks in merriment over our ignorance and folly.
The adoption of the name “Israel” by the Zionist state which was set up in Palestine in 1948 was transparent
false pretense - Douglas Reed (Controversy of Zion)
The encyclopedia Britannica says that Judaism developed long after the Israelites had merged themselves
with mankind...ibid
...Nay, not only are there no proofs of the twelve tribes of Israel having ever existed, but Herodotus, the most
accurate of historians, who was in Assyria when Ezra flourished, never mentions the Israelites at all…How is
this possible? - Madame Helena Petrovna Blavatsky (The Secret Doctrine, vol 3)
Anything like a pure bred tribe of Judah must have disappeared some centuries before Christ, at the latest Douglas Reed (Controversy of Zion)

The Latin inscription on the banner around the Judaic eagle's head (below the Star of David) - E Pluribus Unum
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("From the Many - the One") refers to the god of the henotheistic Judahites, who was, quite literally, chosen from
the many gods of antiquity, and not to any high-fluting concept of Fabian Humanism. It is also a cryptic reference
to the separatist, monotheistic, light-worshipping Cult of Aton, who have hidden their very physical ancestry
behind the myriad cults, religions and secret societies of history, many of which are of their own creation.
Because they have concealed themselves behind the so-called twelve tribes of "Israel," their denoting number is
thirteen. This number appears all over the US one dollar note, and appears on many national flags, coins and
coats-of-arms. The European Union run the world from the thirteenth floor of their building in Brussels, Belgium.
Controlled and funded by the Cult of Aton, the Judahites were
content to eventually accept Aton, (or Adonai) as their god. The
thirteen levels of the pyramid and the thirteen stars above the
eagle's head, together with every other emblem therein, represent
the Ancient Cults, and the Solar Cult of Aton which conceals itself
behind Judaism, Christianity, and behind secret societies such as
the Knights of Columbus, the Knights Templar, the Freemasons,
Jesuits, and the Illuminati, etc,. If we look closely, we will see 33
feathers in the wing of Aton’s Eagle. This number represents the
Masonic Order, which has 33 main degrees of initiation in its
hierarchical, pyramidical structure. This occult family, of Aton, sits
at the top of the power pyramid, and has designed, funded and
controlled operations through the time of the Levites, Pharisees,
Greeks, Romans, Venetians, the Hanovers of Holland, the royal
elites of England (Plantagenet, Tudor, Stuart and Windsor
dynasties), through the world's first exploitatory conglomerates
such as the East-Indian Company and
Egyptian Solar Eagle
with Star of David (Aton)
above its head made of 13 stars

Russell Trust (Virginia and Hudson Bay Companies), which were behind the "discovery" of America's original
thirteen states (New Israel), and which own and control both political parties within America today.
This cabal also funds and controls the world's major charities, the majority of the US Christian Protestant (proZionist) Evangelist Pastors, the newspapers and media networks for the youth, the music and pharmaceutical
monopolies, the Federal Reserve and its banks, the United Nations, the Vatican and the Jesuits, and the major
think-tanks and space programs (NASA - "...the Eagle has landed"). The symbols on the currency (notes and
coins) that government (British and American) buys from the private banks in order to sustain its existence,
furnish the student with proof-positive as to the truth of this last statement. Moreover, the terms "Camp David"
and "Capitol Hill" are oblique references to the city of Jerusalem, and to Levite tradition. The term "breaking the
law" is an oblique reference to Moses (Akhenaton) literally breaking the Law of the Covenant. The very red
carpet that the potentates and politicians habitually walk upon, represents the bloodline of the ancient Luciferian
dynasty whose origins are lost in the distant mists of time.
That which we say to the crowd is ‘we worship God’…The religion should be, by all us initiates of the high
degrees, maintained in the purity of the Lucifer doctrine…Yes! Lucifer is God - Albert Pike (Grand Master of
US Freemasonry, Head of the Illuminati. From a Letter to the Palladian Councils, July 14 1889)
Lucifer, the Son of the Morning! Is it he who bears the Light, and with its splendors intolerable blinds feeble,
sensual, or selfish Souls? Doubt it not! - Albert Pike (Morals and Dogmas)
The so-called Left-Right political spectrum is our creation. In fact, it accurately reflects our careful, artificial
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polarization of the population on phony issues that prevents the issue of our power from arising in their
minds - (The Occult Technocracy of Power)
Behind the division of humanity stand those Enlightened Ones whose right and privilege it is to watch over
human evolution and to guide the destinies of men…This they do through the implanting of ideas in the
minds of the world thinkers, so that these ideas in due time receive recognition and eventually become
controlling factors in human life. They train the members of the New Group of World Servers in the task of
changing these ideas into ideals. These in turn become the desired objectives of the thinkers and are then
taught to the powerful middle class and worked up into world forms of governments or religion, thus
forming the basis of the new world order - Alice Bailey (Occultist. Fabian Author. Head of the Lucis Trust)

Though many of the world's orders and fraternities where created and funded by Cult of Aton, some were not.
And because one has to advance quite high in Masonic ranks before becoming privy to the real agenda, a few
well-meaning Masons have, due to their natural humanism, attempted to expose the darker corners of their own
organization. Winston Churchill was one such whistle-blower. For a short period during his political career he
seemed dedicated to exposing corruption in high places. When such a whistle-blower operates, from within the
system, the "higher-ups" have two main ways of dealing with them. The first method commonly used is
assassination, of either the professional or the physical kind. The second method involves initiating the whistleblower into a higher position, providing them a deeper insight into the master plan than they possessed before
advancement. This promotion in rank can be attended by material reward also. This method has proved very
successful down through the years, and has served to silence many a potentially rogue voice. Some very
esteemed Masons spoke openly against what they imagined to be the subversion of their humanitarian order.
Perhaps, they took Masonry for what it was meant to be, for what it was said to be, or for what they imagined it to
be, as they reverently advanced through its many ranks. Masons are, after all, not the only ones to be duped by
the company they keep or by the societies they serve. In any case, the warning calls of the suspicious and
aware, in Masonry, went largely unheeded.
…We see our edifice…crumbling and covering the ground with ruins, we see the destruction that our hands
no longer arrest…a great sect arose, which taking for its motto the good and the happiness of man, worked
in the darkness of the conspiracy to make the happiness of humanity a prey for itself. This sect is known to
everyone, its brothers are known no less than it name. it is they who have undermined the foundations of
the Order to the point of complete overthrow; it is by them that all humanity has been poisoned and led
astray for several generations…They began by casting odium on religion…Their masters had nothing less in
view than the thrones of the earth, and the governments of the nations was to be directed by their nocturnal
clubs…the misuse of our order…has produced all the political and moral troubles with which the world is
filled today…we must from this moment dissolve the whole Order - Duke of Brunswick (Grand Master of
German Freemasonry. Written to Brethren in 1794)
I have been convinced that we, as an Order, have come under the power of some very evil occult Order,
profoundly versed in science both occult and otherwise, though not infallible, their methods being BLACK
MAGIC, that is to say, electro-magnetic power, hypnotism and powerful suggestion. We are convinced that
the Order is being controlled by some Sun Order, after the nature of the Illuminati, if not by that Order itself The Duke of Brunswick (Grand Master of World Freemasonry, 1700s)

The Knights of the Temple of Solomon
After the Knights Templar entered into Jerusalem, during the Crusades, and after they took over the Temple
Mount as their base, they were approached and eventually infiltrated by the oriental Cult of Aton. The Templars
became converted to their cause and have been serving them ever since. They have occasionally changed their
name and their address, and have used other ruses to disguise their agendas and leadership, but they have long
been under the tutelage and jurisdiction of the Aton Cult. Through these complicit Templars, the Cult of Aton has
been busy working behind the scenes of the world's governments and through the medical and pharmaceutical
monopolies.
The Priory de Sion
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One of the secret societies that they formed, when in France, is known as the Priory de Sion. This is one of the
most illustrious and most powerful secret societies in the world. Scholars know that this Templar-Freemasonic
order takes its name, Sion (pronounced Sheeon), from the first letters of the Holy Family of Egypt - Set, Isis,
Osiris and Nephthys. These four deities are sacred to all Egyptians and to those whose family tree comes down
from Egypt. The word ON, is an Egyptian term, meaning - the Sun. The Priory de Sion, also funded and
controlled the Bavarian Illuminati, and the Grand Orient Lodges of Freemasonry, whose chief (Duke d'Orleans)
was behind the French Revolution and the ritual slaughter of the Bourbon monarch Louis XVI, and his court.
One of the Priory's main bases in France is in the province of Lorraine. The symbol
for the province, and the Dukes, of Lorraine is literally the "double cross." This
symbol was used by the so-called French "Underground," and is seen on the
Exxon oil corporation of America today. Exxon is Esso, in England. An "Exxon" (like
a Page) is, in reality, an official of a royal court, and acts as a messenger or
spokesperson for royalty. The word Sion can also be spelled Xion (since Si in
Greek is Xi). This is similar to Exxon. In numerology, the letters S-I-O-N, are 1965.
These numbers also give, by way of transposition and Gematria, the word ROSE
(9615). The word and symbol of the Rose have often been used as a cryptic cover
for the Cult of Aton, and their many secret society servants, for instance the
Rosicrucians (L'Ordre de la Rose-Croix).

We still use the term "double-crossed" today, when we suffer being undermined, deceived, or defrauded. Rose
gardens exist near major parliament buildings and government offices. Rose-shaped windows are a common
motif. (See Downing Street)
The term Sion, or Zion, can be found in the Book of Samuel. It was the city adopted as a capitol by King David, of
the House of Judah. However the name David has been found to refer to the kings of the Egyptian Eighteenth
Dynasty, that is to the Cult of Aton. (See Moustapha Gadalla). The word david, gives us dove. The dove is a major
cryptic device used to symbolize the House of David, and the Cult of Aton. In Latin dove is coloumbe, giving us the
Knights of Columbus, the District of Columbia, Christopher Columbus, CBS, and so on. The dove can also be seen
on the royal standards of the British Royal Family, on Greenpeace, and on the VISA credit cards.

Now, astoundingly, but fortunately for us, the prime movers and their henchmen often openly betray their
intentions, and the very nature of their designs, for the furtherance of a New World Order, for the rebuilding of the
third Temple (of Sol / Aton), and for a return of their Luciferian Sun-King, etc,.
A French-Jewish nobleman Hugues de Payens, together with eight other crusaders of Jewish origin,
including Andre de Montbard, Geoffroi Bisol, and Geoffroi de Saint-Omer officially founded the Order of the
Knights Templar in 1118. There is, however, certain information that the order was actually founded four
years earlier…In 1114, the bishop of Chartres mentioned “La Milice du Christ: in a letter, the name by which
the order was originally known...Hugues de Payens became the first grand master of the order...There were
eleven original members and they called themselves the “Poor Knights of Solomon’s Temple,” where they
were first based...A secret Jewish order was behind these men, the Order of Zion. Founded in the monastery
of Notre-Dame du Mont de Sion, on mount Zion, just south of Jerusalem, in June 1099, by the 39 year old
Godfroi de Bouillon, duke of Lorraine - a descendent of Guillem de Gellone, who was of the seed and tribe of
David - Juri Lina (Architects of Deception)
The Order of Zion was the invisible head organization and the Knights Templar its military and
administrative branch - ibid
In 1188, the Order de Zion gained a new name, the Prieure de Sion and their own grand master - Jean de
Gisors. At the same time a second name – “Ormus” was taken, which was used until 1306. According to the
Freemasons, Ormus was an Egyptian magician - ibid
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In their book "The Second Messiah," Masonic authors, Christopher Knight and Robert Lomas, admit that
every Grand Master of Freemasonry is a priest of Yahweh - ibid
Freemasonry is born out of Israel - The Jewish Guardian (April 12, 1922)
Freemasonry is a Jewish establishment, whose history, grades, official appointments, passwords, and
explanations are Jewish from beginning to end - Rabbi Isaac Wise (of B’nai B’rith, quoted in Israelite of America,
Aug 3, 1866)
We have founded many secret associations, which all work for our purpose, under our orders and our
direction. We have made it an honour, a great honour, for the Gentiles to join us in our organizations, which
are, thanks to our gold, flourishing more than ever. Yet it remains our secret that those Gentiles who betray
their own and most precious interests, by joining us in our plot, should never know that those associations
are of our creation, and that they serve our purpose…One of the many triumphs of our freemasonry is that
those Gentiles who become members of our Lodges, should never suspect that we are using them to build
their own jails, upon whose terraces we shall erect the throne of our universal King of the Jews; and should
never know that we are commanding them to forge the chains of their own servility to our own future King of
the World - Speech at the B’nai B’rith convention in Paris, published in The Catholic Gazette (Feb 1936)
●

George W. Bush is a direct descendant of Godfroi de Bouillon, first Crusader king of Jerusalem.
Father George and wife Barbara are both descendants of Godfroi de Bouillon who, in 1099, led
European noblemen in the successful Crusade to recapture Jerusalem from the Islamic faith and
moved into the King’s palace at Temple Mount….Godfroi de Bouillon was the first king of Jerusalem
and the Duke of Lower Lorraine, a major region for the Illuminati bloodline...So when George W.
Bush, a descendant of the de Bouillon through his mother and father, talked of a “Crusade” against
“Islamic” terrorism…this was no slip of the tongue…as was reported - David Icke (Alice In Wonderland
and the World Trade Center Disaster)

Behind the Thrones of Freemasonry
Behind the Masonic Lodges hides the same Cult of Aton, which fashioned Christianity, formed the Vatican, the
Illuminati, which incorporated the Knights Templar, and which operates behind the world's other myriad secret
societies. The fact that the central symbolism of Masonry involves the Temple of Solomon, should have alerted
us to this fact long ago. Now, it happens that Freemasons, who refer to themselves as "Sons of the Sun" (PhreMassen), are distinguished by the symbols that they commonly use on their lodges and on their literature. And it
is via a study of their symbolism that we can decode their true function and agenda.
The three symbols which they universally employ are the Compass, the
Square and the letter G. Many are the interpretations as to what these
symbols mean and as to where they actually originate. A close reading of
Masonic documents reveals a plethora of information and disinformation
regarding the origin and significance of these three symbols. Space does
not permit a thorough analysis presently. However, it is important to bring
out something concerning the letter "G," which is a great Masonic sigil
(secret sign). Scholars have concluded that it refers to God, to Geometry,
to Gaia, to Generation (sex), to the Hunab Ku of the Maya Shamans, to
Geb the ancient Egyptian god of the phallus and the Earth, and to the
sacred Spiral, etc,. Naturally, due to the synthetic and ambivalent quality of
symbols, all these interpretations might be said to be true. Symbols have
endless permutations.
Masonic Compass, Square, and "G"
with the crowning Eye of Aton
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Each of these interpretations can be accepted, and each can also be refuted after separate but plausible
argument and critique. It is from a close reading of Masonic and Levitical symbolism that an important clue as to
the letter's actual occult origin is yielded, one that gives greater credence to our present thesis.
After the massacres and devastation by Vespasian's Roman forces in Jerusalem, the Levite echelon moved on
to Jamnia and Usha, in Babylon, and formed their Talmudic Academies which lasted for centuries. It was there
that they collated all the esoteric knowledge that they had acquired from Egypt. And it was there that they honed
their plans for world domination. At this time the dispersed lower-class Judahites of the world knew to look to
Babylon, to Jamnia, Usha, Sura, and Pumbedita, and to the Talmudic Academies, for their guidance and
learning. Now, interestingly, the head potentates of these ancient academies, the elites of Talmudic scholarship,
were known as the "Gaonim." These Gaonim were considered princes of sacred knowledge and, as such, they
commanded the greatest reverence imaginable. It is, therefore, our opinion that these Levitical Gaonim, resident
in Babylon, were the descendants of the even more ancient Cult of Aton. And, furthermore, it is our contention
that the Masonic letter or cipher "G" stands for these self-proclaimed Exilarchs, these Princes - the GAONIM, of
the Babylonian GAONATE. In short, we do not think that it is far-fetched to suppose that the Compass and
Square might refer to the builder's guilds and the skill of physical masonry which constructed the Temple of SolAton; and to likewise suppose the "G" to be the arcane sign of the Priest-King cabal, and their god, who were
worshipped in it. Though the knowledge of such temple construction may have rested for a time in Palestine and
later Babylon it should be obvious, to even a layperson, that it originated in Egypt.
Four Faces, One Head
The most beloved symbol to Freemasons, and those who control this order, is the Egyptian Pyramid. They prefer
the pyramid with thirteen levels, and a detached two-dimensional capstone and "all-seeing" eye, for the reasons
mentioned above. But let us not forget that any true pyramid has four sides or faces. A pyramid is made from
four triangles. Many mysteries are concealed in this design. But the power-elite at the summit know the reason
for the four faces.
Basically, their secret control operates downward through the thirteen
levels, yes. But it also first fans out in the four main directions symbolized
by the four identical faces of the power-pyramid. That is, it operates
simultaneously via four separate or sub-pyramids. After all, a pyramid
would not exist without its four sides reaching upward to become the
apex. So, in practice, the power of the supreme Sun Order, the Cult of
Aton, is invested in four connected, but self-governing divisions or
executors. If one contingent should fail, or be uncovered and thwarted,
the agenda continues unmolested via the other three agents. These four
"faces" are Judeo-Christianity (and the other orthodox religions), the
military, the various scientific, educational and media institutions of the
world, and the Banks. Each division, or face, has its own apex (controlling
officers) who organize and govern the lower levels of its "face." However,
these privileged lieutenants answer to the supreme invisible "Generals,"
above them.

Crown with Malta Cross
on top and in center

The Masonic and educational fraternities are designed upon the cell-structure to facilitate this occult control, and
to ensure that no one part within the hierarchy conceives of what is really happening around, or above it.
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We form an association of brothers in all points of the globe…Yet there is one unseen that can hardly be
felt, yet it weighs on us. Whence comes it? Where is it? No one knows…or at least no one tells. This
association is secret even to us the veterans of the Secret Societies - Guiseppe Mazzini (Head of the Bavarian
Illuminati 1800s. Successor to Weishaupt)
The great strength of our Order lies in its concealment; let it never appear in any place in its own name, but
always covered by another name, and another occupation. None is fitter than the three lower degrees of
Freemasonry; the public is accustomed to it, expects little from it, and therefore takes little notice of it Adam Weishaupt (Founder of the Bavarian Iluminati, 1776. From John Robinson’s Proofs of a Conspiracy, 1798)
The Blue Degrees are but the outer court…of the temple. Part of the symbols are displayed there to the
initiate, but he is intentionally misled by false interpretation. It is not intended that he shall understand them,
but it is intended that he shall imagine that he understands them…The true explanation is reserved for the
Adepts, the Princes of Masonry (those of the 32nd and 33rd degrees) - Albert Pike (Grand Master of American
Scottish Rite Freemasonry and Head of the Illuminati. Successor to Mazzini)
For more on this subject, click here, and review the DVD - "Weapons of Mass Deception: Behind the New World Order"

Another choice symbol which figuratively encapsulates this schemata, and which is also used by these secret
societies, is the Malta, or Maltese, Cross. In fact, this cross is, geometrically speaking, merely a flattened
pyramid. This cross can be seen on the Imperial and St. Edward's crowns of the British Royals.
The Female "Fifth Column"
Bring no more vain oblations; incense is an abomination unto me; the new moons and sabbaths, the calling
of assemblies, I cannot away with them; it is iniquity, even the solemn meeting. Your new moons and your
appointed feasts my soul hateth; they are trouble unto me. I am weary to bear them...Come now, and let us
reason together, saith the Lord - Isaiah 1 13:18

These nefarious monotheistic, hyper-rational worshippers and wielders of light are not only despisers and
exploiters of nature, but are profoundly misogynist. They have a great deal to lose should women ever be
allowed to hold office or find out what the real reasons are for their persecution and marginalization down
through time. In times to come, women will constitute a major rival faction, and a vital part in the overthrow of this
blood-soaked hegemony. Before this can happen, however, women need to truly awaken from to their actual
archetypal purpose, lay aside their socially-vetted roles, and re-initiate themselves back into their true status as
Priestesses, agents of Nuith and Ma'at, daughters of Eve and Lilith, as "fifth-columnists" and agents
provacateurs, working to heal the planet, re-instigate the true Stellar Gnosis and tend to the psychic hygiene of
their wards.
The first act of creation is the birth of light. Light is always and everywhere a symbol of the male principle Erich Fromm (Love, Sex and Matriarchy)
She is more precious than rubies: and all the things thou canst desire are not to be compared unto her.
Length of days is in her right hand; and in her left hand riches and honour. Her ways are ways of
pleasantness, and all her paths are peace. She is a tree of life to them that lay hold upon her: and happy is
every one that retaineth her - Proverbs 3:15-18

Unless women do return to their royal roles as healers of nature, and keepers of the true Gnosis, the Evilarchies
which dominate the planet will never be defeated. Women need to expose and confront their age old enemy that
has perpetrated horrendous crimes against their sex, against their forebearers, and bring them to account for
their heinous deeds. The Bible alone reveals the hatred that the great Cults, and their "god" have towards
woman, who have never been forgiven for a certain "crime" that they committed over 13,500 years ago. (See
Atlantis)
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Because thou hast done this, though art cursed above all cattle, and above every beast of the field; upon thy
belly shalt thou go, and dust shall you eat all the days of thy life - Genesis 3:14
The appellation Satan, in Hebrew…belongs by right to the first and cruelest “Adversary” of all other
Gods–Jehovah, not in the serpent which spoke only words of sympathy and wisdom - Madame Helena
Petrovna Blavatsky

The women who decide to disregard this great work, and who compliantly remain as slaves within the status quo,
and who would rather continue serving nature's destroyers rather than to be queens themselves, condemn the
earth and the whole human race to physical and psychic enslavement. Nature's call to her daughters has gone
unheard long enough. The time has come for action.
The women who once ruled on Earth, now seem content to be ruled by its destroyers - Michael Tsarion

Deceived by the Light
I am the root and offspring of David, and the bright and morning star - (Jesus Christ, Rev 22:16)

The Judeo-Christian doctrine is patently a Solar doctrine, based on the adulation of light. Its heroes are Lucifers
all. According to the legends and scriptures, Lucifer was the "Son of the Morning." The Son of the Morning is,
obviously, the Sun. It is as simple as that. Therefore, to worship the gods of light, is to be, quite literally - a
Luciferian. Lucifer is, however, the deceiver, the obscurer of the "truth." Well, the sun does obscure the truth.
Every morning, upon its rise, it draws a veil of light across the theatre of the night sky, the original mystery
school, and analogue of the inner dome of the head, the deeper recesses of the ancestral mind. The night sky
was the body of the goddess, the primal mother Nuith. As the physical sunlight obscures the mysteries of the
night, so the inner psychological sun - ego-consciousness - obscures the deeper mysteries of Self and Being.
The dynamics of light are the same, whether it be of the physical or psychological variety.
Light emanates from the sun, and the sun is very important to Judeo-Christians and most other orthodox
religions (Islam, Hinduism, Bahai, Zoroastrian, etc,.) But few ask why this should be. After all, light has some
very interesting properties.
What light is to the outer physical world, intellect is to the inner world of consciousness - Arthur
Schopenhauer

In fact, light conceals more than it reveals. This is a fact which is not commonly
contemplated. "God is Light" and "In the beginning was the light," are the
mantras we constantly hear and read from Judeo-Christian sources. We need
to realize what is implied by these high-sounding postulations, and by the
habitual conjunction of divinity with the phenomenon known as "light." What is
light? And what is darkness? What is the true difference between them? Why is
the sun important to the Solar Cult? Why were the stars and moon more
important to the members of the Stellar and Lunar Cults? Does not the sun,
upon its daily rise, draw a veil of light across the theatre of the stars?
Moreover, should someone shine a bright light in your eyes, are they not then
hidden from your view? And are you not blinded so as not to be able to see
anything? Additionally, when light is cast upon an object, is a shadow not
instantly thrown?
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Yes, there are many things we need to comprehend about the nature and dynamics of light. It is always before
our eyes, and we believe that we see all there is to see because of it. We do not think of light as a weapon, and
have left ourselves open to serious violation from those Elites who expertly and surreptitiously wield their
"industrial" magic of light.
Light As Thought
Not many of us realize that there are two kinds of thinking which operate simultaneously. There is thinking with
the brain, and there is thinking with the mind. Mind and brain are not the same thing. The latter is basically an
organic machine programmed by our worldly experiences through time. The former is an phylogenetic
inheritance, and contains the thought impressions of all those men and women who have lived before us and
whose myriad experiences have been recorded in the Akashic Record or, in modern parlance, in the Collective
Unconscious. Thinking with the mind is really imagining, rather than thinking. Those who "imagine" (with the
mind) can be referred to as "right-brained," while those who primarily use the brain to think, the vast majority, are
"left-brained." The latter see the parts and not the whole, and are "intellectual." The former see the whole in each
part, and are "intelligent." The latter are inventive, the former are creative. The brain-thinkers love physics. The
mind-imaginers enjoy alchemy and art. The brain-thinkers are linear, repressed, retentive, conformist and outerdirected. The mind-imaginers are mutable, iconoclastic, independent and inner-directed. According to true
Mystics, Gnostics and Taoists, true wisdom cannot be attained via any kind of thinking. Neither the brain, nor the
mind, can apprehend the Real as it really is. The very act of thinking alters what is thought about, as the very act
of seeing changes what is seen. Truth cannot be KNOWN.
...your desire to end desire, is still a desire - Chuang Tzu (300 BC)

Additionally, contrary to what we falsely believe, we do not come into this world "innocent." Innocence, as William
Blake knew, is merely our state of mind when we are introduced to the phenomena of the world for the first time.
To the young brain everything seems new, fresh, exciting and incomprehensible. Originally, before we are taught
otherwise, we do not even try to think about what happens to us, or about what we see and experience. We just
experience, and it is enough to do so. As we age, however, we gain experience, and innocence eventually flees,
never to return. We certainly continue to crave that newness and freshness, but fail to realize that it is our minds,
our very consciousness, which needs to be new and fresh every day, and not our experiences. The mind which
is split, infirm, narcissistic, toxic and/or prejudiced, can hardly be expected to function in a healthy, spontaneous
manner, or to know anything as a certainty. As such a mind decays, it loses its mutability and ceases to function
holistically. It continues to have experiences, and relationships, but very few which are deep or meaningful. Such
a "calcified" mind is content to take orders, to allow others to lead it, and to seek unison with others of its own
kind. It loathes independence and aloneness. It despises darkness, silence and inwardness. It despises anyone
that is inward, quiet and dark. And, it does not realize that, sooner or later, it will have to inherit the very shadows
it has cast, by way of its phallocentric, acquisitive, hyper-focused modalities of thought.
Nicholas Copernicus displaced Mother Earth from the center of the universe and replaced her with Father
Sun - Leonard Schlain (The Alphabet Versus the Goddess)
The correlation of consciousness with masculinity culminates in the development of science, as an attempt
by the masculine spirit to emancipate itself from the power of the unconscious...We call this path "ascent"
because we experience consciousness and the world of light as being "above" us and unconscious and
darkness "below" still under the spell of the primitive symbolism which associates the upright posture of
the human figure with the development of the head and the rest of the "higher" centers of consciousness Erich Neumann (The Origin and Evolution of Consciousness)
…thinking which does not start from and continue in close relation to its foundations in the physical
universe must lead to falsity - Alvin Boyd Kuhn
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Light As Seeing
Living in the world involves sensing the world. The most important sense is seeing. Through sight we receive the
vast majority of our knowledge about the world, and about reality. Seeing is achieved by way of the human eye.
The eye, and the act of seeing, is dependent upon light which transmits or conducts a good portion of the world's
contents to the brain. Light is, as they say, knowledge. The very word phenomena (meaning the stuff of the
world) comes from the Greek word phainomenon, which derives from phaos, meaning "Light."
Ithyphallic beams of light enter the vesica-shaped eye, and the repetition of this motion, second by second, can
be justifiably likened to a sexual act. In fact, the entrance of light piercing the passive eye is experienced as a
very erotic act by the human brain, which is little more than a mass of super-sensitive nerves. This subtle optical
experience may be compared to a miniature orgasm, small enough to not be noticed consciously, but strong
enough to be very stimulating and entrancing to the subconscious part of us.
Over time, the transmittance of information via the light, creates deep impressions
on the brain and mind. Again, this has phallic connotations. Because of the
inherent eroticism of the light, we literally become addicted to light and the thinking
to which it gives birth. Thought is the original addiction, and as addicts we do not
realize how strongly held and dependent we have become. As the original
addiction, thought inevitably gives rise to all other addictions. The brain cannot
conceive a lightless place, and hates the darkness. This is why it has decided to
associate divinity with light, and why we, subsequently, adore the light and call it
god. We are light-infatuated. However, what we need to comprehend is the dual
nature of the light. Where light is, there too will shadow be. Similarly, where god is,
there the devil will also be. This is the paradox that perplexes the exponents and
adherents of Solar-based religions. God is good, but also wrathful. God is merciful,
but also vengeful.

God is truth, and also deceit. So it goes, and few can account for the strange ambivalence within the nature of
god. We can, and will, account for it when we realize the all-important connections between God, Lucifer, light,
mind and thought. In short, light does not reveal mysteries, it creates them.
Any development, at any stage, that strives toward patriarchal consciousness, toward the sun, looks on the
moon spirit as the spirit of regression, as the terrible mother, as a witch - Erich Neumann (The Origin and
Evolution of Consciousness)
…monotheism does not mirror human society. Humans are first and foremost social animals. A deity who
was alone, not by choice but because there were no other companions for Him, was a concept without
parallel in human society. The god of the Israelites did not have a wife, a son, a daughter, or a mother Leonard Schlain (The Alphabet Versus the Goddess)

It is of great interest to find out that the ancients also knew these facts, and how they too habitually connected
light with masculine and phallic principles. And, it is vital to understand how important these seemingly abstract
metaphysical principles are to the elites ("great lighted ones") within the secret societies, to those worshippers of
Lucifer - the Light Bearer. To successfully combat them and foil their designs, we have to be as intellectually
astute as they are. We must know what they know. We must know what it is that commands their allegiance, and
we must know just how fervent their allegiances are. In writings to his Illuminati and Masonic brethren, Albert
Pike, reveals the esoteric connections between Lucifer, light and phallicism:
In the Book of Enoch, in speaking of the fallen angels it s said: "The name of the first is Yekun: he it as who
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seduced all the sons of the Holy Angel; and causing them to descend on earth, led astray the offspring of
men...and the name, as Yekain, is fitly represented by a phallic column" - Albert Pike (The Book of Words)
Yekun becomes Jakin, which is one of the pillars at the gates of Solomon's (Aton's) Temple, and at the gates of all
Masonic Lodges. These phallic altars to Lucifer can be found (as the obelisk, tower or monument, etc,,) in most civic
centers in the world, and near important banks and government addresses.

The very word phallic comes from phalos, meaning "white" or "bright" and from phaos, meaning "light." Albert
Pike writes: By the very name, it (the phallus) was connected with the Sun.
Conclusion
As Rene Magritte remarked: Everything that we see obscures something else we want to see. The path of light
does not lead to true "enlightenment." The original Gnostics knew this, and always associated light with Lucifer the fallen angel. Lucifer's Fall was as a lightening flash, wrote the Kabalists. Light, they believed, descended
downwards through ten major centers, or Sephiroth (spheres), and came to rest in the realm known by Kabalists
as "Malkuth," i.e., the Physical plane.
The light, or knowledge, at this low level, is so weak in magnitude and so far removed from the
realm of pure spirit, that only exceptionally wise and mentally empowered individuals can
comprehend reality as it really is, and see beyond the myriad illusions which infest the world
and lower mind. Those devoid of psychological insight, objectivity, and moral purity cannot
escape living mediocre lives riddled with contradiction. It is not difficult to recognize and define
the individuals who belong to this sorry category. They are those who wish to live forever but
who despise getting old. They are those who desire to know everything but who do not wish to
open their minds. They are those who wish to avoid pain but who never find out why pain
arises in their lives; who say they desire freedom and yet abuse it when they find it; who want

the "light" but who deeply fear facing the dirt it will reveal in them; and who want to see reality as it is but who
don't realize that doing so will first entail seeing oneself as one truly is.
Those who cannot, or who will not, face reality, have no chance of changing reality - Michael Tsarion (Atlantis,
Alien Visitation & Genetic Manipulation)

Originally, it was known and taught that spirit is outside the realms of time and does not evolve to perfection. To
Mystics, the concept of Becoming has no meaning. Spirit, like the Universe from which it came, are already
perfect as they are. They do no "become" perfect through time. The ever changing entity (the human ego) that is
dependant upon the movement of time, and which is a victim of the contingent, can never arrive at its illusionary
goal of perfection. Every step it makes toward this mirage is but a re-affirmation of its imperfection. And the ego
cannot find a way out of this paradox. Like a spider caught in its own web, it searches constantly for an answer
and tries, in manifold ways, to artificially empower itself (through technology and science), hoping to rival eternal
nature, whose mysterious ambient power threatens it deeply.
A shadow is just the part of Her that his light can’t banish or erase - Michael Tsarion

These concepts are so alien to us because we have, in our present solar-centric, pro-masculine, anthrocentric,
technocratic milieu, successfully divided reality into a myriad conflicting parts, have instigated unsustainable
hierarchies which bear no resemblance to the holarchic structure of nature, and have arrogantly considered
ourselves, like marooned but over-zealous Robinson Crusoes, to be "enlightened" "advanced," and "civilized."
Our present decadent "civilization" approaches its finale, while we continue to blithely believe our own lies
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despite all evidence to the contrary, and despite the horrors, debauchery, injustice, criminality and insanity which
pervades and infects the body politic.
…there were no religious wars in the ancient world before monotheism - Leonard Schlain (The Goddess
Versus the Alphabet)
The rise of masculine power and of patriarchal society probably started when man began to accumulate
personal, as over against communal, property and found that his personal strength and prowess could
increase his personal possessions. This change in secular power coincided with the rise of sun worship
under a male priesthood...Sun worship was usually introduced and established by an edict of a military
dictator, as happened in Babylon and Egypt, and probably other countries as well - M. Esther Harding
(Woman's Mysteries)

Perhaps Mahatma Gandhi was right when he cynically said that civilization would be "a good idea," and perhaps
Konrad Lorenz was right when he humorously implied that man is merely the missing link between apes and
human beings. Perhaps, in persisting with our vain ardor to repair what is not broken, and the irrational quest to
"improve" upon perfection, we have finally lost our vision of the inherent, ambient order and beauty all around us,
that is not plugged-in, wasteful or finite, and which operates flawlessly without mind, without ego, and without
human consciousness. Our own inner ugliness and toxicity prevents us from looking deeply into that pristine
mirror of nature to see all that we are, and all we should be. We have become nature's rotten-apples, her
unwanted abortions, so to speak, who must, for the greater good, be left to perish in the great Plutonic storms
that approach us and which we, due to our existential vagrancy, have summoned into being.
Mankind’s “self-alienation" has reached such a degree that it can experience its own destruction as an
aesthetic pleasure of the first order - Jerry Mander
back

Empire Striking Back
Man is free to choose not to be conscious, but not free to escape the penalty of unconsciousness:
destruction - Ayn Rand

Despite the fact that the Bible's Old and New Testaments are the concoction of the all-powerful, scheming,
megalomaniacal Cult of Aton, its incoherent and fabricated "message" has been accepted as "God's Word" for
several centuries by the recently literate, nonsense-preoccupied masses of humankind. To quote from new
scripture - when "Dorothy" wakes the hell up, she will find that behind the veil and mask of this perverse
Jehovah, the brooding god, hides the "Golden Ones" of old, turning the world-system like a rubix-cube in
whatever direction takes their maniacal fancy, cracking the whips on the herd to move them hither and thither,
and slowly lasering through the very boughs of the greater Tree of Life, upon which all things, including they
themselves, rest and grow.
The unfortunate over-worked, apathetic and brain-washed masses have neither the
time, energy nor inclination to discover for themselves whether there is a shred of
truth in all the myriad high-sounding fables of the Bible. As the great AstroTheologist of the nineteenth century, Rev. Robert Taylor, wrote: Men have been
trained to prefer ignorance to learning, and have chosen to be driven mad and wild
by faith, rather than to be instructed, enlightened and improved by reason and
philosophy.
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To restate the headlines - it is asserted by the adherents of Judeo-Christianity that the so-called "ten tribes of
Israel" moved westward after the so-called "Captivity" in Babylon, became the "Caucasians" and are God's
"Chosen People," charged with establishing the "New Covenant" of their jealous God in the west, specifically in
America and Britain, which are, according to scripture, considered to be the "New Israel."
This preposterous nonsense, spouted and screamed from the pulpits and from the rabid mouths of BritishIsraelites, arose because of a deliberately erroneous interpretation concerning Genesis Chapter 48. That chapter
concerns the blessing of Jacob upon his grandson's Ephraim and Manasseh. These two boys are the sons of
Jacob's (renamed Israel) favorite son Joseph and were, suggestively, born in Egypt while Joseph was
"Governor" there. The boys are blessed and Joseph is informed that they will go on to found the great "Israelite"
nations of the future.
And Joseph took them both, Ephraim in his right hand toward Israel’s left hand, and Manasseh in his left
hand toward Israel’s right hand, and brought them near unto him. And Israel stretched out his right hand,
and laid it upon Ephraim’s head, who was the younger, and his left hand upon Manasseh’s head, guiding his
hands wittingly, for Manasseh was the firstborn…And when Joseph saw that his father laid his right hand
upon the head of Ephraim, it displeased him; he held up his father’s hand, to remove it from Ephraim’s head
unto Manasseh’s head…And his father refused, and said, I know it, my son, I know it: he shall become a
people, and he also shall be great but truly his younger brother shall be greater than he, and his seed shall
become a multitude of nations - (Genesis 48)

The brain-washed, or maliciously deceptive, leaders of the world, eager to imagine themselves Jehovah's
"chosen" elect, the descendents of the House of Israel (or David), go along with this mis-interpretation which
holds the promise of total world power and dominion. This is the "New Covenant" that they serve, wave in front of
their subjects, and which has brought the world to ruin. They preach this from on high, and fund the various
maniacal evangelist scholars to find and/or supply the supporting "evidence" for this passage and its alleged
significance. However, since both this passage and the Bible in which it is found are both elaborate concoctions
of the age-old scheming Cult of Aton and their scions, our chances of finding this evidence are, like our chance
of finding sense in it, minimal at best. As we have attempted to demonstrate, the Bible was created as a
manifesto for world domination by the super Cult of Aton, and its Masonic, Illuminist scions.
There is a further important point to bring out regarding this strange passage. It
concerns the secret societies and the symbolism that they employ, and where
that symbolism comes from. One of the most powerful secret societies which
orchestrates world events, is known as the "Order of the Skull and Bones." It is
also known as the "Brotherhood of Death." The symbol of this order is a death's
head skull and two crossed arm bones, and the number 322, which connotes the
spring equinox and the sign of Aries (Mars). This is the same peculiar symbol
which has been used by the Pirates, the British troops, and by the Nazis.

It is also a prominent Knights Templar emblem. Obviously, there are many speculations as to where this strange
and sinister motif originated. It is our belief that it has its origins in Genesis Chapter 48, and in the blessing of the
two brothers, Ephraim and Manasseh, the seed of the nations. The fact that they never physically existed is of no
consequence to those who have benefited and profited from the lie, nor to the secret societies whose bizarre
legends and rites have repeatedly been the template for political and social intrigue.
Joseph brought the sons to Jacob that he might bless them, and bestow the birthright on the eldest son.
Aware of Jacob’s poor vision, he was careful to place Manasseh, the eldest son, in position to receive
Jacob’s right hand on his head. The birthright was given placing the right hand on the head of the one
receiving the birthright. But in spite of Joseph’s careful positioning of Manasseh, so that he would receive
the birthright, Jacob stretched out his hands, and crossed them and placed his right hand on the head of
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Ephraim, and his left hand on the head of Manasseh. Thus the birthright was given to Ephraim, the youngest
son - (From: Tracing the Ancestors of Great Britain and America, by the Gospel of Kingdom Ministry)

Now, given that today's world leaders believe this phantasm of the "New Covenant" to be true we are afforded a
great insight into the motives for the present belligerence of the US and British governments, and for the zeal
with which they move to instigate their precious, but perfidious, "New World Order" leviathan. As to whether the
ordinary man in the street will benefit from such a draconian "order" we can turn to the past words of those who
deemed themselves agents of the "Most High" for instruction. Fortunately, from the earliest ages, these
Luciferian potentates and princes have made sure to let us know of their contempt of us, and of the retribution
that they will take against any form of rivalry, physical or philosophical, to their assumed suzerainty:
The state of monarchy is the most supreme thing upon earth, for kings are not only God's lieutenants upon
earth, and sit upon god's throne, but even by God himself are called gods...for if you will consider the
attributes to God, you shall see how they agree in the person of a king...to dispute what God does is
blasphemy...so it is sedition in subjects to dispute what a king may do in the height of his power. I would not
have you meddle with such ancient rights of mine as I have received from my predecessors - James Stuart VI
(king of Scotland and England)
God omnipotent, is mustering in his clouds on our behalf, armies of pestilence and they shall strike your
children yet unborn and unbegot, that lift your vassal hands against my head and threat the glory of my
precious crown…You wretches, detestable on land or sea, you will seek equality with lords and are
unworthy to live. Give this message to your colleagues - rustics you were and rustics you are still. You will
remain in bondage, not as before, but incomparably harsher. For as long as we live we will strive to
suppress you and your misery will be an example for posterity. However, we will spare your lives if you
remain faithful, choose now which course you want to follow - Richard II (Fourteenth Century Plantagenet King
of England)

As the humble, sinning "subjects" of such kindly kings and gods, we cannot help but be moved to grateful tears
to be recipient of such beneficent regard. In short, our masters let us know clearly and distinctly how the
guarantee of our security and prosperity stands in direct proportion to our offerings of servility, obedience and
labor. It is this simple feudal contract that serves to maintain the status quo and prevent iconoclasm and
rebellion. In short, the message is - "March or Die."
I, the Lord your God, am a jealous God, punishing the children for the sin of the fathers to the third and
fourth generation of those who hate me - Exodus 20:5
...for the Lord your God, who is among you, is a jealous God and his anger will burn against you, and he will
destroy you from the face of the land - Deuteronomy 6:15
...He is a holy God; he is a jealous God. He will not forgive your rebellion and your sins - Joshua 24:19
He shall deliver their kings into thine hand and thou shalt destroy their name from them…Ye shall utterly
destroy all the places wherein the nations which ye shall possess, served their gods - The Torah

Since the western world's present political and religious leader's do truly believe themselves to be the vaunted
Princes of this reprobate god Jehovah, or his new "Chosen" prophets, we can confidently lay aside any naive
thoughts of using reason as a method of defense or attack against them and their imperialist schemes for world
domination. We do not need the philosophers or sages to remind us of the consequences to human freedom
should occult knowledge and religious obsession become fused together and used as weapons against us.
Neither reason nor sense will serve to quell the obsessive zeal of these ministers of the New World Empire. The
conventional intellectuals and historians who are "educated' within the system, can write all the pro/con articles
and books they want to, and can pontificate loudly or quietly 'till their heart's content. However, their words are,
for the most part, mere commentaries and rarely go to the soul of the issue and problem. Moreover, the
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propaganda of the Empire builders, expertly drip-fed to us down through the centuries, has always proved more
than successful to veto the remonstrations and warnings of their various detractors and critics. Yes, by "Cross or
by Crown," or by "Hook or by Crook," they are determined to get their way.
Manasseh would become a great nation. The greatest nation in the history of the world is the United States
of America. This Joseph-nation has always been ready to come to the aid of any nation, when they need
help. This is the nation that has spread the word of God throughout the world, as the prophets foretold they
would, in the latter days - (From: Tracing the Ancestors of Great Britain and America, by the Gospel of Kingdom
Ministry)

As the savants have declared, what the Imperialists first do abroad to supposed enemies they will soon do at
home to their own subjects. America and Great Britain were indeed meant to be the New Empire of Yahweh.
The Temple of Sol-Aton was meant to be rebuilt for the third time. The New
Jerusalem is meant to be re-established in the world. The Arab and Gentile
infidels are meant to be ground into the dust, humiliated and destroyed, and the
"sinner's" are meant to be cast into the hell of hells. There is to be eternal war. A
reading of the past history of this phenomenon known as "Judeo-Christianity"
provides us with more than a glimpse into the kind of fate that awaits us in the
near future. There will be nothing Utopian or Holy about it.

The Brit'ish ("Covenant Man")
Union Jack (Jack-ob/Jacob)

The edifice of the New World Order is almost complete. It has been constructed brick by "Masonic" brick down
through the centuries. The last layer is in place, and only the capstone remains to be set. When the time is right
the architects of doom will finally set it in its place. Then after their towering pyramid of control and tyranny is
complete, the black light of the All-Seeing Eye will be cast down upon the whole world, and men and women will
exist and labor beneath its shadow, the dire shadow of their own great tombstone that they have helped create
by their apathy and ignorance, and upon which their own hearts will be torn out and sacrificed to the bloodgorged gods. True, no slaves were involved in the construction of the real pyramid at Giza. That much has been
historically proven. But the virtual pyramid of the Luciferian Brotherhoods exists entirely due to slavery, slavery
not of ancient Jews and Egyptians, but of all humanity.
Oft as they kindle a beacon fire for war, shall God quench it. And their aim will be to abet disorder on the
earth, but God shall loveth not the abettors of disorder - The Qur'an (on the Levites and Zionists)

Yes, the unenviable task of revealing the origins, evolution and agendas of this greatest of mind-control
programs, Judeo-Christianity, may be justifiably considered futile in the extreme. Yes, the task of rearranging
furniture on the Titanic might seem sadly comical to most who still possess sanity in these insane times.
However, should but ONE person be awakened, after pausing to read our audacious "graffiti" upon the walls of
our prison-house, it is enough. For unlike the priests and popes of this world, our endeavor is not to "save" lives
or souls, but to save TRUTH...so that it may nourish true Humanity, should it ever eventually be conceived, take
birth, and find a home in the world of tomorrow.
The larger a society or confederacy, the greater the amalgamation of collective factors - which is typical of
every large organization - the more aggravated the moral and spiritual degeneration of the individual - Carl
Gustav Jung
If you think of yourselves as helpless and ineffectual, it is certain that you will create a despotic government
to be your master. The wise despot…maintains among his subjects a popular sense that they are helpless
and ineffectual - Frank Herbert
Where a majority are united by a common sentiment, and have an opportunity, the rights of the minor party
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become insecure. In a republican government the majority, if united, have always an opportunity. The only
remedy is to enlarge the sphere (that is, unite all the States under a federal government) and thereby divide
the community into so great a number of interests and parties that, in the first place, a majority will not be
likely, at the same moment, to have a common interest separate from that of the whole, or of the minority;
and, in the second place, that, in case they should have such an interest, they may not be so apt to unite in
the pursuit of it - US President James Madison {Elliot's Debates, Vol. V, p.163}
They are dangerous because there are so many of them. It is one thing to have a few nuts or dissidents.
They can be dealt with, justly or otherwise, so that they do not pose a danger to the system. It is quite
another situation when you have a true movement - millions of citizens believing something, particularly
when the movement is made up of society’s average, successful citizens - William Colby (Late Director of the
CIA)
back
For further research, review the following book and dvds:
True Origins of the Illuminati and the New World Order (Preface)
Astro-Theology & Sidereal Mythology
Weapons of Mass Deception: Behind the New World Order
Atlantis, Alien Visitation & Genetic Manipulation
Additional Sources:
Ireland: Land of the Pharaohs - Andrew Power
http://jahtruth.co.uk/heraldry.htm
http://www.bible.ca/pre-british-israelism-foy-wallace.htm
This page is dedicated to the memory of William Wallace, Giordano Bruno, and Rev. Robert Taylor...per ignum ad lucem
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ASTRO-THEOLOGY & THE BIBLE
The extent of Christian stupidity and of Christian ignorance would have been the most unaccountable of all
the phenomena of the universe, if its own history had not supplied the account. Men have been trained to
prefer ignorance to learning, and have chosen to be driven mad and wild by faith, rather than to be
instructed, enlightened and improved by reason and philosophy - Rev. Robert Taylor

Introduction
We wish to reveal, as others have sought to do, that the greatest of all the mythologies, the Christian, is entirely
based on the zodiac and the stars. The people that are going to accept this statement are so few in number, that
one may wonder at the reason for the work here presented. It is presented in the spirit of true revelation. Our
motive is to re-introduce the greatest of all subjects, Astro-Theology and the mystery of the heavens, of the stars,
that was the province of the original makers of civilization, the Egyptian Siderealists.
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Let us be aware of what we actually mean in terms of duration, when we
speak of Egypt. The time of the Egyptian Stellar Cult was at least 20,000
years BC. The original dynasties long predate the official dates given in
the history books. What Piazzi Smith, Rutherford, Davison, and the other
Egyptologist discovered, and what masters such as R. A. Schwaller de
Lubicz and Gerald Massey proved, is that the hey day of Egypt was not,
as fraudulent modern writers insinuate, the Eighteenth Dynasty, and the
time of
the rise of monotheism, but was ages before, during the days of the great siderealists, the original builders of the
pyramid and sphinx, and cultivators of the Nile Valley.
Their god was Set, the Child of Taurt - the original Madonna. They existed as far back as the Precessional Ages
of Libra, Virgo and Leo. Zodiacally, we are in the Ages which directly oppose these signs. We are, astrologically
speaking, "mirroring" the ages of the Stellar Cults, which is why there has been a revival of interest in the great
mysteries of Egypt. This is why prophets like Edgar Cayce predicted that it would be in the present Age of Pisces
that the secret of the Pyramid would again be discovered. In short, that which we call "Egypt," lasted longer than
the later Hellenic, Roman, Byzantine, Medieval, Renaissance, Enlightenment, Industrial, and modern ages put
together and multiplied by three. The manipulators of history, therefore, purposely concentrate our attention on
the latter days, in order to prevent us delving back into Egypt's past. They do so, understandably, for they have
everything to lose once humankind becomes reintroduced to the archive of knowledge and wisdom that was
common to our ancestors. Fortunately, this ancient wisdom is encapsulated still in the four high arts of Divination,
in Tarot, Astrology, Kabala, and Numerology.
In the new millennium there is need to return to the wisdom that was humankind’s in the days of old and move
away from the dogma and corruption of orthodoxy which has caused untold horror to the Earth and to the
consciousness of human beings.
Christian Supplanters
By their own admissions and remonstrations, the purveyors of Judeo-Christian theologies concede that there
exist "satanic" forces preying on the pure. This, they have advocated from their own pulpits and publications for
countless generations. Additionally, they have professed themselves to be the enemy and indicter of these
malignant agencies. Yet our world has been, and continues to be, debauched by these very self-righteous
agents and exponents of orthodox religion. We must conclude that the great Judeo-Christian vanguard has been
more than remiss in their crusade against the entities and principalities that they assure us exist. By their own
standards of rectitude they are judged impotent and recalcitrant. Sadly few know, or even care to know, the
reasons why these religions came to power, or for that matter, how they exercise their power. Those fine
commentators on this subject have had their work sequestered and even suffered personal ridicule and injury.
However, though the messenger may be destroyed, the message lives eternally:
…there exists...another class of adepts belonging to a brotherhood also and mightier than any other they
have to be ranked with the adepts of the Black Arts. These are our Roman Catholic “Fathers” and clergy...A
hundred times more learned in secret symbology and the old religion than our Orientalists will ever
be…There are more profoundly learned Kabalists in Rome and throughout Europe and America than is
generally suspected...Thus are the “Brotherhoods” of “black” adepts more powerful and dangerous…than
any host of Eastern Occultists…People laugh at Magic! Men of Science…deride the potency and even the
belief in the existence of what is called in vulgar parlance “Sorcery” and “Black Magic” The archaeologists
have their Stonehenge in England with its thousands of secrets, and its twin brother Karnac of Brittany, and
yet there is not one of them who even suspects what has been going on in its crypts, and its mysterious
nooks and corners, for the last century. More than that, they do not even know of the existence of such
“magic halls” in their Stonehenge, where curious scenes are taking place, whenever there is a new convert
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in view. Hundreds of experiments have been, and are being made daily at the Salpetriere, proved that certain
sensitives…when commanded in trance, by the practitioner, who operates on them, to do a certain thingfrom drinking a glass of water up to simulated murder-on recovering their normal state lose all
remembrance of the order inspired -“suggested”…Nevertheless at the appointed hour and moment, the
subject, though conscious and perfectly awake, is compelled by an irresistible power within himself to do
that action which has been suggested to him by his mesmerizer; and that too, whatever it may be, and
whatever the period fixed by him who controls the subject, that is to say, holds the latter under the power of
his will, as a snake holds a bird under its fascination, and finally forces it to jump into its open jaws. Worse
than this: for the bird is conscious of the peril; it resists, however helpless in its final efforts, while the
hypnotized subject does not rebel, but seems to follow the suggestions and voice of its own free-will and
soul - Madame Helena Blavatsky (The Secret Doctrine, vol 3)

Power and Control
We ask the reader to put aside their mental laziness, their nonsensical prejudices and allegiances, and their
intellectual fallacies, and all by which they are conditioned. For without that proverbial "open mind" the reader
cannot hope to comprehend the gravity and authenticity of the subject here presented. However, whether this
work is accepted openly or not we, nevertheless, seek here to directly combat the elite technocracies of power
and religion that have made intellectual and emotional slavery into virtues. We openly oppose these monumental
adversarial congeries, stating that nothing that they have produced is of any use or meaning. Nature can do
without all they have spawned. So can I and so can you. You have nothing to lose but your chains. Your power
has been taken away by those with control over your mind, emotions, energy and body. Because you have given
away your own power to those without any, your power is now being constantly, and viciously, used against you.
Both read the Bible day and night, but I read black where you read white - William Blake

So, who wrote it?
The Bible is a mysterious document indeed. No one seems to know what it really meant to be about. Each
interpreter and scholar asserts a different point of view, but each can be used to contradict the others. One thing
is clear - the Bible and its doctrines are the basis of some of the vilest and most horrific acts of indecency,
aggression and criminality that we have had to endure on this planet. When one does their Theological
homework, the truth does gradually become apparent. One of the most stunning discoveries concerns the
authenticity, or lack of it, of Jesus. One cannot find any substantial proof of his physical existence. This fact alone
calls for a attitude of suspicion and skepticism when it comes to ecclesiastical matters. Clearly, the authors of the
book must have had a good reason for introducing such a fictional character under the guise of true biography.
Who would do such a thing, and why? These are the big questions we each need to answer.
The books now contained in the Old Testament were largely oral before 300 BC, although some had been
written down by Jewish rabbis. Through contact with the Jews is Ptolemaic Egypt, King Ptolemy II
Philadelphus (285-246 BC) is credited with ordering the translation of the Jewish religious books into Greek.
The Christian version of the Old Testament was only established as a comprehensive work by the scribe
Origen around 250 AD, and up until that time only loose translations of the Ptolemaic Greek work formed the
basis of Christian teaching - Arthur Kemp (March of the Titans)
There was never any recorded form of ordination from a supernatural Jesus Christ or Simon of Petra (Simon
Peter) to the presbyters. They appointed themselves and continually restructured their own writings to
further appeal to the rabble without understanding the meaning of what they were compiling - Tony Bushby
(The Bible Fraud)
During the early period of the Christian movement the multitude of often contradictory texts was so great
that the young Church saw only one way of preserving the faith from splitting into numerous sects:
assembling a canon of writings and destroying rejected apocryphal (hidden) texts - Elmer H. Gruber (The
Original Jesus)

On 21 June, the day of the Summer Solstice…a total of 2048 presbyters, deacons, sub-deacons, acolytes, and
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exorcists gathered at Nicea to decide what Christianity really was, what it would be, and what writings were to be
used and who was to be its god…The Emperor Constantine presided over the council.
Nowhere is Christianity less attractive…and less authoritative, than in the councils of the church…The
degeneracy is rapid from the Council of Nicea (325 AD) to the first of Ephesus (431 AD), where each party
came determined to use every means of haste, maneuver, court, influence, bribery, to crush his adversary…
Dean Milman
After a long and bitter debate, a vote was finally taken and it was with a majority show of hands that Judas
Khrestus and Rabbi Jesus both became god – 161 votes to 157. A new god was proclaimed and ‘officially’
ratified by Emperor Constantine… Tony Bushby

The Emperor then instructed Bishop Eusebius to compile a uniform collection of new
writings ‘bound together as one’…Eusebius was to arrange for the production of ‘fifty
sumptuous copies…to be written on parchment in a legible manner, and in a
convenient portable form, by professional scribes thoroughly accomplished in their
art’…’Make them to astonish,’ said Emperor Constantine…This was the first mention
of finished copies of a Christian New Testament in the history of mankind...With his
instruction now fulfilled, Emperor Constantine decreed that the new writings be
thereafter called the ‘words of God’ and be attached…to copies of the Hebrew Old
Testament. Emperor Vespasian, in the First Century, had proclaimed the entire Jewish
territory the personal property of the Roman Emperors, and his decision was officially
ratified by the Senate. In effect, all later Emperors were in control of the Jewish
religion…Emperor Constantine effectively attempted to amalgamate the earlier Jewish
religion with his new cult. By legal inheritance, he was also the messiah. After
Eusebius had finished drawing upon the large array of presbyter’s texts, Constantine
then ordered them destroyed by fire and ‘any man found concealing one should be
stricken off from his shoulders (beheaded) - Tony Bushby (The Bible Fraud)
Forgers and Betrayers
The Emperor Constantine lived between 208 to 337 AD. After his vision he went on to issue the Edict of
Milan, in 313 AD, which legalized Christianity throughout the Empire. Shortly, thereafter, it became the
fastest spreading religion. Constantine’s conversion to Christianity is still shrouded in mystery and led to
the most famous forgery in European history, that which became known as the Donation of Constantine.
This document purports to be a signed document by Constantine and its principal feature is to grant the
bishop of Rome – the Pope – temporal authority over the city of Rome and the entire Roman Empire.
Although there are many glaring factual errors in the text of the document, which by themselves shows the
document to be a forgery, the Donation of Constantine was accepted as genuine until the 15th Century, and
was used by the Catholic Church to claim political power in not only the Roman Empire but also, ultimately,
in all nominally Christian lands. Eventually, the Donation of Constantine was rejected as false – but by then
the Church had established itself in almost all of Europe, its power founded on a forgery - Arthur Kemp
(March of the Titans)
It (the "Donation of Constantine") purported to recognize the Roman Popes as Christ’s representatives on
Earth and to donate to Pope Sylvester and the Roman Church all those Imperial powers formerly invested in
the Throne of Byzantium. The Donation, the Church claimed, was written in the 4th Century at the insistence
of the Emperor Constantine The Church claimed Constantine was so grateful for having been cured of
leprosy by Pope Sylvester that he gave to the Church the entire power and wealth of the unified Roman
Empire, including the right to crown and dethrone kings...Supposedly written before 337 AD – the year of
Constantine’s death – the Donation of Constantine didn’t make an appearance on the stage of European
history until four-hundred years later. So far-reaching are the powers bestowed upon the Church by this
document, one would have thought that it would have been made public at the time of its bestowal, not
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centuries later - Prince Nicholas de Vere von Drakenberg (The Thousand-Year Elven Holocaust)
No monarch ruling today and no government under the monarch or instituted in their name would enjoy
their position if the Church, empowered by the Donation of Constantine, had not given them permission to
rule in the first place…the Donation of Constantine is a complete and utter fraud. The Church was never
given any temporal powers at all, let alone the right to found dynasties, crown kings or institute
governments. The Donation of Constantine was a lie from beginning to end and has been known to be a fake
since Lorenzo Valla applied the methods of historical criticism during the Renaissance - ibid
The fraudulent imperial power of the Vatican to create kings by “coronation” - derived from this faked 8th
Century Donation of Constantine - was later adopted by the Archbishops of the Church of England with the
complicity of the Tudors, who were Catholics themselves...When he split with Rome, Henry VIII still retained
and later ratified and re-established in the Anglo-Catholic Church of England the fraudulent right of the
Church’s clergy to create by coronation by a succession of British monarchs. This is an illegal act - ibid
Because the Donation was a fraud and because no subsequent priest of any Catholic denomination ever
had the right to crown kings, Britain has had no legally reigning monarch for 900 years. As a consequence
of this, all the laws passed by these monarchs were and are illegal and worthless, and all the governmental
agencies set up by or derived from these monarchs or their laws are also illegal and worthless up to the
present day - ibid
The Dead Sea Scrolls made

no mention of Jesus Christ or the early Christian church. At
the time of their discovery…It has long been known that there was information in the
Dead Sea Scrolls damning to Christian beliefs and the church’s high-level involvement
with interpreting the Scrolls fostered a grave element of suspicion. Since the Scrolls
were found some six decades ago, close associates of the Vatican were placed in
dominant positions in every phase of the investigation and translations of the Scrolls.
The priests regulated the flow of information and controlled its release - Tony Bushby
(The Bible Fraud)
...a most charming political fiction, dreamed up for excellent purposes in the garb of history, and adopted to
the gross conceptions of a rude, sensual, unlearned and credulous people - Dr. Geddes (on the early books of
the Bible)
There is nothing holy about the Bible, nor is it “the word of God.” It was not written by God-inspired saints,
but by power-seeking priests. Who but priests consider sin the paramount issue? Who but priests write
volumes of religious rites and rituals? No one, but for these priestly scribes were sin and rituals
imperatives. Their purpose was to found an awe-inspiring religion. By this intellectual tyranny they sought
to gain control, and they achieved it. By 400 BC, they were the masters of ancient Israel. For such a great
project they needed a theme, a framework, and this they found in the Creation lore of more knowledgeable
races. This they commandeered and perverted – the natural to the supernatural, and the truth to error. The
Bible is, we assert, but priest-perverted cosmology - Lloyd Graham (Myths and Deceptions of the Bible)

The King James Version
It was the ‘wisest fool 'n Christendom’ who authorized the translation and publication of the first Protestant
version of the Bible into English. He came to the English throne in 1603 and quickly became unpopular
because of ‘his disgusting personal habits and his unsavory character.’ He pretended to be a scholar in
theology and philosophy, but his learning was shallow and superficial. He wallowed in filth, moral and
physical, but was endowed with a share of cunning that his associates called ‘a kind of crooked wisdom.’
For his new edition of the Bible he issued a set of personal ‘Rules’ the translators were to follow and
ordered revisions to proceed, although he never contributed a farthing to its cost. Work began in early
1607…the translators handed over the reviser’s manuscripts of what is now called the King James Bible to
King James for his final personal approval. ‘It was self-evident that James was not competent to check their
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work and edit it, so he passed the manuscripts to the greatest genius of all time…Sir Francis Bacon - Tony
Bushby (The Bible Fraud)

Religion of the People
In 768, Charlemagne started a 32 year long campaign of what can only be described as genocidal
evangelism against the Saxons under his control in western Germany. The campaign started with the
cutting down of the Saxon’s most sacred tree, their version of the World Tree…In 772, at Quierzy, he issued
a proclamation that he would kill every Saxon who refused to accept Jesus Christ, and from that time on he
kept a special detachment of Christian priests who doubled as executioners, and in every Saxon village in
which they stopped, these priests would execute anybody who refused to be baptized. Then in 782, at
Verden, Charlemagne carried out the act for which he is most notoriously associated – he ordered the
beheading of 4,500 Saxons in one day who had made the error of being caught practicing paganism after
they had agreed to be Christians. His onsite biographer, the monk Einhard records that after these
beheading: “the king went into winter camp, and there celebrated mass as usual…” - Arthur Kemp (March of
the Titans)
The only significant group…left in Europe who were not…Christians by the year 1000AD were to be found in
the Baltic and Eastern European regions. To destroy this last bastion of paganism the Church employed the
service of some of the most fanatic Christians of all – The Teutonic Knights…originally a religious military
order founded during the Crusades, being first established in Palestine in 1190…The Teutonic Knights
jumped at the chance, and by using violence and mass murder, soon became known as effective
Christianizers...This genocidal evangelism soon became the sole obsession of the Teutonic Knights - by
1226 the order had set up permanent settlements in north eastern Europe…In 1525, the order’s Grand
Master Albrecht of Hohenzollern became a Protestant and dissolved the order - Arthur Kemp (March of the
Titans)
Charlemagne required every male subject of the Holy Roman Empire above the age of twelve to renew his
oath of allegiance and swear to be not only a good subject but also a good Christian. To refuse baptism and
to retract after baptism were crimes punishable with death. It was indeed fearful danger and death, by
torture, rack and fire, to show faintest symptoms of doubt of the faith of Christian religion and of the Holy
Church - Rev. Robert Taylor

Papal Bacchanalia
Innocent VIII (1484-92), Sixtus’ successor, was a priest with a known illegitimate child...He spent
considerable effort furthering the career of his disreputable son, Franceschetto. This lewd youth roamed the
streets of Rome at night with a clutch of thugs, gang-raping women, including nuns. He also invaded the
houses of private citizens to rob and terrorize them, confident that his family name made him immune from
the law. In 1486, Innocent arranged Franceschetto’s wedding to an heir of the Medici family and celebrated it
in the Vatican with a party so lavish that he had to mortgage the papal tiara to pay for it…To raise money for
his ongoing extravagances, Innocent established a papal bureau that dispensed favors at inflated prices. He
allowed murderers to buy pardons and walk free. When outraged reformers objected, one cardinal defended
the practice on the ground that “the Lord desireth not the death of the sinner but rather that he live and
pay." - Leonard Schlain (The Alphabet and the Goddess)

The Independent Mind
Fortunately, not everyone has ingested their lies or has been hypnotized by their fictions. Not all are of us are
obsessed by personal advancement and hyper-achievement, blinded to the plight of humanity and nature. Not all
have relinquished their sovereign duty to serve humanity and ask the great questions of life. Not all of us have
been waylaid by the plethora of panaceas and spiritual bromides manufactured by those bent on the captivity of
our souls. Some of us still remember that more than god, man needs Freedom - freedom from authority, religion,
governments and beliefs. To all of those people still holding on to that rarest of possessions - an independent
mind - this writing and labor may be considered a dedication to your continuing intellectual and spiritual
enrichment.
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For the inveterate dogmatist and any scions of the sorcerers, we have a few quotations to encourage you back to
sanity.
Those who cannot face Reality, can never hope to change Reality - Michael Tsarion (Atlantis, Alien Visitation
and Genetic Manipulation)
We take birth to teach ourselves, and not merely accept what we are taught by others, and to unravel the
mystery of ourselves, in order to know everything else - Michael Tsarion
A degenerate sort of cult taken to extravagant lengths - Pliny the Younger (writing about Christianity to Emperor
Trajan)
He that reads ecclesiastical history, reads nothing but roguery and folly of bishops and churchmen - Grotius
(Epistle 22)
The Christian resolve to find the world ugly and bad, has made it ugly and bad - Fredrick Nietzsche
The Christian church is an encyclopedia of prehistoric cults - Fredrick Nietzsche
It has served us well, this myth of Christ - Pope Leo X
The doctrine of the divinity of Jesus is made a convenient cover for absurdity - US President John Adams
The Government of the United States is not in any sense founded on the Christian religion - President John
Adams
I have examined all the known superstitions of the word, and I do not find in our particular superstition of
Christianity one redeeming feature. They are all alike founded on fables and mythology. Millions of innocent
men, women and children, since the introduction of Christianity, have been burnt, tortured, fined and
imprisoned. What has been the effect of this coercion? To make one half the world fools and the other half
hypocrites; to support roguery and error all over the earth - Thomas Jefferson
The clergy converted the simple teachings of Jesus into an engine for enslaving the world and
adulterated by artificial constructions into a contrivance to filch wealth and power to
themselves…these clergy, in fact, constitute the real Anti-Christ - Thomas Jefferson
It should never be forgotten that the power of the priest rests solely on the credence of the people.
The people cry out for a savior, for certainty of heaven, for an exemption from the terrors of
hell. Hence Priestcraft can neither do without hell nor purgatory. Take away both, or either, and its
power is gone - M. F. Cusack (The Black Pope: A History of the Jesuits)
What influence in fact have Christian ecclesiastical establishments had on civil society? In many
instances they have been upholding the thrones of political tyranny. In no instance have they been
seen as the guardians of the liberties of the people. Rulers who wished to subvert the public liberty
have found in the clergy convenient auxiliaries. A just government, instituted to secure and
perpetuate liberty, does not need the clergy - US President James Madison
The Vatican condemned the Declaration of Independence as wickedness and called the Constitution of the
United States a Satanic Document - Avro Manhattan (The Dollar and the Vatican)
I do not believe in the creed professed by the Jewish church, by the Roman church, by the Greek church, by
the Turkish church, by the Protestant church, nor by any church that I know of...Each of those churches
accuse the other of unbelief; and for my own part, I disbelieve them all - Thomas Paine
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The day will come when the mystical generation of Jesus, by the supreme being as his father in the womb of
a virgin, will be classed with the fable of the generation of Minerva in the brain of Jupiter - Thomas Jefferson
By the invincible power of traditional subservience, the inertia of the general mind, enhanced by the
gullibility of ignorance, the masses have slipped under the force of a victimization that is both pitiable and
tragic. The forces of religion have thus exerted their rulership over a vast segment of humanity and virtually
provided the masses with their conventional ideas and concepts as to the meaning of the world ordeal Dean Milman (History of Christianity)
The influence of the Book has done nothing to mitigate the virulence of the Western religious bias
against nature. Its glorification of the person and function in history of the Son of God has in effect
diverted all interest in the religious field away from man’s relation to nature - Alvin Boyd Kuhn (The
Ultimate Canon of Knowledge)
…paganism idealized the deific constitution of nature without derogating, much less nullifying, the function
and power of the spiritual forces, whereas on its part Christianity gave all glory and paid all worship to the
spiritual element and completely shattered the equilibrium by negativing utterly the physical weight in the
dichotomy. The Christian murder of Great Pan cut the currents of a lively and sustaining sympathy between
man and nature, so that from that day there set in over the Western world an obtuseness and insensibility
toward the natural world, which, ever hardening over the centuries, has led to a ruthless wantonness in the
human attitude toward the soil and its vegetation, with widespread devastation of its bounties and its
beauties. As between a civilization deeply softened by a profound reverence for the assumed presence of
deity in the earth, and one dulled to any such sensitivity, one must give the rating to the pagan over the
Christian - Alvin Boyd Kuhn (Ultimate Canon of Knowledge)
The traditional history of Christianity is hopelessly inadequate to the facts. From our research into ancient
spirituality it has become obvious that we must fundamentally revise our understanding of Christian origins in
the most shocking of ways. Our conclusion, supported by a considerable body of evidence in our book, The
Jesus Mysteries, is that Christianity was not a new revelation. It was a continuation of Paganism by another
name. The gospel story of Jesus is not the biography of an historical Messiah. It is a Jewish reworking of
ancient Pagan myths of the dying and resurrecting Godman Osiris-Dionysus, which had been popular for
centuries throughout the ancient Mediterranean - Timothy Freke and Peter Gandy (The Original Jesus)

The God, in the name of whom we would trample upon our mother's bosom, we must see in the hereafter, a
hell gaping widely at his feet, and an exterminating sword in his hand...Moloch burned children but a few
seconds, it was reserved to the disciples of a god who is alleged to have died to redeem humanity on the
cross, to create a new Moloch whose burning stake is eternal - Eliphas Levi
Were a wise man to choose his religion from those who profess it, Christianity would be the last religion he
would chose - Bishop Kidder
The Church which compelled Galileo to swear to what he knew to be a lie in order to obtain liberty to exist,
has not changed. Today, if Rome had the power, all scientific discussion would be banned and barred, and
she would find some theological reason for forbidding the investigations of Rontgen, and discover heresy in
X-Rays. Rome flourishes best in darkness, and Rome knows it - M. F. Cusack (The Black Pope)
We can accept God becoming Man to save Man, but not Man becoming God to save himself - Vernon Howard

The Authorized Version
The Bible, that is the Old and New Testaments, is an Occult Theology. It is a consolidation of numerous Asian
and Oriental pagan doctrines. It was written in order to appease and represent the doctrines of several powerful
oriental Cults. It was the ruling families of these Cults who commissioned and funded the research, translation,
and dissemination of the Bible. Many individuals through time, and at the time, knew that it was a concoction,
and that it did not depict actual events. But few could openly rival or contradict the powerful dynasties in Rome
and the Orient who had the autocratic power to dictate just what would be accepted as history and gospel, and
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what would not be. Few could stand up, or speak up, against the Roman Emperors who would later ratify the
Christian scriptures, and who, with sword in hand, demanded that it be accepted wholesale by their minions. In
the days of old, as in today's world, the word of the leader is law. Being written in Latin also ensured that few
people in the world would even know what was really in it. Additionally, most of the (illiterate) people of the world
could not care less whether the Bible was based on fact or not, and the very few literate person's knew full well
what the consequences would be if they should offer refutations or contradict the almighty emperor, and his
bishops. The memory of the fate of the great Giordano Bruno would be enough quell most dissent. The situation
was no different during the time of the despot King James Stuart. People accepted his "Authorized" version
simply because he had authorized it. That version, and only that version, would be considered right. There was
no debate about the matter. You either accepted it, or could prepare to be garroted, incarcerated or burned at the
stake. The Bible was the word of God, and God was the King - enough said.
That the New Testament analysis as we know it only began in the nineteenth century reflects the almost
superstitious reluctance to examine the original texts that came out of the Church’s age-long prohibition on
Bible reading for the masses. For centuries only priests read the Scriptures - in fact, in most cases they had
the monopoly of literacy - Picket & Prince (Templar Revelation)

Chief Beneficiaries
Though the dramatis personae of the old and new Testaments should not to be taken for actual human
personalities, they do represent archetypes - especially those of the zodiac and the heavens. They were scripted
as physical personalities later, when the Levite (later Sadducee) scholars, and their more elusive controllers,
were being hosted by the Romans in the Occident. The Levites had seen, and may even have participated in, the
corruption and fall of the civilizations of Egypt, Babylon, Medea, Persia, Assyria, Greece and Rome.

In the heyday of each of these great Semitic civilizations, the Judahites (themselves
Semites), were treated like favored guests, and were not perpetually or vengefully
captive, enslaved or persecuted. This was particularly the case during the age of
monotheism in Egypt and the reign of the Cult of Aton. It was also the case
throughout the time of the Ptolemies (the Grecian implant "Pharaohs"). Alexandria,
created by the Greeks under Alexander the Great, teemed with Judahites with full
access to the spoils of Greater Egypt that had been, by then, thoroughly conquered,
pillaged, and desecrated. These "Hebrews" acquired considerable esoteric
knowledge and developed greatly due to their proximity to the high cultures, and
owed much to their various hosts, from whom they acquired their language and
alphabet. Originally, they were not in any way intellectually or technically endowed.
For instance, during their time in Israel, after the so-called "Exodus" from Egypt,
they had to call in Hiram Abiff and his

Phoenician architects to construct the famed Temple of Solomon for them. As we saw earlier, the finances for
this enterprise came from their secretive, but banished and renegade, Aton Cult, of the Eighteenth Dynasty of
Egypt. The great Temple was then constructed by the Phoenicians (high Semites) for their skill-less lower caste
brethren.
Nevertheless, after their protracted, but relatively pleasant, stay in Babylon (the so-called "Captivity"), and after
their ingratiation by the later rulers of the Medo-Persian empire, they succeeded in appropriating, by emulation
and outright theft, the wealth of esoteric knowledge which would hold them in good stead down through the
successive generations, through the Dark Ages and into modern times. Out of the ashes and ruins of these high
Stellar cultures, and in order to appear exotic and illustrious themselves, the Judahites took the remnants of
Stellar theology and philosophy and patched it together into a hideous travesty of what it once was. And one of
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their main contributions to the canon of falsity was to personify stellar idioms and leitmotifs. They eroticized,
sensationalized and de-spiritualized the esoteric significance of the great sidereal myths. Under their hands, the
high arts of astrology, tarot, kabala and numerology (all Egyptian) suffered enormous contextual and qualitative
desecration. Though the scale and overall impact is hardly the same, the behavior is comparable to the action of
groundlings whom, upon exiting the dumb-show before the first act of a Shakespearean Tragedy, then attempt to
explain, by grotesque re-inaction, the most profound nuances of the great bard's work. It is comparable to the
keeper of the gate-lodge who considers himself both the architect and owner of the mansion. It is comparable to
the butler who, during his master's absence, dresses himself, and poses, in his lord's expensive wardrobe to give
himself "airs."
Posing as great archivists, occultists and theological elites, the Judahites, Greeks and Romans, like the people
and scholars of later times, learned to believe of their own lies, and to take their plagarizations and travesties as
actual historical and even biographical accounts. The finest minds were repeatedly employed and commissioned
to round off the edges and make the scriptural nonsense as palatable as could be. More importantly, as their
theocratic and political power increased, they sought to impose their lies, by force, upon the rest of mankind. The
Saturnian Cult, in the guise of common Judaism and Catholicism have force-fed the human race with the rescripted myths until the entire corpus dies horribly from spiritual and intellectual malnutrition. The pestilence of
ignorance (sic; ignor-ing facts") is so great that the remedy has become too bitter for the patient to swallow.
Just look at us. Everything is backwards. Everything is upside-down. Doctors destroy health, lawyers
destroy justice, universities destroy knowledge, governments destroy freedom, the major media destroy
information, and religion destroys spirituality - Michael Ellner

Those infected souls who remained obedient to orthodox dogmas, were compelled to labor, and continue to
labor, under the yoke of these egregious deceptions and corruptions. The state of utter decay in the world
presently, and which is found contaminating the minds, emotions, and sexuality of human beings, derives from
the tyranny of those "Scribes and Pharisees" who, as the fictional Christ is meant to have said in the Book of
Matthew, do not enter the kingdom of truth themselves, and who also stand outside on the porch to prevent
others from entering. (See Matt 23).
Egypt - Light of the World
The day is coming when the world will know nothing of the faith of the Egyptians. Our land will stand
desolate. Tombs and the dead will be its only witnesses - Aesculapius

Nevertheless, regardless of their zealous contempt for truth, and their inborn penchant for deceit and fabrication,
these bearers of false witness have not succeeded in permanently burying the facts. The light of Truth has a
strange way of shining through the intellects and imaginations of great men, whose sacrifice, dedication, and
love of wisdom has continually saved humankind from calumny. It is from the hearts of such beings that the true
light of Christ shines.
Our whole culture is unquestionably understood to be Judeo-Christian, but what would it mean if we are
right and it should be, in fact, Egypto-Christian instead? - Picket & Prince (Templar Revelation)
As Karl Luckert points out, modern commentators, while acknowledging that this concept of Jesus’s
continued spiritual presence is not Jewish, do not provide any ideas as to its true context and background.
So where did this idea come from. Luckert’s erudite analysis shows conclusively that the twin concepts of
Jesus’ unique Resurrection and his continued presence can be traced without a shadow of doubt to
Egyptian theology - (Pagan Christs)
From what was written thousands of years ago, it is shown that the modern-day portrait of pre-Pharaonic
Egypt is distorted by overwhelming emphasis on the study of existing crumbling ruins and exotic carvings http://www.taroscopes.com/astro-theology/astrotheology2.html (10 of 45) [8/15/05 10:20:30 PM]
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Alvin Boyd Kuhn
In science the Greeks were pygmies. What would they have known of science if their Platos and
Pythagorases had not traveled into the East! In science and real learning they were inferior to the Orientals
(Indians) and were the greatest liars upon earth. They willfully mis-stated everything or they foolishly
confounded everything - Godfrey Higgins (Celtic Druids)
…the Egyptians were the first to discover the solar year, and to portion out its course into twelve parts both
the space of time and the seasons which they delimit. It was observation of the course of the stars which led
them to adopt this division…It is also the Egyptians who first bought into use the names of the twelve gods,
which the Greeks adopted from them - Herodotus
…in Egypt all the operations of the powers which and work in heaven have been transferred to Earth
below…it should be said that the whole cosmos dwells in Egypt - Asleptus (Hermetic Texts)
From Architecture down to the Zodiac, every science worthy of the name was imported by the Greeks Helena Blavatsky
Those Greeks that we regard as the fathers of mathematics were simply pupils of Egypt - Ignatius Donnelly
An ignorant explanation of the Egyptian sign-language was begun by the Greeks, who cold not read the
hieroglyphics. It was repeated by the Romans and has been perpetuated by “classical scholars” ever since Gerald Massey (Egypt-Light of the World)
In their desire to appear highly intellectual, scientific and mathematical, the Greeks, probably about the time
of Alexander the Great, adopted the solar nomenclature, thereby turning ancient zodiacal symbolism topsyturvy and making it sheer nonsense - Cyril Fagan (Astrological Origins)
They brought a mist upon learning, making the discovery of truth almost impossible - Philo (on the Greeks)
The Egyptian Book of the Dead, which is traced back to 4,260 BC, years before the writing of the New
Testament has its foundation in the lore of the heavens, and in poetical imagery follows the path of the Sun
through the different signs of the zodiac. Many phrases, many headings of the chapters of the New
Testament are similar, to those in the Book of the Dead - Gerald Massey

It is suggestive, and of great historical significance, that the majority of the Israelites, after their "release" from
Babylon by Cyrus the Great (in 537 B. C) decided not to return after all to their beloved Jerusalem. Having wined
and dined in Babylon, and having been exposed to yet another exotic and cosmopolitan civilization (the Paris of
its times), the "Chosen People," were reluctant to make a return to the dust bowl, in Canaan, that they had once
called home.

As the Old Testament books relate, the ten tribes of "Israel" decided to emigrate
westward, across the Caucasus Mountains and into the lands beyond. Only three
tribes were still fanatical enough to make a return southward to Jerusalem. These
three were the tribe of Benjamin (from the House of Judah), the tribe of Levi (House of
Judah) and the tribe of Judah itself. It is from these three tribes that the Old Testament
Yahwistic dogmas of Levitical Judaism arises. And it is from the descendants of these
two tribes (and from the converted Khazars of the 11th Century) that the Zionist
movement of the nineteenth century arises. The greater number of the tribes

have long since assimilated with the peoples and tribes of the west. The flags, symbols of state, and the heraldry
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of almost all the western kingdoms, and nations bear testimony to this, for like the American dollar bill, the
symbols are Semitic in origin.
The surreptitious Cult of Aton, (patrons of the Judahites and Levites, and enemies of Egypt) remain in the
shadows of history. Though they were, and are, the prime-movers in many historical machinations, and though
they continue to rule from behind the thrones of religion and government, their actual presence and influence is
unacknowledged by the so-called experts. Their true origins have yet to be exposed to the world.
Are the Jews Judahites?
The question of who are the modern Jews is impossible to answer in a brief essay. Though innumerable fine
books have been written on this fascinating subject by Jews and Gentiles alike, few Jews or Gentiles understand
the truth about their own origins. The mainstream institutions, from the kindergarten onward to the top university
levels, avoid dealing with racial subject matter. And when the subject is broached, we are taught patent
falsehoods, by those with much to lose should the truth be learned. In short, the bizarre fact is, that in almost
every case no "Jew" living today, or even since the 18th Century (when the term "Jew" was first coined) can
trace their family's ancestry back to the time of Israel and the Judahites, let alone back to the Egypt of the
supposed Exodus. It is from the stupor of grievous self-delusion that any Jewish person (or Gentile) today
proposes otherwise. There are no direct blood-ties to these ancient peoples, and the world's Jews are Jews by
simple religious conversion, and not by race. The actual descendents of those referred to in the history books as
"Judahites" and "Israelites," do exist, but have expertly camouflaged their singular history and existence behind
the veneer of the spurious racial "Judaism," of the modern sort and contrivance. The word Juda comes from the
Hebrew Huda, meaning the "Golden" or the "Shining" or the "Illustrious" Ones, and is a reference to the Solar
Cult of Aton. It is evident, therefore, to anyone who has engaged in this study, that the Queen of England Elizabeth Windsor - has more of a true blood connection to Egypt and Israel than the average Rabbi, or yarmulkewearing attendee of the synagogue. So, it is our fervent belief that the time is now right for us to find out who has
been hiding behind the three major religions of the world. (For more information on this subject consult the sites
and books referenced below).
Both read the Bible day and night; but you read black were I read white - William Blake

Examples of Semitic Symbolism
When the ten tribes crossed the Caucasus Mountain ranges, the people of the west referred to them as
"Caucasians." This was a generic term and had nothing to do with race. As they moved across Europe, they
were called the "Sons of Isaac." This term later became pronounced "Isaac's Sons," and later as "Saxons."
Therefore, the fact is that the so-called "Anglo-Saxon" races are part Semitic. Hence, the utter idiocy of the white
Anglo-Saxon Protestants, and their ken, when they proclaim themselves to be, whatever it is that they proclaim
themselves to be. Hence also the idiocy of the Zionist factions, and Jewish zealots, when they flagrantly accuse
Gentiles and Anglo-Saxons of being "Anti-Semitic," should one or more of their number stand up and point out
Jewish crimes against humanity. The Semitic Race is the largest on the planet. The Phoenicians, Egyptians,
Babylonians, Canaanites, Assyrians, Celts, Africans, Arabs, Slavs and the British peoples are largely Semitic.
The United States of America is symbolized by an eagle with arrows and olive branches in its talons. This is the
totem of the Tribe of Manasseh. Above the eagle's head on the dollar bill is the six-pointed Star of David. A term
"Camp David," comes from the Israelite symbolic canon, and the famed Irish harp, which appears on Irish flags
and coins, etc., is in reality King David's harp.
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The Shamrock derives not from a plant but from the three interlocking circles
seen worn on the robes by visiting Coptic monks and abbots. The "Red Hand of
Ulster" is connected to Israelite symbolism. (Behind the Red Hand, on the
Ulster flag, is a star of David). The word Tara, is similar to Tyre, the Phoenician
capital. The red band worn by the guards at the Tower of London, comes from
the red thread tied by the mid-wife around the waist of Jeremiah. The
coronation stone, upon which the kings and queens of England are crowned, is
reputed to have come to Britain with Jeremiah himself, and be non other than
the Bethel Stone upon which Jacob rested when he had his dream of the ladder
ascending to heaven. The term "Reds" when describing Russia, comes from the
Hebrew word Edom, or Edomite, and the kings and queens of

England are said to reign as custodians of the House of King David, and be of the "Seed of David." The dove
which appears on the maces of the queen of England, and emblazoned on Visa credit cards, is also a reference
to the House of David (Doved) whose symbol is the dove.
The cardinals of Rome, and even the Pope himself, can be seen often wearing the Hebrew yarmulke. The olden
day monks would shave their heads into a ring to represent Saturn, the god of the Semites. The modern day
priests wear the black dress with the white ring around their necks, again to symbolize the ring of Saturn. (Jews
worship, on Saturday - Saturn's Day). In Christian art we see the "halo" representing the sun, but also the rings
of Saturn. Bells are rung in Churches to call people to worship. The word Bell, however, comes from Baal, or Bel,
an early Canaanite (Semitic) god, worshipped widely in the ancient world.
Volumes upon volumes have been penned on this fascinating subject. And many there are, in today's religious
and political spheres, conspiring to ensure that the true story of the House of Judah never reaches the ears of
the ordinary Jew and Gentile.
...it was impossible for any Jew at this time to describe himself truthfully as of the tribe of Benjamin...the
Benjaminites later intermarried with the tribe of Judah to such an extent that they lost their separate identity
and all became Judahites or Jews. Only the Levites, the priestly tribe, and that section of the Levites called
the Kohanim (Cohens) or priests (the descendents of Aaron) retained their identity because they needed to
do so for cultic reasons. All other Jews were simply known as Israelites for cultic purposes...and no
distinction was made for any religious purpose between Judahites or Benjaminites, so that there was no
motive for preserving the distinction. Consequently, when Paul described himself as "of the Tribe of
Benjamin," this was sheer bluff, though the recipients of his letters, the Gentile converts to Christianity,
were in no position to know this - From Hebrew scholar Hyam Maccoby's The Mythmaker: Paul and the Invention
of Christianity
For more information on this movement, assimilation, and symbolism of the twelve tribes of Israel, read or research the following
books and authors:
The Controversy of Zion - Douglas Reed
The Thirteenth Tribe - Arthur Koestler
March of the Titans - Arthur Kemp
Symbols of our Celto-Saxon Heritage - W. H. Bennett
Ireland - Land of the Pharaohs - Andrew Power
In the Beginning - John Hoskins
Our Great Seal - E. Raymond Capt
Our Inheritance in the Great Seal of Manasseh - Charles Totten (see Amazon)
The Secret Symbols on the Dollar Bill - David Ovason
The Secret Architecture of our Nation's Capital - David Ovason
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Jacob's Pillar - E. Raymond Capt
The Curse of Canaan - Eustace Mullins
History of the Jews - Eustace Mullins
Jews, God and History - Max Dimont
Tracing Our Ancestors - Haberman
Prehistoric London - Gordon
Celtic Myth and Legend - Charles Squire
Makers of Civilization in Race and History - L. A. Waddell
The Phoenician Origin of Britons, Scots and Anglo Saxons - L. A. Waddell
The British Edda - L. A. Waddell
Ireland: Land of the Pharaohs - Andrew Power
The Mythmaker: Paul and the Invention of Christianity - Hyam Maccoby
See the film Ivanhoe with Robert Taylor, from the novel by Sir Walter Scott.
And peruse the works of E. Raymond Capt, Bonnie Gaunt, Manly Palmer Hall, David Ovason, and Tony Bushby - at
www.hiddenmysteries.com
Also check the following websites:
http://www.scripturesforamerica.org/html2/_jmindex.html
http://www.jewsagainstzionism.com/
http://jahtruth.co.uk/heraldry.htm
http://www.bible.ca/pre-british-israelism-foy-wallace.htm
Back

THE NEW TESTAMENT AND THE ZODIAC
…in treating of these starry groupings and pictures we are dealing with something very different from the
inventions of paganism and mythology - with something as sacred in origin, as venerable in age and as
edifying in import as anything known to man. Corrupt religion and classic fable have interfered to obscure
and pervert their meaning, and scientific self-will has crowded them with impertinent and unmeaning
additions; but in reality they constitute the primeval Bible - Joseph A. Seiss (Gospel of the Stars)
It is beyond question that the great ancient design of the zodiac is a wondrously conceived graph aimed to
depict the structure of the Logos, the pattern or creative evolution, the essential constitution of the universe
and the course of the current of life in the cosmos, and by analogy in man the microcosmic replica of the
macrocosm. Almost infinite nuances of significance have been adumbrated in those twelve signs or houses
of the zodiac and the thirty-six other constellations, as well as in the semantic pictorializations which
ancient sagacity and an ingenuity born of a sapient understanding of the profounder truth of life conceived
and drew around those star clusters in the heavens. The uranograph, or chart of the skies, was
incontestably the first of all Bibles, pictorially edited. Not quite simply and patently, but still most luminously
for the initiated who held the recondite keys to the symbolic lexicon of ancient writing, it can be affirmed
that all Bibles are but amplifications and elaborations of the original volume of ideography that was first
written on the open slate of the sky, then charted in the zodiac and the planispheres carved on the ceilings
of ancient temples and later transferred to earth and inscribed in scrolls, tablets and parchments. Man,
adjured the old Scriptures, was to fashion his new body of spiritual glory "after the pattern of the heavens,"
the frame of the heavenly or zodiacal man, the primal Adam - Alvin Boyd Kuhn

The Gnostic Tradition
Astro-Theology can be used as an hermeneutic to unravel most of the major dogmas and creeds that the world
is host to. We concentrate here, however, on the Judeo-Christian ethos as it is the one familiar to most persons
in the West and because it constitutes the most pernicious form of psychic dictatorship that subjugates the
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reason and character of human beings. We concentrate on Christianity because we know that its own very
origins are to be found in the Hermetic (later Gnostic) and Magickal traditions of antiquity. The modern form
which has enslaved the masses for millennia, is an exoteric concoction, a debauched and unnecessarily
contorted simulacra, which needs to be dispensed with forthwith. Beneath its crumbling edifice has always
flowed the true teachings, those never conferred on the many, or on the unworthy:
There was always an exoteric portion given out to the world, to the uninitiated, and an esoteric portion
reserved for the initiates, and revealed only in degrees, accordingly as the candidate demonstrated his
fitness to receive, conceal and rightly use the knowledge so imparted. Few professed Christians are aware,
perhaps, that such was the case with Christianity during the early centuries - Dr. Lawrence Buck (Mystic
Masonry)
You have heard as much of the Mystery as we are allowed to speak openly in the ears of all: the reset will be
communicated to you in private, and that you must retain within yourself…our Mysteries are not to be made
known to strangers - Saint Gregory (Bishop of Constantinople 540-604)
Every time that you find in our books a tale, the reality of which seems impossible, a story that is repugnant
to both reason and common sense, then be sure that the tale contains a profound allegory veiling a deeply
mysterious truth…and the greater the absurdity of the letter, the deeper the wisdom of spirit.
Whoever shall find out the true sense of the Book of Genesis ought to take care not to divulge it…If a person
should discover the true meaning of It my himself, or by the aid of another, then he ought to be silent, or if
he speaks he out to speak of it obscurely, in an enigmatical manner, as I do myself - Rabbi Moses
Maimonides

If you have taken the Taroscopes Tour and read through the information presented there, you will have come
across the discussion of how human consciousness develops through 4 levels, which become the types,
symbolized since the earliest times by the four elements or the four suits in the deck of cards. Now, we again find
that in the New Testament there are 4 Gospels. There are several reasons for this and one of the main ones has
to do with Astro-Theology. Because:

The four "Gospels" are representations of the four cardinal points of the zodiac!
And God said, Let there be lights in the firmament of the heaven to divide the day from the night; and let
them be for signs, and for seasons, and for days, and years - (Genesis 1:14)

The Gospels are not a biography
The original authors had no intention of making their book into a biography and never for a moment intended it to
be one. They were merely rewriting the oldest story in the world, that of the zodiac. They never dreamt that a
cabal of megalomaniac and perverse patriarchs would attempt to corrupt the story by personification. The 4
gospels do not work as a biography. If it was meant to be one, the authors would have done a better job of it,
after all, there are only four of them. Even after years of doctoring and pious commentary it still doesn’t make
sense as the biography of an individual. Actually, as will be shown it is a great work on propaganda, that was
originally a compilation of tales regarding the orbit and adventures of the sun through the zodiac. Does this
threaten ones spirituality? Does the pronouncement upset all one holds dear? If it does it is because all that we
think is spiritual today is utterly false. We have moved so far away from what is real that we cannot even see the
truth of this. That is what this web-site is all about. The real Christ, or Moses, or John the Baptist were sidereal
astrologers instructing their students in the great mysteries of the sky. And atheism has nothing to do with it. If
one has read through the Taroscopes Tour it will be recalled that the external zodiac got to be external because
it was a constellation of archetypes within the consciousness of man first. By projection and inflation, the human
consciousness turned the contents of itself out into the external. All the myths mention this in various ways.
Blake’s Albion falling through the abyss and breaking asunder on the rocks of matter, the Biblical "fall" of the
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primal parents, in the Kabala we have the descent of Adam Kad Amon, in Egypt the vomiting forth from the
mouth of the gods, in Greece the "masturbatory" action of the Titan creators like Zeus, etc., are all ways of
describing this act of consciousness, emptying forth its inner template to the world. Emmanuel Kant proved it in
his philosophy as did others within the discipline of metaphysics. The contents of human consciousness can be
expressed in mathematical terms. The mind is fourfold and from these 4 come 7, 10 and 12, numbers which are
found absolutely everywhere.
Now, since it is proven that the external zodiac is the analogue of the consciousness of man, we can understand
that there is complete authenticity in the ancients studying it and using it as a means to an end in the tuition of
the novice in the great mysteries of Being, which are the mysteries of God. And this truth, has been carefully
concealed from the masses for centuries. We are walking, breathing zodiacs. The zodiac is in us, so are the 12
houses and 7 planets, (or what they represent archetypally). Our ego-consciousness is the inner sun that must
pass through the halls of the 12 judges, must matriculate, must perfect itself. And this cannot be done in
surrogate. Each must go through their own journey. The triumph of all religions lies in their ability to convince us
all of the opposite: that some personality outside of ourselves, separated from us personally, by millennia, has
done it all, or will do it all for us. The orthodox created the external model that has done it all for us, taking away
the responsibility for our own actions, in clever ways. And we fell for it.
The religious teaching presented in Paul’s Epistles is fundamentally different from what research has
recognized as being authentic sayings of Jesus…What we know as Christianity today is not the teaching
contained in these authentic sayings; it is the theology disseminated by Paul and the doctorers of his
Epistles - Elmer H. Gruber (The Original Jesus)
The writings in the New Testament were not written by eyewitnesses of an overpowering divine appearance
in the midst of human history...the Christian Bible turns out to be a masterpiece of invention...To be quite
frank about it, the Bible is the product of very energetic and successful mythmaking on the part of those
early Christians - Burton L. Mack (Who Wrote the New Testament)
...this whole affair of which we speak and preach, and which is called Gospel, has no reference at all to any
person that ever existed, or events that ever occurred upon earth, but it is astronomical - Rev. Robert Taylor
(The Devil's Pulpit)
...the Canon of the New Testament, is nothing more or less than a copy of the mythological histories of the
Hindoo Savior Krishna, and the Buddhist savior Buddha, with a mixture of mythology borrowed from the
Persians and other nations... T. W. Doane (Bible Myths and Their Parallels in Other Religions)
The Egyptian Book of the Dead, which is traced back to 4,260 BC, years before the writing of the New
Testament has its foundation in the lore of the heavens, and in poetical imagery follows the path of the Sun
through the different signs of the zodiac. Many phrases, many headings of the chapters of the New
Testament are similar, to those in the Book of the Dead - Gerald Massey
It was Rudolf Bultmann, the German Biblical scholar, who cited certain passages in the Gospels...as
interpolations of Sophia herself, put into the mouth of Christ - Caitlin Matthews (Sophia: Goddess of Wisdom)
Many of the ideas of the Christians have been expressed better, and earlier by the Greeks. Behind these
views is an ancient doctrine that has existed from the beginning - Celsus

The Real Crucifixion
We handed our spiritual evolution to the powers that be, and are now, as a result of this folly, divorced from the
sacred oracle within. The goal of true religion or theology, is to return one to the understanding that one cannot
find god, one becomes god, that is enlightened, to the truth of ourselves and the living ambient universe.
The Imitatio Christi will forever have this disadvantage: we worship a man as a divine model, embodying the
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deepest meaning of life, and then out of sheer imitation we forget to make real the profound meaning
present in ourselves - Carl Gustav Jung
If thou dost know the First Matter, know also for certain that thou hast discovered the Sanctuary of Nature Thomas Vaughn

All division and separation is illusion. We talk of psychic and physical energy,
macrocosm and microcosm, body and soul, self and god, etc,. However, ALL IS SELF
and SELF IS ALL. This state cannot be reached, however, without nucleation of all Four
aspects of consciousness. This is the mystery concealed in the very first Tarot card Magician, as well as in the others. The Gnostics said: when the 2 + 2 = 1 then shall the
Christ be born in you. The Tarot is one of the means of actualizing this state. As said
before, Tarot is the Book of Life and not a dogmatic scripture. The Bible is an outgrowth
of the Torah, but the Torah is an outgrowth of the Tarot, in fact they are the same word,
meaning Law, or Way, same as Tao. There are many mysteries encapsulated in the

Tarot and the zodiac and few modern researchers have touched on them. We intend to correct this.
The 4 Types have always been symbolized by the 4 elements, Fire, Water, Air and Earth, or as in Tarot: Wands,
Cups, Swords, Disks, or in playing cards, Clubs, Hearts, Spades and Diamonds. In ordinary playing cards, the
Joker represents the one who has nucleated the four, and integrated within each of these divisions. He wears the
four colors of the 4 suits, because he is "four in one." The design of the Pyramid, its four faces rising to a singular
apex, was also a seminal symbol of the unification of the four modalities of being. Christ upon the Cross, and
Pharaoh upon his cuboid throne also refer to this greatest of mysteries.
Through circumrotation, or a circular philosophical revolving of the quaternity, it is brought back to the
highest and purest simplicity of the monad. Out of the gross and impure One there cometh an exceeding
pure and subtile Monad - Heinrich Khunrath (1597)
When thou hast made the quadrangle round, Then is all the secret found - George Ripley (1490)
On the Earth exists the worlds of nature: the informal life of waters, trees, insects, animals and two classes
of men. One class is the ordinary man, naked, inert, always menaced by death's darts. The other class is the
superior man. In the shade of the altar. The maguey spines of penance become for him the wings of the soul
and in his hands he harmonizes the four states of matter. He has achieved consciousness. He has achieved
the power of Truth and can act. He is! - (From the Maya Codex Matz-Ayauhtla, or Pyramid of Fire, circa 1500 AD)

There are innumerable other figurative replications of these 4 Types. If one examines closely, the cards of the
Major Arcana, especially The Magician and The Universe they will see this supernal motif pictorialized. It is a
wonder that this motif has been ignored completely by so called Tarot scholars, as the uniting of the four
modalities is the central precept of all Gnosticism and Magick. This neglect emphasizes what we mean when we
say that there is an exoteric and an esoteric approach to the mysteries. Many there are who can teach ancient
subjects, but very few who can teach them in the ancient way. In our times we can have medical professionals
displaying the Hermetic Caduceus (serpent staff) without practicing Hermetically, And we find so-called
"astrologers" who know not what, or where, the stars really are. A Siderealist is always an astrologer, but an
astrologer is not always a Siderealist. The astrologer who does not know the answer to this, is about as useful as
a surgeon who does not know where the heart is? This constitutes one of the reasons why there are today,
many Popes but no Christ, many kings but no Pharaoh and innumerable astrologers but no Magi.
Though Christ a thousand times in Bethlehem be born, But not within thyself, thy soul will be forlorn; The
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cross on Golgotha thou lookest to in vain, Unless within thyself it be set up again - Angelus Silesius

And one of them that has been staring us all in the face for centuries is the Four Gospels. They too represent the
four elements. See if you agree:
Back

THE REAL FOUR GOSPELS
The four principal festivals of the solar worship celebrated in the northern hemisphere were the spring or
vernal equinox, the summer solstice, the autumnal equinox, and the winter solstice. Their observance can
be traced to the remotest period of history or tradition and belongs to every nation and every wide-spread
religion of which we have any knowledge - Alexander Del Mar
Only minds completely crazed or fatally confused by the current Christomania would suppose that the
details of the story, which is as old at least as the Cult of Ptah in Memphis, were derived from the "historic"
version that was canonized at last as Christian...The repetition of this as Christian legend in the Gospels is
no mere replica of "heathen" sentiments, images, types and phrases. it is a reproduction of the Egyptian
astronomical mythology and eschatology in the disguise of pretended history - Gerald Massey (Egypt - Light
of the World)

The Book of Mark
This is the Book of Mars. Mark comes from Martian or Mars. As we said the disguises are rather thin, because it
was originally never meant to be too cryptic. It was the same as so many other stories that are common all over
the planet and which are autonomous creations of the human being as he seeks to comprehend the enigmas of
existence. Mars was a well known planet and archetype. It is the ruler of the sign Aries. So the Book of Mark is,
in zodiacal terms, the BOOK OF ARIES. And this makes perfect sense as Aries is the first house of the zodiac
and is the place of rising of the sun at Easter or at the spring equinox. We even get terms like "arise and shine,"
from the Aries house, as this is literally were the orb of day does arise and shine. The house of "arising" is Aries.
Aries is in the month of April. April comes from the word Aperio, meaning, I open. This is because April opens the
year. Aries is the sign that is ruled by the Ram. In Christian art we see one of the 4 Evangelists symbolized by a
Bull. This is also to do with Mark/Aries, because both Aries and Taurus are constellations or houses on the
Eastern horizon. They are the eastern signs always seen in the sky together. And in ages past the symbols
connected to both these signs were very pervasive and important. Christ is often depicted carrying a lamb, or in
nativity scenes, a small lamb is often seen.
The Book of Luke
This is also transparent to those who have done their homework. Luke is Latin for Lucius and both words mean
Light. The House of Light, of Lucius is Leo, the domicile or natal house of the sun. This is the BOOK OF LEO.
The sun rises to its astrological throne in the signs of Cancer and Leo in the Northern sky, during the months of
July and August. In Celtic Ireland the name Leo was Lugh, another solar hero and mystic. In Wales he was Llew,
to the Romans Lugus, to the Sumerians Lughal. Its not the same dude on walkabout, it’s the Astrological sign of
Leo. In the Christian iconography we have one of the Evangelists represented by a Lion. In the Nativity scenes
we see 4 animals around the cradle of the Son/Sun king. One of these is also a Lion. Christians probably believe
that there was one in the area and just happened to wander into the inn to take a peek at sleeping Jesus. Good
thing it wasn’t very hungry. Christ is often termed the "Lion of Judaea."
Book of Matthew
This is more adroitly concealed. But those who are aware of the theocracy of Egypt can recognize the word Matt.
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This gives Maat, the supreme Goddess of the ancient Egyptians. Maat is pronounced Mayat. She is the Mahat of
the Brahmins, the Meath of the Celts, the Tiamat of the Skalds, the Maia of the Romans and the Mara of the
pagans. Maat is always symbolized by the Scales of Justice, which, in turn relate with the western sign of Libra.
So this is the BOOK OF LIBRA. Now in the Bible, we read that Matthew was the disciple that the other 11 did not
want to accept. The reason for this was that he was a tax-collector, (perfidious company in any age). However
behind all the hyperbole, we have a secret concealed. The symbol of the tax-collectors has always been the
scales or balances. This is because they did not only want currency, but they took grain and livestock also. And
their lackeys would carry large scales around. It is the same today in rural, eastern communities. Astrologically,
Maat and her scales are connected with the western sign of Libra, which directly faces the signs of Aries and
Taurus. Libra was also the last sign to be officially added to the codified zodiac, although it was known long
before. This is why we hear that Matthew was the last to join the 12. That is right astrologically. It doesn’t make
any other sense. Why would spiritually inclined disciples of a spiritual master, attracted to him and his teachings
because of the ethics of brotherhood, compassion and love, suddenly show chagrin towards a potential addition
to their company? In Christian iconography we see one of the Evangelists symbolized by an Eagle.
Astrologically, this is Matthew. One of the most important constellations in the western sky (actually in the
modern Scorpio), is Aquila-the Eagle. Libra was a sign made out of part of Scorpio. The word Matthew, also
comes from Matt-Theos.
The Book of John
This is abstract until we understand that John comes from Jahan or Jahn, which comes from the earlier Ionnes,
Oannes (the Fish god). Jahan or Jahn gives us other names, like Jane, Joan, Janus and even Jasus or Jesus. It
eventually gives us the word Jahnuary or January. This is the month that corresponds with the sign of Aquarius.
Aquarius is the southern sign, symbolized by a man carrying a water pitcher from which water is flowing. This is
why we have the biblical character John the Baptist, the initiator of Jesus. It is all a symbol for this important sign.
Now the Book of John stands for the Book of January or BOOK OF AQUARIUS. In art we see a figure of the
Angel or Man. This stands for John and Aquarius. Now naturally the orthodox have attributed these animals to
the wrong Evangelists, so to further conceal things. January comes to represent this time of the year because of
the opening of the secular and agricultural year. Janus was the "double-faced," god. During January (Aquarius),
the Nile waters were the purist, so the Egyptians would collect it for use in telestic rites. The sign of Aquarius
became associated with baptism, cleansing and purification by water. This was borrowed by the Israelites and
finds its way into the Christian traditions.
So now we see the gospels clearly detailed as signs of the zodiac. The sun-king must pass through these signs.
They are his "chroniclers" (chron means time specifically relating to the round of the zodiac). They are his
measurers, his "Apostles" (post means demarcation post, a colure of the zodiac). They are his "Disciples" (disc
means round circle, as is the zodiac).
There is not preserved nor is there existent in the world a single original book or manuscript of Hebrew or
Christian scriptures containing the inspired word of Yahweh. The most ancient manuscripts of the Hebrew
texts date only from the eighth century of the era of Christ: while the Christian books, said to have been
written by the direct inspiration of the Holy Ghost within the first century of the era, all, all are lost and the
oldest copies bear the masks of the fourth century - Rev. Robert Taylor (The Devil's Pulpit)

A basic rule when it comes to reading the New (and Old) Testament is to merely substitute the word zodiac
(stars or constellations), whenever one reads the following, for these are the names of the zodiac used by the
various Cults of antiquity:
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Tabernacle
New Jerusalem
Nazareth
Bethlehem
Hall of Judges
Kingdom of God
Tent of God
Flocks by Night
Aeons / Ages
Seasons
Mansions
Citadel
7 Churches
Mount of Olives
Mount of Glory
City of David
Celestial City
Throne of the Elect
Mount Zion
Seat of Judgment
Wilderness
Bottomless Pit
Heaven or Hell
Grotto
Oracle
Tomb
Abode of the Most High
Labyrinth

It has also been pointed out that if the name of Jesus Christ, the Son of God, is replaced by the word Sun, every
passage that relates to the personality will fit and make even better sense than if taken for a biography. Even a
cursory familiarity with the precepts of Astro-Theology will make one clear on this point.
…King of Heaven, prince of Creation, sun of the eastern sky who appeared both to the dead in Hades and to
the mortals upon earth he, the only true Helios, arose for us out of the highest summits of Heaven - Melito of
Sardis (Second Century Theologian)
The Christian religion is a parody on the worship of the Sun, in which they put a man whom they call Christ,
in the place of the Sun, and pay him the same adoration which was originally paid to the Sun - Thomas Paine
Back

THE BOOK OF GENESIS REVEALED
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It is quite exciting, incidentally, to know that the Genesis account of the creation of mankind through its first
parentage in Adam and Eve bears the marks of derivation from the primary Egyptian symbolic depiction –
Alvin Boyd Kuhn (Ultimate Canon of Knowledge)

The story of the primal parents at the Tree of Life, the mysterious serpent and the temptation are all derived from
Egyptian Sidereal myth. Egypt was known by alien nations as the “Land of the Tree and the Serpent."
This term denotes Egypt as being the center of learning when it comes to the mysteries of
the human body, the original Kabala, mystical Androgyny, and the meta-sexual mysteries.
It refers to the magical, serpentine staff called the Caduceus of Hermes, borrowed as a
symbol by today’s medical professions. It is the country were one was sent to learn these
and other great mysteries, as Aristotle, Plato, Pythagoras, Solon, Xeres, Ammious Saccas,
Hippocrates, Ovid, Apollonius, Iamblichus, Isocrates, Porphyrius, Plutarch, Diodorus,
Diogenes, Euxodos, Thales, Plotinus, Porphyry, Herodotus and so many other scholars
from through out the world would readily have verified. Theology, Theurgy and Divination
were in the hands of the female in ancient times.

The Priestesses were the initiators. There was much knowledge there concerning the biology of the human body.
The "Tree of Life"
The Female body was called the Tree of Life and like a tree the female produced fruit. Her fruits are the circular
ovum. Conception was fascinating to the Egyptians, not because they were sex mad, but because they
understood that the meeting of the male force and the female force allows the miracle of incarnate life to occur, it
is the way a soul enters physical creation. We take this for granted and never see the mystery of it. But the
ancients considered this of paramount importance and saw the magic in it. And since the female is the host and
incubator of that soul, the living alembic of this supreme Alchemical act, she was revered and deified. One of the
other names for the Goddess was Nuith or Nut. She was also a mother goddess and identified with the Tree of
Life. This is why today we still refer to the fruits of any tree as the "nuts" meaning of the goddess Nut. In ancient
papyrus art we see a tree and actually one with it we often see a goddess, like Nut or Isis or Hathor, etc,. They
show that the tree and goddess are one being. In the Middle Ages we see in tapestries, the Madonna seated and
behind her the Tree of Life. Now the story of the Tree of Life and all its connotations was called, in Egypt, the
Book of Genesis or Genisis. Isis was the supreme mother goddess of Egypt, after acceptance of the Osirian
mythos. Genesis means "genes of Isis," or even "generation (progeny), of Isis." This referred to the physical
female and of the cosmic female, the Universe itself. The Egyptians saw themselves as the offspring of one
cosmic mother and her name was Isis. Isis is the later Eve and Mary, the virgin queens. The Book of Genesis is
therefore a book of genes, relating to the human DNA (the real Tree of Life).
Slowly over the calm waters
Came the spirit of the Thrones
Her long white robe flowed to her feet
In her hand the silver circle
The stars followed in her train
Like servants
The Sun and Moon bowed down
Amen! Amen!
This was all I heard
- Book of Enoch
"Biting the Apple"
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Now we come to the part in the adapted Book of Genesis were the primal parents are tempted by the evil
serpent and are outlawed from paradise forever. No one has ever come up with a reason for the strange
prohibition mentioned or the subsequent wrath of the creator in regards his own creations. We can now state
clearly that the reason why no explanations are given regarding anything in Genesis is because their adapted
and interpolated story is patently concocted and false. Explanations are meant to cast aside ignorance and show
the rationale for a thing. How can one explain a pack of lies. It is a hash of a sacred initiation story that was
learned by the novices in the sanctums and palmyriums of ancient Mediterranean peoples. The subversion of
this act was to disempower the female and marginalize womankind from the coming institutionalized religious
cabals that would enslave humankind and pervert all the sacred tracts and rituals. But behind the graffiti we can
find again the original message, the original intent of the ancients.
We hold that moral evil in this mythical domain is an abortion of theology, which was mainly Semitic in
origin - Gerald Massey (Egypt - Light of the World)
In no land or literature has the mythical mode of representation been perverted and reduced to drivelling
foolishness more fatally than in some of the Hebrew legends - ibid

Now as we pointed out the female’s ovum were called the "apples," from the Tree of Life. But what of the sperm
from the male, without which there can be no life. The sperm was long equated with and symbolized by a
wriggling snake or serpent. Once this is known, it will help to explain numerous carvings and images found in the
ancient temples of serpents shown in close approximation to circular orbs and symbols. How many have seen
the cobra motif crowned by a circular disc? Now the sperm does attempt to enter the ovum and circles all around
it. This was depicted as a serpent coiling around an apple, or a tree. So in the Bible we have the serpent
tempting and an apple that is called the Fruit of the Tree of the “knowledge of good and evil.” This tree does not
exist in any place but the minds of the biblical authors, attempting to draw attention away from the tree as a
female symbol. We need to substitute "male and female" or "masculine and feminine" for "good and evil," to get
back on track. The serpent and the apple were symbols of the sperm and the ovum. The "biting of the
apple" was always a connotation for the sperm entering the ovum. Its action of penetration was seen figuratively
as "biting" into the apple. An apple cannot be replaced once it has been plucked, as the sperm cannot be
deviated or returned upon entering the ovum. The term "rotten apple" was and still is, used to ridicule a recidivist
child. When the prohibition states not to bite the apple, is a prohibition against conception, not given by the
ancients, but by later church patriarchs with an agenda of dividing masculine from feminine, (the goal of all true
mysticism and religion is the opposite) and male from female. There can be no rule or domination over the
consciousness of man unless there is first rule over the biology of man. There could be no authority structures of
any kind without prohibition and punishment. Freud proved that humans literally embody the patriarchal model.
We even identify with the oppressor if that force is powerful and threatening to our personal security and wellbeing.
Circumcision (the mark of servitude)
Religion had in mind the idea of turning man’s awareness away from himself and his innate, natural wisdom, to
the external realm of change and transition. It also had in mind the need to convince man to repress his own vital
energies, the libido and the sexuality. To do this they instigated and reinforced the pagan tradition of
circumcision, employing it in their liturgy as a "holy" ceremony. The pagan custom was never holy and it had
potentially very negative connotations, of great interest and attraction to these conceivers of the Solar-centric,
phallocratic theocracies. Taking a circlet of skin from the male, from his penis had the symbolism of removing the
feminine principle from him. Circles, as shown above, were always analogous to the ovum and since the
ancients recognized that the penis was the symbol of man, cutting from there, served to symbolically reinforce
his manhood/masculinity, to emphasize the polarity of the genders. When women had to undergo the
circumcision of the clitoris, this was the removal of the small "penis" from her, the polarization of her maleness
and the hardening of the femaleness. The emphasis in both these barbaric and demeaning, but ever so "sacred"
rituals, was the polarization of the sexes, not their union. Now this is not the role of true religion. True religion
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makes each sex realize the essential bi-unity of its nature, on a psychological level. Orthodoxy could have none
of that. They wanted man to repress his instincts so that they could provide all the sexual repressions in vicarious
forms later on, in their intricate ecclesiastical rituals and convocations. The architecture of the churches and
cathedrals, the regalia and attire are all surrogate sexual symbols. Sexual imagery has become sacred imagery.
You cannot have someone repress their natural instincts and desires without coveting neurosis and
schizophrenia (split personality). A certain amount of disassociation is necessary for the control, but too much
defeats the purpose. They want us inwardly divided alright, but also aspiring systemically for that lost equipoise.
So they cleverly provide the erotica, cloaked in esoterica. This is why even in modern times we have the bizarre
fetishism of sexual personae. We are not allowed to know about androgyny in all its permutations. But we can
have a Christ figure placed before us, cosmetically made-over to look typically androgynous. And as many have
shown, Christian Art is saturated with veiled erotic depictions (see Camille Paglia and George Bataille, etc).
"Bruising the Head and Heel"
When we hear that the head of the serpent will be "bruised," we are also hearing about the breaking of the head
of the sperm as it enters the ovum. As the single sperm penetrates the precinct of the female ovum, its head
breaks off (see the Tower Tarot card).
"Enmity"
And I will put enmity between thee and the woman, and between they seed and her seed; it shall bruise thy
head, and then shalt bruise thy heel - (Genesis 3:15)

When we hear that there will be "enmity" placed between the woman and the man we must, instead, read
"polarity." Naturally, in conception there are two sexes. But as explained above, the Church Fathers wanted to
emphasize the dichotomies between man and woman. It is simple divide to rule tactics but with massive political
and spiritual connotations. There has been an overt war against the role of the female in physical life. There is
also the war for the suppression of the Feminine, or Anima, within the consciousness of humankind. The Anima
is the supreme archetype and gives life its mystery and meaning. It is the cosmic female that gave life to all that
exists. Church religion wanted to cut us off at the root and judging by the record of horrors executed under the
auspices of all fundamental religion, it has certainly succeeded. The present schisms between the sexes is a
symptom of the inner systemic and psychic duality. The sexual act and everything sexual had to be made taboo.
Sexuality, even on the lower genital level, calls for unison and bonding. In emotion behind all sexual union,
especially the highest manifestation of it, is the loss of personal identity and gender dichotomy. Object and
subject are obliterated, transcended. Through sexual experience the Male is meant to be introduced to his inner
Female. Likewise the female is meant to be introduced to her inner male. And ultimately this calls for the
complete transcendence of these illusions. And in ancient Hermetic traditions, the Priestess was the being that
preserved and expounded the articles and precepts of this faith (Hermes was the Grecian version of the Egyptian
Thoth and this latter is always described as an agent of the goddess. Hermetic traditions are Goddess traditions
and it is just a play on words that would make it seem otherwise). Moreover, if we have potentates dressing as
the female and referring to “Holy Mother Church” we realize now that it is all a vestige of a rich, meaningful
metaphysic.
Androgyny
The "biting of the apple" is a hermeneutic for the sperm/serpent, entering the ovum at the moment of conception.
But this elaborate and evocative story of the garden of Eden was not only about the sexual biology we are all
versed in. It contained deeper motifs, relating to Androgyny and the union of the energies of the Shiva and
Shakti, Osiris and Isis, Adam and Eve, Guinevere and Arthur, etc,. In the myth of Osiris we find him cut into 15
pieces. This is because there are 15 joints to the male body, 14 for the Female. (14 + 15 = 29 = 11 - JUSTICE,
the Libran card of the marriage of opposites. 11 is one and one or the meeting of the opposites in the Chymical
Marriage or Hieros Gamos). The moon’s cycle is complete after 29 days.
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The Pharaoh is always seen with his arms crossed over his breast. This is not a symbol of death. Actually, when
the right arm (male) crosses the left side and the left arm (female) crosses the right side we have a symbol for biunity or Androgyny. Moreover, the "Crook and the Flail" symbols that he carries also represent, among other
things, the ovum and sperm again.
Our number 9 came from the symbol of the sperm which must enter the female ovum, which is why we have the
number 10. The curved number 9 has that design to represent the male phallic 1 returning to, or becoming the
circle or zero. Male returning from whence it came. There is a Gnostic/Pythagorean adage that states: The circle
doth beget the line, but the line begetteth not a circle. It should be obvious now what this means. In magic the
protecting circle is commonly of 9 feet (cubits) in diameter. The "squaring the circle" motif is common in most city
architecture.
One must become familiar with the concept of Androgyny and how the ancients were concerned with it. Little that
is contained in world myth, legend and lore is going to make much sense unless one is conversant with
Androgyny. The entire Alchemical "Magnum Opus" deals with it explicitly.
The Magickal Circle and Pentagram
We can also see the motif of the ovum and sperm in the image, coming down to us out of the past, of the
Magician standing in his protecting circle, often with a pentacle design there also. Christians point to this as
satanic. However, as shown above, for anyone that does not know it, conception occurs when the male sperm
enters into the female ovum. This latter is the precinct of life itself, the sacred alembic of all advanced animal life.
The fetus takes shape, then shape-shifts, goes through magical metamorphosis, grows and becomes human, all
within, or from, the protection of its little circle. So when the Magician, whose intent it is to rise to the fifth spiritual
dimension (the Quintessence), stands within his circle he is attempting merely to emulate the original acts of
conception and birth. His living body replicates the male sperm within the female ovum. He may even hold a
wand or staff to emphasize that fact. In magic the circle is frequently designed according to the number 9 and its
factors. The word nine comes the word nun which meant "primordial ocean." It was also the name of the original
mother goddess from Egypt. The number 9 connotes the female gestative cycle, but also represents the phallic
yod. or number 1 returning to the shape of the circle.
The pentagram is the symbol that is seen in all naturally flowering things. It is another symbol of the female and
the Mother (Venus). It is connected to the Phi ratio (creation ratio), which is why we see Leonardo, Vitruvius and
Agrippa depicting man standing in that shape. All things grow according to the pentad and its various harmonics.
It represents the fifth level of cognition, or human evolution and there is nothing "satanic" about it. But since it all
related to the female initiatory precepts, it had no place and no currency in the Solar and Saturnian power cults
that superseded the Stellar and Lunar epochs. (Incidentally this is the reason why the letter Greek letter for Phi is
a circle and a line, similar to the English "Q"). The Magician is the one who deems it the object of life to attain
the fifth dimension. The first four are the mineral, vegetable, animal and human kingdoms. The Magician wishes
to undergo the great metamorphosis and attain the "Meta-Human," or "Pharaonic" level, which is that of the true
Christ (karast). This metamorphosis is akin to a rebirth and so there is need to employ the symbols
commensurate with an act of birth namely, the "Ring and the Rod." This is also why we see the female
pentagram and the protecting precinct of the circle in all Magical depictions. Unfortunately, the modern
practitioners of ceremonial magic have not the faintest idea of any of this and the Christians, who know just as
little, continue their dialectical rankling and scare tactics. The latter are reacting against the wrong symbols and
the former are trying to revere symbols that have nothing to do with their main tenets. All the while the power
elite are dancing on their desks enjoying the entire spectacle. The reason why the pentagram gets shown with a
goat’s head has also nothing to do with Satan or Satan worship. The word goat comes from the word gott which
is god in Anglo-Saxon. This is because the symbol for god for millennia was either a horned goat, or other
horned, vegetarian, non-pack, animal. (See L. A. Waddell and Harold Bailey, etc). Actual "Satanists," who are
some of the stupidest people on the earth (and they have stiff competition for this merit), often adopt the upright
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goat’s head as their symbol proving that, like Christians, they are in total ignorance as to the nature of telestic
mysteries. To really show "opposition" to the Christian God and ethos the real "anti-Christian" would reverse or
invert the image of the goat’s (God’s) head. (It was reversed not the pentacle. An inverted pentacle has no
negative meaning at all. It merely means that one is turning to the world within themselves rather that the outer
world. Of course, this is seen as evil to all the orthodox minions who are fixated on the external and exoteric.
The main reason why the reversed pentagram is seen at all in magic has to do with the Egyptian Kabala. In
Kabala the fifth sefiroth (sphere) called Geburah is associated with Mars and, therefore, with masculinity,
aggression and evil, the fall of spirit into matter. It represents the place of the Fall and also the place of the
adversary. (This is the reason why the US Pentagon is that shape). Now inverting the symbol of he five indicates
a subversion of this same "Yang" energy and the exaltation of the feminine "Yin" principles, the return of spirit to
the supernal realms. There is nothing evil in any of this for a truly spiritual person. Outside the strict Kabalistic
milieu the pentagram came to represent nature and the creative force of sexuality (Eros) the ever extending
physical impulse and libido which is often needed to be internalized (reversed) by the mystic savant who realizes
that there is more to life than procreation, furtherance of life in the external sense and infatuation with the
material illusion. The mystic by definition does not desire to participate in the erstwhile progress of the material
flux which prizes species over individual.
The fifth card of the Tarot is the patriarchal Hierophant, representing orthodox approaches to religion and belief.
He is the creator of dogma and is suppressive to anything which contradicts his hegemony. He represents the
Church and the Inquisition, and the forces which conspire to have men and women conform to a fixed pattern of
understanding. The reversed pentagram is in this context, therefore, a symbol of the rebellion against such
conformity and hierarchical dominance. It is the sign of the outcast, and subversive - the Gnostic and Taoist who
values individuality and who knows that what we believe cannot be imposed on others, or enforced by
subliminally implanted fallacies about the nature of god, however ingeniously manufactured. (To read more about
the Hierophant card, click here).
A pentagram also stands with 2 feet on the ground and three above. In Kabalistic symbology, this represents the
marriage of Chokmah (masculine) and Binah (Feminine). However, the five points can clearly be connected with
the five senses. The two points represent the two senses that rank higher that the others in a spiritual context.
These are seeing and hearing. Upon these the other senses are dependant. Seeing and hearing are senses that
are very different and one must understand their essential nature in order to progress spiritually.
The Misuse of the Pentagram
The Semites and Greeks would inscribe, around the points of a pentagram, the letters for the word Hygiene. For
them, however, this word did not refer merely to physical cleanliness and a repressed or inhibited life. To mystery
school initiates the five-pointed star was a symbol of moral excellence and spiritual perfection. The Pentagram
was therefore the device worn by those with unsullied souls, the truly blessed ones. Additionally, because of its
esoteric connection with the planet-archetype Venus, it was known and recognized as an emblem of health and
healing. It reversal, in this context, would represent toxicity and sickness, evil and moral degeneracy.
A "true" Satanist would never use a reversed pentacle is because they too are, in fact, spiritualists, and like their
nemesis also seek the perfection of the "Fifth Element" or Quintessence. All mystics and magicians are
attempting in their work to reach this stage. That is why the pentacle and the circle are utilized. Leonardo Da
Vinci even depicted Man in formation as a pentacle to highlight this telestic theme, that he too, being an
Alchemist, was involved in reaching. So, given the actuality of these facts, that regardless of whether the
Magician is "black" or "white" the goal is the same, neither practitioner would invert the pentacle. To do so would
be to affirm that the practitioner was interested, not in evolution of consciousness, but rather devolution to a
lower state, that of animal, vegetative or even inorganic life. Naturally, this cannot be the intention of anyone, let
alone of those whose entire motive is the augmentation of their personal power. Now the "lower" Satanist who
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does unwittingly use the reversed pentagram will never attain his desired goal and is, in fact, in severe danger of
self-destruction. Taking all he knows about magic from the grimoires and lexicons of the Middle Ages, the
befuddled fabrications of monks and witch-hunters, he engages in rites of futility. He aspires to the fifth
dimension, thinking like all megalomaniacs that the state can be artificially actualized, but employs a symbol that
means the exact opposite of his intention. Hell certainly awaits for such a fool. He becomes possessed or
regresses to the lower ontological states. In his own words, something goes "disastrously wrong" and he is
visited by all manner of entities resembling insects, animals, serpents, dragons and other hybrid creatures. Not
that there is anything inherently evil in these apparitions. They are just the representations of, or familiars of, the
realms that he has been unwittingly contacting and are probably as unhappy to see him as he is to see them.
It will one day be found out who has been funding all the exploitative "horror" movies, not only those from the classic
black and white days, but the more recent blood and gore ones, like "The Omen," "The Exorcist," "Halloween,
"Friday the 13th," etc,. It is the Vatican, for they have much to gain from reinforcing our idea of evil and their
redemptive role as public saviors from it all. These forces need to proffer forth false images of magic and occultism,
and need to confuse the viewer, who begins to be infected with erroneous ideas about religion and occultism. A
study of church architecture, especially of Mormon structures, will show that the reversed pentagram is used with
great frequency. Could this strange instance be telling us that satanic activities are going on behind the closed
doors? Or could it be a sign that these churches and their creators are anti-life, anti-truth, anti-nature, and antihygienic? Many a whistle-blower from within these absurd but financially empowered "cabals" adamantly believe so.

In Masonic conclaves the upright pentagram or pentacle placed on anything signifies that the item is transmuted
to the mystical level. (This is not done for positive reasons though but because of large scale rituals that the top
Freemasons are involved in). It is a sigil that, like an exclamation mark or apostrophe, signals that there are
subliminally arcane meanings behind the seemingly mundane appearance. (This is why the pentagram is on
national flags and heraldry, why they are worn by those in the military, why the US Pentagon is that shape and
why even the hellish machines of war and death bare the symbol.)
When found in a text, the star determined (or indicated to the reader) that the group of hieroglyphs
associated with it was related to spiritual matters. It was related to the heavens, to invisible energies (which
the Greeks called “aetheric”) - David Ovason (Secret Architecture of Our Nation's Capitol)

In short, no symbol is inherently negative, nor is any inverted symbol. But because Satanists do ignorantly use
inverted religious symbols, it is understandable for Christians to feel wary and critical. They should, however,
make a more in-depth study of symbols to know exactly what is consciously malign. Factually, a symbol can only
become a sigil for negative energy when its modal regularity (shape), that is, its vertices, are warped, distended
or reconfigured in any way so that one side is of a different length than the others, or of all different lengths.
Actions like that will corrupt the mathematical and geometric/geomantic calibration of a symbol and certainly
make it a conduit for dissonant energies.
Back

THE SACRED SYMBOLISM OF THE FEMALE OVUM
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In architecture the motif of the circular fountain with a standing column or obelisk carries the same archetypal
imagery. The male column and the circular fountain of life-giving waters were a common fixture to city centers,
because they represent fertility and abundance. The obelisk represented the phallus of the earth god Geb,
whose erect member extends into the body of the goddess of the heavens, his consort, Nuith. The Masons that
were the architects of the temple structures and who knew all about the measurements of the planet, place the
capital "G" within the symbols of the calipers (compass) and ruler. The word Geb probably gave rise to the Greek
"Geo" meaning Earth, hence - geometry, geomancy, etc,.
Circles represent the ovum. This is why we see modern conjurors holding a straight wand and a circular ring.
Sometimes we see a hat, from which the magician pulls endless paraphernalia and living animals. The ring or
the hat represent the ever-teeming womb that is fertilized by the inseminating wand, the phallus.
When we get married the ritual includes the placing of a ring on a straight finger, as a symbol of union and
coming fertility.
In Jewish traditions a circle is drawn around a pregnant woman during the birth hours.
During the Catholic Mass, one has a small, white, circular wafer, placed in their mouths. This action of imbibing
and ingestion is subliminally based on the relationship, again, to the mother. The circle of the Mass represents
the Ovum.
In circumcision, a small circlet of skin is removed from the male phallus. This represents the removal under pain,
of the female principle. This is why at this time, a boy is said to become a 'man.'
Roman ambassadors would draw a circle around themselves in the earth prior to delivering their counsels, this
was to indicate their neutrality.
In the doctrines of Alchemy the circular Uroboric serpent is regarded as the ultimate mantic sigil of the telestic
process.
In Washington DC we have the phallic "Monument" facing the female "Oval" office.
In Paris we find another obelisk in front of the Notre Dame ("Virgin" Mary’s) Cathedral.
All ancient Celtic passage graves have the standing stone aligned with circular mounds called sidhes, which
means "breast" or "womb." Silbury Hill in England turns out to be a huge spirallic womb, when seen from the air.
Glastonbury Tor (a phallic tower) is nearby. Get the picture?
(interested readers can see the Etymology section above and look under the word Genesis).
Jesus and the Twelve
There can be no doubt that the story of Jesus and the twelve derive from the Sun and the signs of the zodiac.
However there is another corollary that concerns the mystery of generation, conception and mitosis. It has been
noticed that it takes one sperm to enter an ovum for conception to take place. However, now with the new
microscopes it has been found there are certain preliminaries that occur for this sperm to even gain entrance.
Thousands of sperms must circulate the outer wall of the ovum and then 12 sperms must line up against the wall
in an extremely geometric manner. Only when this is just right will the ovum and the pronucleus allow one sperm
usually the 13th through. Cannot the coming to earth of Jesus and the gaining of the 12 disciples correlate with
this microcosmic mystery? In several Catholic paintings we often see the 12 disciples and sometimes Christ
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himself all enswathed in the blue veil of Mary, in a manner that definitely replicates the above mentioned
scenario. In almost all if the hero myths of the world we have the twelve companions.
Back

Astro-Theology and the Bible (cont'd...)
The Twelve Ages or Aeons
Many of the anecdotes and stories in New Testament have to do with the astronomical phenomena called 'The
"Precession of the Equinoxes." This is the movement of the constellations relative to the motion of the Earth.
There are three basic celestial motions that concerned the ancients and that were symbolized by three circles, a
motif seen on religious architecture, etc,. There is the motion of the Earth around the Sun, there is the motion or
orbit of the Earth on its own axis and there is the "wobble" motion of the planet Earth as it turns on its own axis.
This latter motion is the one that makes it appear as if the point of the Equinoxes are moving backwards in
relation to the fixed astrological houses. Now this motion may not seem worthy of attention to most readers.
However, we cannot emphasize it enough as the 'Precession' is the heart of all mythology, symbolism and
religion. One cannot have astrology without it. It is the secret of all magical, Hermetic traditions and volumes can
be and have been written on it, few which are in print today. Even the humble nursery rhymes descend from it.
Jack and Jill, Humpty Dumpty, Goosy Goosy Gander, Old Mother Hubbard, etc., all contain cryptic sabean
motifs. The zodiac is of twelve houses. It takes 72 years for the zodiac to move "backwards" just one degree of
arc. This means that it takes 2,160 years for the sun to pass through one sign of the zodiac of 30 degrees. And
for all twelve signs it takes 25,920 years. This is called the Platonic Year or the Grand Cycle. Then 4 of these
Great Ages also constitutes a Cycle that is spoken of in the ancient records. But the astrologers knew that there
are many changes in the evolution of the Earth when the sun passes into another house. And while the Equinox
was being measured to see which constellations were opening the year, the wobble itself made the pole axis
point to a different star in the northern sky. This is another important cycle that lasts 3,700 years. There are
seven major "stations" of the Pole that were known. This gave rise to euphemisms in religion and mythology
such as the 7 candlesticks that the "Son" (sun) passes through, the hall of the 7 chambers, the 7 crowns, the 7
magi, the 7 sleepers, the 7 jackals, the 7 gates, the 7 challenges, the 7 hurdles, etc, etc,. The Pole of the earth is
euphemistically called the Rock of Ages, in the Bible. The Pole was connected to stability. Plinths, columns,
lecterns and podiums, etc., represent this Pole, as does the staff that the "wise" are seen carrying.
For a zodiac age to change meant that a new constellation was seen at dawn on the 21 March or the Spring
Equinox. When the Pyramid was built the sign of Virgo was at this point. When the Mystery Schools opened on
the Nile, the constellation of Leo was there. When the Priestarchies dominated, it was the Age of Taurus. During
the Age of Aries, the male god was worshipped and there was war and conquest in the world. As each age
changes, those sages in charge of the gnosis see to it that an entirely new mythology is created around its
associated symbols. All the imagery that surrounds the various heroes has to do with the sun passing through
these 12 houses. And the modern historians know this, but dare not go into it, as this information is sequestered
by many of the secret fraternities of the world. One can review all the myths of the world in relation to this
astronomical movement. And all the historical ages can be analyzed in regards the signs of the zodiac. And even
in our own age, we find innumerable zodiacal symbols incorporated into heraldry, paintings, architecture, cityplans and in the milieu of religion, government and media. On a conscious level man operates with the use of the
long and short term memory. But our racial memory goes very much deeper than these. The legacies of the
ancestors, of millennia, are encoded in the human DNA. When sacred symbols, out of the ancient theologies, are
used subversively, attached to mundane products, they serve to lower and confuse the libido and the
consciousness. And it is a desecration to use them in such a nefarious manner. For though no symbol is in itself
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negative, they can be bent to serve malign forces. They are indeed the most powerful of weapons in any arsenal.
We all know of the power of symbols. Many will die and have died for them. And one will also unconsciously be
manipulated by symbols all their life long. As Fredrick Nietzsche wrote: As long as one is committed to the idea
that the stars are something above the head, they will lack the eye of knowledge. Lets review some more Biblical
motifs in regards this ancient and mystical doctrine. But we have time and space only to look at the Divination
Arts and the latest myth, Christianity. And if this is done correctly it will illuminate many other areas also.
The Age of Pisces
The Christian Mythos coincided with the Age of Pisces. This is the reason why there is much in the way of water
symbolism in the New Testament. There is the mention of Baptism, the fact that the disciples were mostly
fishermen. Then there is the walking on the water, the washing the feet of the disciples, the feeding of the five
thousand with two fish, etc,. The Christians still use the symbol of the fish to symbolize Jesus. The letters of the
word Jesus Christ the Savior of the World, in Latin, give the word for fish. The Pope wears the "Ring of the
Fisherman," and the Pope's headdress is a fish head, from the side. The early Christians were called the "Little
Fishes." In the Old Testament we read about the prophet Jonah being swallowed by the whale or the great fish.
All the imagery of the chapters and verses of the New Testament can be related to the Precessional phenomena,
as that it what it was composed for in the first place. It was never meant to be a biography.
The 33 years of Christ's ministry
This is a number that connects directly with the zodiac and the movement of the sun around it. As mentioned
above, the sun takes 2,160 years to pass backward through one sign of 30 degrees. Now this number 2160 or its
shorter version 216, is a number that turns up in megalithic construction throughout the world. It was encoded
into most of the cyclopean structures, to represent the Serpent or Sidereal Cults who were the Magi, or
astrologers. Now it takes 2,160 years for the sun to clear a house. In degrees this is 30. But the sun enters at the
30th degree but is not totally clear until the 33rd degree, as it is of a certain size also. This is why they said in the
Bible that the ministry of Christ begins at 30 and finishes at 33. This reference would have been unmistakable to
anyone aware of the secrets of astrology. The number is connected to the initiation of the "Sun" of god not "Son,"
passing through the zodiac. This is why the Freemasonic lodges also utilize the number. There are also 33
vertebrae in the spinal column.
The 12 official and 72 unofficial disciples
This refers to the twelve houses or signs of the zodiac that are found on or very near to the ecliptic. The ecliptic
is the path of the sun around the zodiac. There are more than twelve constellations there of course. And in fact if
one counts all the constellations of great importance, there are 72, not counting the 12. These extra-zodiacal
constellations are called the paranatellons. The also pay homage to the passing sun. So it was written that Jesus
had 12 official servants and 72 others that also carried the message. The symbol of the Arthurian Round Table is
also a motif that is based on the round of the zodiac. Now these paranatellons are the leitmotif behind
innumerable other Biblical and mythical stories. But because we are not conversant with these constellations and
their esoteric relevance we do not notice when they turn up either in fiction or art, architecture or commercial.
Jonah and Daniel
Two stories that make reference to these heavenly paranatellons are that of Jonah and the Whale and that of
Daniel in the Lion's den. In the latter the sign of Leo is being cryptically inferred, for just like Samson and
Hercules, or any solar hero, there are trials that test merit and valor. Fighting the lion or being in a den of lion is a
reference to the hero conquering his own vanity or egotism. In Celtic legends, many of the heroes face a
dangerous boar or dragon. The boar relates to Taurus and the dragon to the constellation called Draco, one of
the most arcane of the sabean symbols. Now the great whale relates to the constellation of Cetus, in the sign of
Pisces. That people still imagine Jonah being swallowed by a physical whale, to re-emerge again, is testimony to
the ignorance that exists in the world. The devices that are found on heraldry and on shields all relate to the
paranatellons. The sun moves to its highest point in the constellation of Cancer. It also burns brightest and
hottest in the next sign of Leo. It is to commemorate these two signs that one finds a lion and a unicorn on royal
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insignias. They represent the royal houses of the sun. The unicorn is one of the original symbols of Cancer, the
earliest being the scarab beetle, Khepera. This is the reason why according to tradition, the fair or white queen
sits on the left throne, while the red king sits on the right throne.
We find the same sabean motifs in chess and several other "games." In chess the black and white
board represents the turning of day and night. Another one of the important paranatellons of
antiquity is Aquila the Eagle. This is in the sign of Scorpio. The Egyptians, Romans and Americans
make much use of the Eagle because it is known to represent the sign of power and wealth. It is
curious that all the major myths and folktales speak of the combat between the hero and some
fantastic beast. This is a staple, yet so many people take it literally. It makes reference only to the
sun and the luminaries passing through the trials of the "underworld" or the night sky, the zodiac
and the fantastic stories can only be fully understood in this context.
It is also for this reason that we have the "nursery" rhyme of "Jack and Jill." All of the nursery
rhymes go back to the stellar cults. "Jack" represents the sun and "Jill" the moon. The "hill" which
they ascend is the northern zodiacal arch, known as the "Primordial Hill" in ancient times. The "pale
of water," that they are to fetch, is a reference to the stars of Aquarius that were seen in the dawn of
Leo. In this sign of Leo, when the star Sirius would be seen rising, the Nile would begin to rise to
inundation. So the Egyptians said that the waters of the great goddess Isis (Sirius), were
overflowing to bring them and the land new life for the year. The image that was usual for this, was
that of the goddess of life, pouring forth her waters from an urn or pitcher. The images of the female,
the urns and the great star, are still found on card 17 of the Tarot, called The Star, which
appropriately goes with the sign Aquarius. Later, the image was masculanized to be a man with a
water pitcher, still used today for Aquarius. In fact, this connection between the signs of Leo and
Aquarius is the reason that today all over the world one sees beautiful fountains with lions in the
architecture, or one sees lions with water pouring from their mouths. The Masonic architects of the
great capitol cities new all about the relationship of the earth to the heavens as well as the dynamics
of the constellations in relation to one another. And they knew that it was in the sign of the Lion
(Leo), in the days of old, that the waters of the Nile would rise and flow. Then in the rhyme, Jack
comes "tumbling down." This has to do with the fact that after reaching the most northerly point in
the zodiac and after burning so brightly, the sun cannot ascend any higher and so must begin
descending. And what the sun does, so the moon must also do, or was seen to be doing. So Jill
came "tumbling after." And it was said of the sun at this time of descent, that his "crown" was
broken. He was old and impotent. This is depicted in the Tarot, by the Hermit, symbolizing the old
sun whose light is, after the summer solstice, weak and cold. The Tarot has preserved all that was
lost to astrology when the latter was doctored by those of the Judeo-Christian persuasion. All the
cards contain powerful information about the constellations acquired over millennia by our
ancestors.
Forty days in the Wilderness
In many of the Bible stories, we hear of the prophets or the heroes venturing into, or being exiled into, the
"desert" or the so-called "wilderness." The most famous cases are Abraham, Jacob, Moses and Christ, though all
the major myths feature something similar. Like all the passages of the scriptures, this is an occult reference. It
deals with the heavens and with astrology, and well the clergy know it. It was mentioned that the sun passing
through the twelve signs of the zodiac was frequently used as a motif in the great myths of the heroes. Well the
sun reaches it's highest place in the sign of Cancer. Cancer was one of the most important of the signs and the
symbolism connected with it is very ancient. The Egyptians had several gods associated with the sign. The most
important of these was Khepra or Khepera and his personal symbol was the scarab beetle. Later the
astronomers changed the icon of the scarabeus beetle to a crab. But though the sign of Cancer was the highest
position of the sign and though it is the most northerly of the sign, it was given rulership by the Moon. It was also
known as the Gate of Coming Forth, meaning coming forth into the world. The souls were thought to descend to
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the terrestrial abode via the sign of Cancer. This is why the sign is still associated with the female and the
mother. Many important constellations, including the Great Bear, Ursa Major and the pole star are also in
Cancer. However the majority of the sign of Cancer is dark. Its constellations are particularly dim. And it was
because of this that the ancient Magi referred to Cancer as the "wilderness." And when the sun was entering into
the sign it was said that it had entered into the wilderness for 40 days. This is because most signs are
considered 30 degrees wide and of 30 days in duration. But with 5 or so degrees on either side, we make 40
altogether. Now when the sun physically, or any hero mythically, passes into and through the sign of Cancer, the
orb or hero was said to be in the "wilderness." He was also said to be tempted by the evil one, the tempter, the
adversary. This was in reference to the stars of Capricorn which is the domicile of the planet Saturn. Saturn was
the rival (opposite) of the light. And these stars were seen on the house of Cancer during the night. So we read
of Christ in the wilderness being tempted by Satan. The Egyptian period of the Inundation, was noticed to last
approximately forty days, hence the connection of the number with water and initiation. It was also noticed that
the days of pregnancy were approximately 40 weeks. So it was that the number became connected with
periodicity, retreat, denial, sacrifice, pain and rebirth. We have the 40 days of the Deluge, 40 years of wandering
in the wilderness for the so-called "Chosen People", 40 days of fasting by Moses, 40 days spent by Christ in the
desert being tempted, 40 days between the rising of Jesus and his final departure, 40 days of mourning for
Jacob, 40 days of fasting for Elijah, 40 days mourning in the rites of Persephone, the 40 days of the Christian
Lenten, etc, etc,. (See Symbols, Sex and the Stars by Ernest Busenbark)
The Nativity
The sign of Cancer also plays a very important role in the event known as the "Nativity," the birth of Christ in the
manger in the inn. The improbable story of the Annunciation, the flight into Egypt and then the pause along the
way are all cover stories for the relationship and dynamics of the constellations. It is reported that the son of god
was born on the 25th of December. This is a few days after the famous Winter Solstice and this date had long
been a pagan festival. For instance, in Egypt December 25th was the birthday of Horus, son of Isis and Osiris.
But this day and the period were held sacred due to Astro-Theological reasons. It was noticed in very ancient
times that during the solstice period, the sun which was traveling south into the cold of winter, would descend
until it reached a point where it would stop. In fact this is what the word "Solstice" means, "sun standing still."
This most southerly position of the sun is marked on all globes, as the tropic of Capricorn, for it is in that sign that
this event takes place. The ancients considered that the sun had actually died. In fact, the great orb, would
remain standing still for three days neither moving north or south. Then, it was noticed, that on the third day, the
sun would begin moving northward again. So it was always said that the sun, the light of the world, would die for
three days and then on the third day rise again. This was known thousands of years before Christianity came on
the scene. Now this all occurs in the sign of Capricorn. But due to the movement of the earth in relation to the
zodiac, the stars of the opposite signs or constellations are visible in the opposite houses. So in the house of
Capricorn on sees the stars of the northern signs, including that of Cancer. And there are several important
constellations in the sign of Cancer. One of these constellations, known to the ancients astrologers was called
the Manger or the Cradle. This is the constellation, amongst others, that is seen just before dawn on the day
when the sun is beginning its rebirth. So it was said that the sun of god, the light of the world, that dies on the
cross, rises after three days and is born from a manger or cradle. The idea of the cross comes about because it
was known that the two solstices and two equinoxes can be geometrically aligned using a perfect cross. In fact
this was the origin of the symbol of the cross. It comes from no other place and no other discipline than
astrology. Now we know what constellations are seen in the night sky of December. But we have not considered
the eastern, western or northern sky at the same period.
Visitation of the "Magi" and the "Wise Men"
We read that the infant Jesus is visited at the inn by three "wise men," or "Magi" from out of the east. On the
western horizon of the heavens on the dawn of the third day after the solstice, after the 21st, that is the morning
of the 25th, the sign of Taurus was seen. And this is also a sign with very prominent and important constellations.
One of these is known as Orion. This refers to the warrior Orion. And in this constellation of the warrior, there is
the "belt" of Orion. This belt is made up of three very famous and bright stars. And the Magi referred to these
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three stars as the "three wise men." And it was also said that these wise men followed the great or "bright star,"
in the heavens. The great star is a simple reference to the sun itself. If one believes that there were literally three
wise men who followed a physical star, one can ask what these travelers would have been doing during the
daytime, since the stars only come out at night. The signs, and even the planets were like the cards of the Major
Arcana, originally feminized. Later many were recast as masculine. This is the case with Aquarius, Sagittarius
and Taurus, etc,. Also the three wise men, that is, Orion's Belt, were originally known as the three sisters. They
turn up in tales and myths like Beauty and the Beast, Macbeth and Cinderella, as well as more recent trashy
examples, of sitcoms and movies, etc,.
"Born of a Virgin"
This makes reference to another sidereal phenomena happening at the same time. On the eastern horizon on
the morning of the 25th of December, the ancients noticed the sign of Virgo. This was always known as being
associated with Isis, the divine and archetypal Mother. So it was said that the sun of god, the light of the world
was born or risen again after 3 days, and that he is born in a manger, of a Virgin. And even long before these
particular constellational dynamics were known, the sun was said to be born of a virgin. The relevance came
from the fact that in ancient times, the Egyptian New Year began in the sign of Virgo, on the 25th of July. So it
was said that the sun was "born of a virgin," or in a virgin. And we read that Mary came into the Inn upon a
donkey or ass. This refers again to Cancer, as one of the largest and most well known of the constellations in
Cancer was and is called the Ass. This constellation and that of the Manger can be seen on any planispheres. In
the art-work of the Medieval and Renaissance periods, four animals are commonly seen around the cot of Jesus.
There is the donkey, the bull, the lamb and the lion. These represent the constellations and paranatellons of the
Cardinal signs. There can be no other reason why a lion would be incorporated into the depiction. Actually, the
reference to Mary being a virgin is not from the Bible being the essence of physical accuracy. The word almah,
was mistranslated to read "virgin" when it really meant "unmarried mother." The mistranslation occurred
purposely to align the concoction of the "biography" of Jesus to ancient cosmological and mythic motifs. The
Christian should realize that if the Gospels were indeed a real biography, they would be infinitely more consistent
than they are. And also if Christ existed, he did not write himself, begging the question as to whether his was the
action of someone desirous of being remembered, or of someone intent on founding a new religion. He also
directly prohibited any public prayer or ceremony. Were these words heeded by the founding fathers, who
pretended to be so conscientious in their veracity?
The great star in the Virgin, appearing on the eastern edge of the horizon, at the moment of midnight,
between the 24th and 25th of December, when the sun gains his first ascension, was said to preside over his
nativity, and gave occasion to the fable of Christ, i.e., the sun being born of a Virgin - Rev. Robert Taylor

Herod and the "Massacre of the innocents"
This event relates to the constellations that are found in the northern sky on the morning of December 25th. For if
the stars of Cancer are occupying the house of Capricorn, so in reverse, the stars of Capricorn must be
occupying the house of Cancer. Now the sign and stars of Capricorn have for millennia been associated with
threat, time, karma and darkness. They are often connected with the adversarial forces. And in astrological
parlance an "opposition," is considered an unfavorable aspect. So opposing the sign of Cancer, opposing the
place of birth or rebirth of the sun, we have these stars. In the story we also have the Saturnian force opposing
the coming of the "son." This is Herod, the authority figure, the potentate of the times. Capricorn and Saturn, its
planetary ruler, is connected with punitive authorities, as any common astrologer knows. And this is the reason
why in the Nativity tale we have such a reference. The entire Nativity and all of the New Testament concerns the
stars and their relationships.
"Many Mansions"
This passage "In my father's house are many mansions" is not a correct translation. It is meant to say, that in the
father's house or abode are many rooms. It refers to the heavens, the actual abode of god, in which there are
many houses. And specifically there are the twelve houses of the zodiac. There are several passages in the New
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and Old Testament that make direct reference to the stars and to astrology.
Joseph a "Carpenter"
This is a reference to the Masonic guilds. All Masons know the real meaning of the word. It refers to the "Craft."
Joseph, Julio, Julius, etc., derive from the word "Yule," which comes is better understood as "Wheel." The Yule
referred, as it still does today, with the winter solstice. The zodiac was always likened to a rotating wheel, that
began moving at the time of the winter solstice. And the solstice is in the sign of Capricorn, house of Saturn, the
Artifex or crafter of the material realms. Saturn is the Carpenter. Capricorn is the place of the birth of the physical
sun. So we read that the "Son" is born of a "Carpenter." In Medieval and Renaissance art Joseph is often seen
holding the symbols that have long been associated with the planet and archetype of Saturn.
Peter on the inverted Crucifix
Peter is a derivation of Ptah, the primordial god of ancient Egypt, the great Artificer of the material realm. In
astrological terms Ptah, the great father is Capricorn and Saturn. The "Keys of Peter" are the keys to the cardinal
sign of Capricorn where the year "opens." The winter Solstice was seen as the inverted cross of the zodiac
because the sun "dies," in the cold of the southern climes. All the disciples have their Egyptian analogues.
Thomas is Tammuz or Tem. These gods gave the word Time. "Time" is the "doubter" that cannot understand
eternity. Through the vale of time one always needs rational proof of things. Peter is also the "denier" of Christ.
This emphasizes his role as Saturn the adversarial polarity. The cock "crowing" in the story of Peter's denial is
another reference to Capricorn and the opening of the year. The cock is a symbol for the deity Abraxas, whose
name in numerology adds to 365, the number of days in the solar year. And the denial three times, is a reference
to the three days that the sun sits upon the solstice, in Capricorn, without moving. So it was said that the sun/son
and his light, or his word, was "denied" by one of the twelve (signs). Peter was also called the "rock." This is a
oblique reference to Capricorn being the "rock of the zodiac," the Cardinal Earth sign, that sits at the base of the
circle of twelve holding it in place, as it were.
"Raising the Temple"
This is a reference to the coming forth of the sun again after 3 days. The zodiac was known by the Siderealists
as the temple. Temple means Time of El or god, meaning the clock of god, which the zodiac is. Now, the
rebuilding of the temple can either be seen as the actual 3 days of the sun's rebirth in the sign of Capricorn, or
also as the 3 signs that precede the Spring Equinoctial rising of the sun, Capricorn, Aquarius and Pisces. "Days,"
refers to signs of the zodiac, they are days of Precession.
Creation in "Six Days"
This refers to a period of 2,160 x 6 or 12,960 (a number found encoded in almost all the sacred megalithic
structures and temple complexes of the world). A Precessional "day" is 2,160 years long. This is 1 degree every
72 years for a sign of 30 degrees. But the 2,160 was considered so sacred that its mystery was rarely mentioned
to the uninitiated. Instead of it, the number 666 was used. (6x6x6 = 216.) This is the real reason why the
orthodox Christian hierarchy have made this number out to be satanic. It is because it has to do with AstroTheology, astrology and the Stellar Cult. When a particular secret number was to be expressed, another related
code number was used in its place. The Jews did the same thing with the word Adonai, which they uttered in
place of Jehovah. There is nothing "satanic" about the number 666. It is, however, the "Number of the Beast"
alright.
...LET HIM WHO HATH UNDERSTANDING
RECKON THE NUMBER OF THE BEAST
FOR IT IS A HUMAN NUMBER...
Man is in the womb for 9 months. Upon his birth, he is forever circumambulated by the wheel of the zodiac. And
for his personal life, for the life of the earth upon which he lives, for light and energy he needs the outer sun, the
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center of the zodiac. Nine months is 270 days. The wheel of the zodiac like all circles and cycles that man will
live in, is defined by 360. And the sacred numeral of the sun is 36.
270 + 360 + 36 = 666 (the Human Number)
Moreover, all the numbers between 1 and 36, again make 666. The number 666 is a solar number also. (The
number 36 has long been connected to cycles and to the zodiac. The Etruscans, Greeks and Romans, all had
calendars of ten months of thirty-six days.)
Additionally, as modern biologists have discovered, the human gene is made up of 23 chromosomes. 2 divided
by 3 equals .666 (The Number of the Beast)
(This in no way exhausts the depth of significance of the number 666. Stay tuned to this site for a
full treatise by Michael Tsarion on sacred Hermetic Numerology)

The Seventh or Sabbath Day
The number 7 is sacred for many reasons. But in the present context, the "day" that the Lord "rested" from his
labors, refers to the sign of Libra, which ends the first cycle of signs, those of the northern sky. The physical sun
enters the Nekyia or Underworld in this sign. It is the place of "rest" because the "job" of the sun, meaning its
creative power, is no longer as strong or as needed. The sign of Libra directly faces that of Aries, so it was said
that the sun had come to the place, or the seat of harmony, where there was temporary stasis. The calm energy
of Libra was the polar opposite of the aggressive and extrovert Aries. This is partly the reason why the symbol of
the sign of Libra was the great Scales of balance. The Autumnal Equinox is also in the sign of Libra. The
symbolism around this sign is very extensive and cannot be gone into here. The sign of Libra was associated
with the goddess Maat and the disciple Matthew. The word Maat gives us the word mute, meaning silence,
because as we are saying, the sign of Libra was the "resting" place of the sun after its creative work through the
seasons of spring and summer.
The two Mary's
There are always the two mothers around the hero in myth. And in the Christ Myth we have the mention of two
Marys. There is Mary the mother of Jesus and later appears Mary the Magdalene. There is also Miriam and
Martha. It is in their house that the marriage feat of Cana takes place. In many Medieval and Renaissance
paintings we see the two Marys at the foot of the cross. And in the famous paintings of Leonardo Da Vinci, like
the Madonna on the Rocks, we again see two female personages, two mothers. This image has clear roots in
the Egyptian cosmology and mythology. Isis and Nephthys were the two mothers, consorts and goddesses.
(Psychologically, they can be seen as the Soul and the Conscience. They are said by various
scholars to represent the waxing and waning moon, Venus and Moon, earth and sky, day and night,
and life and death, etc,.).
They are seen on either side of the Solar Child Horus, in the Tarot card numbered 6 (the Lover). They are also
seen behind the throne of the Pharaoh, in the Papyrus of Ani, in the Book of the Dead. In fact, the implication of
this image is that the Pharaoh officiates for and holds his office under the auspices of the female principle. It was
this that the Christian concoction was mimicking. In fact, the word "Magdalene," comes from "Magdala" meaning
"tower." Mary Magdalene was called the "Lady of the Tower." And this is the same name that was given to Lady
Nephthys, sister of Isis, whose head-dress was a tower. And the connections between Mother Mary and Isis
herself are so voluminous as to fill entire volumes. (The interested reader is directed to the works of R. A.
Schwaller de Lubicz and Gerald Massey).
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The "Raising of Lazarus"
Now, Miriam and Martha had a brother, called Lazarus. Lazarus is "dead" in the tomb in the garden of Miriam
and Martha. Later we see two Marys around the cross of Christ. Earlier we see two mothers around the child
Jesus. Lazarus is raised from the dead. But this again goes back to Egypt. It relates to one of the best known
and most powerful myths, the raising of Osiris, the god of the dead. Now the word "Lazarus" is a thinly disguised
L-ASURAS. Asur, is the real name of Osiris in Egyptian. "L" just means "the," as in the modern French. In Hindi
the sun is called Asurya or Surya or Sri. This is where we get our Sire or Sir, when referring to a man of status
and education.
The Bread and Fishes
As mentioned above, this has to do with the Age of Pisces. But more specifically, it has to do with the relation of
the signs Pisces and Virgo which face one another in the wheel of the zodiac. In Virgo, the Egyptians began their
Harvest. It is the sign of the fertility goddess Isis who later became Arista, Demeter, Ceres and Mary, etc,. The
fish is the symbol of the child born of the mother and virgin (Virgo). So the entire story of the 5 loaves and the
two fishes is or was a discourse on the dynamics of the constellations, particularly those of Pisces (the two
fishes) and Virgo (the five loaves). Virgo is the fifth sign of the zodiac from Aries the first sign, and was always
symbolized by five loaves of bread, in the same manner as hot-cross buns symbolize Easter today. But the
deeper concern of the Magi with these two signs lies in the fact that they were the Descendant and Ascendant in
relation to the chart of the Earth itself. And though western astrology puts all the emphasis on the latter it is really
the former that has the greatest occult meaning for the times. All governmental operations are done according to
the position of the descendant and that is why few believe this. The descendant is of supreme importance and
there is a good reason why it is ignored by most conventional "astrologers." In Gaelic legend the Salmon of
Knowledge, has to do with the star Fomahault, in Aquarius/Pisces. In Christianity, many Druidic motifs are found,
one being the symbol of the fish as the bestower of secret wisdom. Bread was always connected to the goddess.
The four ingredients of bread represented her: grain, yeast, water and salt.
Mary Magdalene at the Tomb
Like Mary the mother of Jesus, Mary Magdalene represents the sign of Virgo. But the stars of Virgo were seen
physically in the sign of Pisces. The heavenly Virgin was at the seen in the sky in the morning of the Passover, of
Easter, at the first days of Spring, at the Vernal Equinox. The "tomb" relates to the winter seasons, the signs of
the underworld were the sun is concealed and considered dead or asleep. At the time of the Equinox, in the last
days of the sign of Pisces, the sun is young and new, he had "risen." And the stone rolling away from the door to
the tomb actually relates to the earth itself, moving away from the "door" or the Equinox, allowing the "bright
angel" or the light of the sun to show. The angel guarding the door is the sun which has risen. And the stars of
Virgo are seen at the moment of the opening of the "tomb." So it was written that "Mary" was present at the tomb
before all else.
The Passover
Called such because the sun is literally passing over from the dark cold months of winter into the spring, from the
state of impotency to virility and effulgence. The smearing of ram's or lamb's blood on the lintels of the doors,
was due to this Passover being in the very sign of the Ram, that is Aries. Doorways and portals were always
related to the signs of the zodiac, as a study of architecture will soon confirm. The Jews still blow the Ram's horn
at the opening of Nissan, the first month of their year. The word April means "I open." And in France on April
Fools Day, a fish representing Pisces, is pinned on people.
The "Good Shepherd"
The Bible mentions Christ as the good "Shepherd" and there are the "Shepherds" who watch their "flocks" by
night who come to visit him in the manger. First of all, there are no shepherds who watch flocks in the dead of
winter, and secondly, like all the passages of the Bible, the meaning of this is to be found in the Gnostic
cosmology of ancient Egypt. As the Precessional Ages change, so does the mythology that is associated with
the zodiac cycles. In fact, one of the most important jobs of the Pharaonic priests, the Celtic bards, the shamans,
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etc., was to render the changes to the body of world myth, tailoring it to fit with the new age, while keeping the
mystical coherence. In fact, the role of the "artist," is the same. Now Christianity was a theology that expressed
the archetypes connected with the twelfth sign of the zodiac, that of Pisces, the sign of the fishes. But the
previous Age was that of Aries, the Ram. And Egyptian Pharaohs and priests of knowledge in that Age were
referred to as the "Good Shepherds." The "Flocks" that they watched by night were the stars in the night sky, as
they were all Siderealists. This is why we read that the Magi, as well as the "Shepherds," following the bright
star, knew of the place of birth of the Solar King, Jesus Christ. The word "Shepherd" was a euphemism for
"astrologer," for it is they who "follow," the stars.
"Get thee behind, Satan"
Christ said these words to Peter. But the origin of these words is astrology again. Christ represents the sun, the
supreme light in the heavens. But in the sidereal mythos, the planet Mars was always seen as the rival to the
light of the sun, the usurper, the adversary of the light and majesty of the sun. The reason for this was that like
Venus the planet Mars was often seen rising heliacally, that is with, or even slightly before the sun, on the
eastern horizon. So it was said that he planet Mars does not know his place and attempts to compete with or
take away from its light and power. So the solar heroes were made to retort, get thee behind, or get thee below
me me Satan. Satan was Mars. One of the words we use to describe something corrupted or destroyed, is
marred. And the word Satan was used generically for rival, even in the political arena. It meant combatant or
rival, not necessarily evil. But one fact that has been carefully concealed is the connection between the Semitic
Jehovah and Satan. In fact they were the same. Anyone who "knee-jerks," at this, has not, as Jordan Maxwell
says "done their homework." A reading of the first books of the Old Testament, especially of Exodus and
Deuteronomy, the details of bloodlust and mass-murder that are done in god's name, should allay the doubt of
any rational reader as to the identity of Jehovah. In over 25,000 years the Egyptians managed to go without one
act of conquest, or the expansion of their borders into any other country. They had no Empire, and strictly only
defended themselves from invasion. In the short time between the coming of the Israelites to Canaan, we find
nothing but devastation and genocide. So who then, are the "Holy People?"
It is very plainly put in arcane literature that Jehovah was originally a Lord of Mars. He is also the god of
battles…Mars and its lord are somehow deeply associated with strife and violence, affecting and afflicting
that type of humanity inhabiting the Earth - Brinsley Le Poer Trench (Sky People)

The Book of Revelation
Church records stated that an Egyptian presbyter ‘wrote over’ the original Sybil’s document to create the
fabricated version now in the New Testament. The forged document was renamed ‘Apocalypse’ and to imply
an apostolic origin from ‘divine revelation’ it was re-titled ‘Revelation’ by Emperor Justinian at the second
church council of Constantinople in 553, the same council that officially removed all references to
reincarnation from the New Testament - Tony Bushby (The Secret in the Bible)
Back

The Twelve Disciples
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The disciples relate not only to the 12 signs of the zodiac but also to oriental deities and personalities. There are
four Sanskrit Vedas (holy books of the ancient Aryans/Brahmins) as there are 4 Gospels.
John the Baptist - is a fictional character which we can associate with the sign of Aquarius. Aquarius is the
"Water-Bearer." The sign of Aquarius rises just above the horizon in August, and its “body” cannot be seen. This
is the reason for the myth concerning the beheading of John the Baptist.
Saint James - has a correlation with Yamas, the Vedic god of death. This would, therefore, link him with the
astrological sign of Scorpio and perhaps even Capricorn. James is also close to Janus from which we get
January. Janus comes from the Vedic god Ganesh.
Saint Thomas - from Tammuz, and from the root of the word time. Thomas the "doubter" is time, which doubts
eternity, and cannot comprehend the ordinances of the spirit. He is the twin of Christ, and therefore represents
the Ka, but also Set, the brother of Horus.
Saint John - this name derives from Oannes, Joannes, of Jahan, the Sumerian-Babylonian fish god. From this
early god, we derive Janus, the god who opens the year, and from which we get the word January. Much
Christian symbolism derives from the cult of Oannes.
Back

We are uploading more Astro-Theological hermeneutics regarding the following MARRIAGE FEAST OF CANA
SCOURGING OF CHRIST
TALE OF SAMSON ( gates of Gaza etc, pushing the mill, fighting the lion, cutting of the hair,
leveling the temple,)
CHRIST IN THE TEMPLE
MAN WITH THE WATER PITCHER
CONSECRATED HOST
DANCE OF KING DAVID
THE BRAZEN SERPENT
MOSES and THE SERPENT RODS
BANNERS OF THE TRIBES
THE CRUCIFIXION
THE WOUNDS OF CHRIST
THE LAME MAN
THE SERMON ON THE MOUNT

MOVIES WITH ASTRO-THEOLOGICAL THEMES
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One of the best ways to learn what has been hidden from us about this, and other fascinating subjects, is to
watch movies that have powerful sabean and symbolic motifs. There are more of these out there than we may
imagine, and many that we would never expect to be anything more than fluff entertainment. The development of
"Symbolic Literacy" and "Pattern-Recognition" occurs when we observe rather than just passively look. Instead of
turning off the brain, one can turn it on, by seeing the mastery of expression, aesthetically and symbolically,
within movies. (MGM use the lion for a reason, Tristar use the winged horse for the same reason. They empower
themselves with symbols, now it is our turn).
I really look with commiseration over the great body of my fellow citizens who, reading newspapers, live and
die in the belief that they have known something of what has been passing in their times - Thomas Jefferson
Signs and symbols control the world, not phases and laws - Confucius

DUNE - click here to read one interpreter's excellent esoteric analysis of this movie (and book), and get an
insight into the concept being addressed here, regarding movies and their heuristic value. (Note: this author
reserves judgment on the accuracy of this interpretation. Readers are free to make up their own minds. This link
is provided as an working example).
ROBIN HOOD – Richard Todd (the composite myth, featuring Astrological and Tarot Archetypes)
COUNT OF MONTE CRISTO – Richard Chamberlain and Tony Curtis (based on the classic novel of Alexander
Dumas)
MAN IN THE IRON MASK – Richard Chamberlain (a Gnostic work on the decent of the soul into matter and
embodies the essence of Ancient Egyptian Sidereal myth)
THE BLACK SHIELD – Tony Curtis and Janet Leigh (contains many key astrological motifs)
ZARDOZ – Sean Connery (a classic surrealistic work with profound content and innumerable mystical themes,
set to Beethoven’s Seventh Symphony. Filmed in Ireland)
THE WICKER MAN – Edward Woodward (replete with Celtic mythic motifs. A controversial cult classic and a
must see for those interested in the Pagan or Wicca traditions)
HAUNTED SUMMER – Eric Stoltz (the best expose on the lives of Shelley and Byron, containing real poetry of
these masters. Contains Tarot imagery. Exquisitely filmed)
THE PRISONER – a surrealistic cult classic series devised by actor Patrick Mc Goohan (based on the Tarot and
Kabala. Excellent for the young to see)
SORCERESS and THE FRIAR – (a French Gnostic masterpiece about the persecution of a pagan seeress by
Catholic fanaticism, set in the Thirteenth Century. Exquisitely made.
CIRCLE OF IRON – David Carradine and Christopher Lee (a movie written by Bruce Lee and James Coburn
about the Tao and the search for Enlightenment. Also called Silent Flute)
EXCALIBUR –Helen Mirren (based on Celtic myth, said to feature the Major Arcana of the Tarot in the right
order. Directed by John Boorman in Ireland)
BLADERUNNER – Rutger Hauer (a Gnostic tale of the Demiurge and the Soul. Haunting and profound. Steeped
in mythological symbolism. See the directors cut.)
CONAN THE BARBARIAN – Arnold Swartzenegger (a Solar Hero’s journey of maturity and more, with imagery
from the Golden Age. Features the "Reptillian," theme and a vast array of sabean motifs)
LOCAL HERO – Burt Lancaster and Peter Richart (set in Scotland, a tender yet archetypal work on the simple
life, connection with Nature and principles. Contains many profound and subtle mystical themes from psychology
and myth, by one of the great modern film-makers. Set to the music of the Dire Straits)
BEING THERE – Peter Sellars (delicate classic about simplicity and decadence. Contains veiled references to
the Book of Genesis and other myth. Much Masonic symbolism)
DREAMCHILD – Ian Holm (written by Denis Potter. An homage to Lewis Carroll and one of the most beautiful
films ever made. Should be seen just for the puppetry and acting, if nothing else. Contains very esoteric motifs
based on the Tarot and Astrology)
BEAUTY and THE BEAST – Jean Cocteau (the fairy tale with themes of spiritual purity.
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THE MUMMY – Boris Karloff (a most mystical, profound and multi-layered film. A love story over 3,000 years.
This has a deep impact on the subconscious mind. Contains possibly the greatest scene, regarding gender, in all
film history. Directed by Karl Freund, with a stunning performance by Karloff which is a study in itself)
THE MUMMY – Peter Cushing (made by Hammer Films on a low budget, but very much worth seeing. Excellent
acting by Christopher Lee. Concerns the questions of gender and androgyny)
TIME BANDITS –David Warden (Monty Python’s surrealistic montage about the Gnostic Demiurge and more)
MONTY PYTHON’S, THE MEANING OF LIFE - (with much good, insightful stuff)
THE MAGNIFICENT SEVEN – Yul Brenner ( based on the Samurai legend and a composite of Existential
Philosophy especially of Plato, Nietzsche and Hegel. But is also created around the 7 planet-archetypes and the
zodiac. One of the most complete Astro-Theological movies ever made)
HOMBRE – Paul Newman (a Gnostic-Existential work on retribution and sacrifice, with undertones of the
philosophy of Nietzsche and Plato)
ONCE APON A TIME IN THE WEST – Claudio Cardinale and Charles Bronson (a complex interplay of
Archetypes and symbols styled as a Western. Once described as an opera in which the arias are not sung but
stared. The exquisite theme music echoes Mozart’s Don Giovanni. The entire film was created to fit the score of
Ennio Morricone. Tarot and astrological imagery abounds)
THE GOOD, THE BAD and THE UGLY- Clint Eastwood and Lee Van Cleef (an epic style western which really
concerns the dynamics of the Psyche. This film contains innumerable references to the Major, Minor and Court
Cards of Tarot which has always been revered by Italian mystics. This is another critically misunderstood classic)
FOR A FEW DOLLARS MORE – Clint Eastwood and Gian Maria Volonte (a film which to this day has been
misunderstood. A deep, complex interplay of archetypes, stunning music, with several veiled references to the
Bible and Oriental legend. Not to be taken lightly. Also stars Klaus Kinski)
FISTFULL OF DOLLARS – Clint Eastwood (Features the theme of martyrdom, sacrifice and retribution. Veiled
references to the New Testament and the nature of the creation. Much Tarot symbolism)
FISTFUL OF DYNAMITE – Rod Steiger and James Coburn (One of the best by Sergio Leone, master of the
Spaghetti western. This is a virtual panoply of themes)
PALE RIDER – Clint Eastwood (Concerns the themes of justice and corruption, also an homage to Shane and
High Noon. Many Biblical references)
BILLY JACK – Tom Laughlin (story about a Native reservation, a counter-cultural school and its white, ex-Green
Beret, guardian and their fight against racism. Concentrates on the themes of disenchantment and the one
against the many. Covers important Native Indian themes. This became a cult classic)
PARIS TEXAS – Harry Dean Stanton and Natasia Kinski (a Gnostic work about the outcast and the shallowness
of urban existence. One of the most profound and richly symbolic movies ever made, set to the music of Ry
Cooder. Based on the Fool motif. Innumerable Hollywood films were influenced by the cinematography of
director Wem Wenders)
SAMSON AND DELILAH – Victor Mature (An "A to Z" of Astro-Theological motifs, excellent example of the myth
of the Solar King. Has it all when it comes to Astro-Theology. The character Samson is even heard to say, after
he is blinded, "How can I find my way among the stars." A real classic)
THE EGYPTIAN – Victor Mature and Peter Ustinov (a tale of high ethics, slightly Hollywood, but a good example
of 50’s screenwriting. Features the Cult of Aton. Loaded with Tarot and Astro-Theological symbolism)
SPARTACUS – Kirk Douglas (about the tyranny of class and the one against the many)
THE NAME OF THE ROSE – Sean Connery (shows the sequestering of books and sacred knowledge by clerics
prior to the Venetian-Protestant take over of Europe. Makes one appreciate the value of books. Excellent artdirection)
THE PICTURE OF DORIAN GRAY – George Sanders (an eloquent rendition of the Oscar Wilde masterpiece.
About the Persona and the cult of the senses. Contains poetry of the master, scintillating dialogue and
magnificent acting. A must see for art lovers.)
PINK FLOYD - THE WALL – Bob Geldof (based on the youth of band member Roger Waters, it deals with the
manifold complexes and neuroses engendered while living as a disempowered minion of the Empire of control
and oppression. It deals with the question of rebellion while indicting the teachers, generals, doctors, judges and
political tyrants, showing them up for the psychopathic fanatics they are. Excellent animation and music)
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HE-MAN, MASTERS OF THE UNIVERSE – Dolf Lundgren and Frank Langella (Young-Adult classic, containing
innumerable mystical and moral themes, together with Egyptian Sidereal symbolism. Deals with Kundalini power,
the Golden Age, and the future of humanity.)
FLASH GORDON – Max Von Sydow and Timothy Dalton (colorful adventures of the Hero-Archetype in combat
with an evil Demiurgic figure)
THE BROTHERS LIONHEART - (a young-adult classic about transcending death and conquering the lower self.
Based on the original story of Astrid Lundgren)
LORD OF THE RINGS (the Animation, well worth a look as an intro to the books of J. R. R. Tolkein)
INTO THE WEST – Gabriel Byrne (set in Ireland features the beloved myth of Ossian)
CROCODILE DUNDEE – Paul Hogan (charming films based on the Fool motif and a perceptive comment on
urban class division and false sophistication. A good development of the Tarzan motif)
DRAGONSLAYER – Sir Ralph Richardson (one of the best on the dungeons and dragons theme. Full of
accurate alchemical information and the nature of the hero archetype. Better than so many inept works Great
cinematography and mystical meaning).
THE DARK CRYSTAL - (good on many levels)
McKENNA'S GOLD - Gregory Peck & Telly Savalas (a good action-packed Western, but with many archetypal
characters and situations)
THE GREEN KNIGHT - Sean Connery (comments on life after death, immortality and nature versus the human)
UFORIA - (American mythic adventure)
DIRTY MARY, CRAZY LARRY - (contains motifs relating to the Joker and the Fool)
SECRET OF ROAN INISH - (set in Donegal Ireland, deals with the ancient myth of the Selkie. Exquisitely filmed)
FEAR - (deals with the suppression of the female and the goddess. A must see for drummers)
THE UNFORGIVEN - Clint Eastwood (a masterpiece, mostly on the complex themes of vengeance versus
justice.)
MYSTIC RIVER - Clint Eastwood (deals with the themes of vengeance versus justice, loss of innocence, and
miscommunication, but also affords insight into the "Animus" archetype, and the complicit female)
PROUST - Eva Mattes (unspeakably beautiful and deep movie on the life of reclusive novelist Marcel Proust)
BRAVEHEART - Mel Gibson (The Animus as he should be)
AMERICAN BEAUTY - (deals with the concept of death, after the actual event, and before it)
ONEGIN - Ralph Fiennes (beautifully moody rendition of Pushkin's masterpiece. On the themes of female
liberation, and Aloneness versus Relationship)
FRANKENSTEIN MEETS THE WEREWOLF - Lon Chaney & Bela Lugosi (contains almost every major
astrological and archetypal motif conceivable, plus...)
THE RAVEN - Bela Lugosi & Boris Karloff (the Shadow meets the Anima, and all hell breaks loose. A
masterpiece which expertly deals with the archetypes and the themes of love and death, set to the poetry of
Edgar Allan Poe. Karloff and Lugosi in perfect compliment).
THE BLACK CAT - Bela Lugosi & Boris Karloff (a rare movie, filmed in an extraordinary, and hauntingly beautiful,
minimalist style. Deals with gender themes from Jungian and Freudian perspectives. A perfect embodiment of
the German Expressionist cinematic style. The unedited version alone is worthwhile).
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Here are mentioned a few movies along with their esoteric correspondences. Remember, that art like people
embody and express all the archetypes. But some are bound to dominate. Use this as an aid to learning to
decipher archetypes (astrological or other), in the world around you.
Androgyny
Star Trek, the Movie
Paris Texas
Dracula (Coppola)
The Fool
Being There
Crocodile Dundee
Paris Texas
Nobody’s Fool
Holy Man
Fistful of Dynamite
My Name is Trinity
The Truman Show
Quadrophrenia
The Wicker Man
The Magician
Excalibur
Fitzcarraldo
The Prisoner (series)
Dr.Who
Mad Max
Fistful of Dollars
For a Few Dollars More
Chato’s Land
Heart of Glass
Day of the Jackal
James Bond
The Time Machine
Back to the Future
High Priestess
Local Hero
Veronica Voss
Shanghai Express
The Blue Dahlia
The Glass Key
Johnny Eager
Nosferatu - the Vampyre
Vampyr
The Mummy (original)
Le Boucher (the Butcher)
Once Upon a Time in the West
Jane Eyre
The Blue Angel
China 9, Liberty 37
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Empress / Universe
Dreamchild
Agony and the Ecstasy
Beauty and the Beast (Cocteau)
Into the West
Picture of Dorian Gray
The Long Day Closes
Picnic at Hanging Rock
The Black Robe
Days of Heaven
Once Upon a Time in the West
The Emperor
Ten Commandments
Spartacus
Braveheart
Highlander
Patton
Jane Eyre
Samson and Delilah
Omega Man
Conan the Barbarian
Flash Gordon
The Fountainhead
Hierophant
Loneliness of the Long Distance Runner
The Black Robe
The Mission
American Friends
The Name of the Rose Loneliness of the Long Distance Runner
The Black Robe
The Mission
American Friends
The Name of the Rose
Lover
The Adventures of Sherlock Holmes
Hercule Poirot Mysteries
Strength
Lolita
James Bond
Samson and Delilah
Quadraphrenia
Dracula
Death (Scorpio)
The Train
Paris Texas
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The Wall
High Plains Drifter
Pale Rider
Shane
M
The Wheel Of Fortune
Conan the Barbarian
The Good, the Bad and the Ugly
The Hanged Man
The Wall
Blade Runner
Hombre
Pale Rider
The Kiss
Bring Me the Head of Alfredo Garcia
Walkabout
Gaslight
Sitting Target
Justice (Libra)
Magnificent Seven
The Lone Ranger
Billy Jack
The Master Gunfighter
Marathon Man
Papillon
Straight Time
The Molly Maguires
Portrait of Dorian Gray
Grapes of Wrath
Missing
Pale Rider
Shane
High Plains Drifter
Twelve Angry Men
Inherit The Wind
The Victim
Temperance
Breaker Morant
The Fountainhead
Devil
Greystoke
Wuthering Heights
M
Frenzy
The Omen
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Lust for Life
Jekyll and Hyde
Altered States Greystoke
Wuthering Heights
The Tower
Towering Inferno
Earthquake
Vertigo
The Stranger
Days of Heaven
Sorcerer
Man with X-ray Vision
The Getaway
Deliverance
The Medusa Touch
Gaslight
Sitting Target
The Victim
The Star (Uranus)
Mahler
Crossroads
Tron
Grapes of Wrath
Paths of Glory
Close Encounters
Poltergeist
Cocoon
The Day the Earth Stood Still Mahler
Crossroads
The Moon
The Wall
Sorcerer
Jacob’s Ladder
Southern Comfort
Deliverance
Wolfen
Midnight Cowboy
The Wrong Man (Henry Fonda)
We encourage you to contact us with suggestions for movies that we can add to these categories.
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ETYMOLOGY
(Words with Astro-Theological Meanings)
This section also introduces the subject of Etymology (the meaning of words). Etymology is one of the most
important subjects to learn about.
History has been tampered with to the point that makes it serve the oligarchic forces that keep man in servitude.
However, words change only slightly, mostly the vowels interchange whereas consonants remain very much the
same for centuries. Ancient written languages like Greek, Egyptian and Hebrew did not use vowels at all. History
can be distorted (using synchronic and diachronic manipulation, etc,). Words and names often preserve much
vital and fascinating information about the world of the past and present. Here are some examples that are
commonly found in the orthodox world but which derive directly from the "pagan" past, and which make either
direct or oblique reference to the mystery of the stars.
PASTOR
Here is a word commonly used by persons in the Christian religion, in reference to someone with clerical duties.
The word has two syllables, Pa and Stor. The first syllable is the root of the word for father, elder and great. The
latter stands for Star. The vowels often replace one another as a word passes down and is pronounced by
different cultures. The word pastor, translates as great or father star. The great star is, of course, the sun, the
great star in the heavens. It may also relate to Saturn, which was the supreme 'star,' of the ancient cult of Saturn.
Now in the time of the Saturnian Cult the color black was worn by the holy ones, because as astrologers know,
the planet Saturn and the domicile Capricorn, are connected with the color black and the metal lead. Followers of
the ancient Cult of Saturn or of EL, knew that it had rings around it. The white ring around the collar of the Pastor
and the black robes that he dons, are direct references to the Cult of EL or Saturn. EL worshippers had their
days and calendars begin at 12 midnight and held their convocations on the day of Saturn (Saturday), as
opposed to the later Solar Cult that worshipped on the Sun’s day ( Sunday). Now the planet Saturn was
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worshipped because it was the planet that had the rings around it. This is where we get the image of the
magician standing in a protecting circle, usually containing planetary sigils. It is why the magistrate, in a court,
sits in a half circle. It is why when one comes to be married a wedding ring is worn. It is why the monks shaved
their heads in a ring, why the Jews who worship on the day of Saturn, wear the yarmulke and why the Pope also
wears it. It is why the yogi joins his thumb and middle digit together, to signify mastery over the forces of karma
and time. It is why ambassadors upon entrance to a foreign court, would draw around themselves an imaginary
circle to indicate neutrality. It is why Kings wear crowns. This very word, as well as coronet, comes from corona
and Kronos. Kronos is the same as Saturn. In fact the Kings would often wear the ring of authority or power due
to this relation to the planet Saturn. It is the reason why women wear the earrings, as they were told to listen to
their god Saturn. It is where the idea for the spiritualizing halo came from, that one sees throughout religious art.
The ancient name of Saturn was, as mentioned, EL. It is the reason why those that were chosen by EL, were
called Elites. In fact the words, Elect, Elder, Elevated, Elohim, Temple, Circle, Gospel, Apostle, Disciple,
Evangelists, etc., all derive from the Cult of EL. Angels are messengers of god. But god was EL, which is why we
have the names of the Archangels bearing the "el," suffix - Raphael, Michael, Uriel, Gabriel, etc,. It is were the
idea came from to ring a bell in order to summon people to worship. Many place names contain the prefix or
suffix EL (see Elstree, meaning EL's Tree). Understanding of modern religion can never be complete without a
comprehension of this great cult as its symbols permeate all areas of religious and even secular life. A look at
corporate logos symbols makes it clear that this cult is not at all extinct. El also gives Bel, Bael, Baal and Belial.
MASTER
A very familiar word given to those of intelligence and merit. But its origins are again connected with the Stellar
Cult. The syllables are Ma- for measure and Ster- for Star. "measurer of the stars,"- namely an astrologer.
Children are still given a star today for successful application to their studies. When we matriculate from a
university, we are given a "Master’s Degree." This is purely sabean. Degrees are part of the cycle of the zodiac.
The ancients marked competence on how a person knew about celestial mathematics and the science of the
heavens. The heavens are the abode of the goddess, so knowing the movements within her abode was
paramount to the ancients. The operations of the heavenly bodies and familiarity with their "great dance," was
the vaunted knowledge. One was given a "degree," to show that they, like the sun they were progeny of, had
ascended to an exalted place. Once you had mastered the stars you were then quite literally a MASTER. The
word Mas, in Persian meant moon, so master, can mean moonstar.
MINISTER
Another familiar term associated with the ecclesiastical profession. However, what few realize is that this word
originated in or refers to the Lunar and Stellar Cults. The word Min was the common name of the moon, in fact it
is were we derive the word moon. And Ster, is really star. So when we refer to someone as a Minister, we are
really saying Moon-Star. It is a title that derives from the lunar and stellar cults. This explains why there is a
minute hand on a watch. The three hands of a watch relate to the three planet associated with time. The slow
hand is the hour hand, meaning Horus, the sun. The minute hand is for Min, the moon and the swift ticking hand
is for Mercury, the planet which rotates fastest of all, both round the sun and on its own orbit. This is why the
figure of the god Mercury was depicted with wings on his shoes or feet.
CARDINAL
In Catholicism, we have the Pope and his Cardinals. The word is Latin for hinge. As the sun passed the great
solstice and equinox points, it was said to have passed and even to have "opened" the doors of the Houses
(astrological). The physical Pope even has rituals called the opening of the door to the year or the millennium.
Pope seems to come from Pontifex meaning "Bridge Builder" or from Papa, meaning the "doorway." The cardinal
points are a direct reference to the astrological colures. The Cardinals surround the Pope as the cardinal points
surround the sun. The sun casts its rays on the Houses as it passes, turning them crimson. The color worn by
the physical Cardinals is red, to symbolize that they are illuminated by their proximity to the Pope, the
representative of God on earth. The word Pope, may also be a derivative of the word in Egyptian for the evil
serpent Apep, Apophis or Apopsa. (See Poop Deck and Pupa, and Pepsi, Pepsid, Dr. Pepper, Sgt. Pepper, etc,).
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PATRIARCH
Means Father or great arch. Again this connotes astrological phenomena. The great arch or arc, is the passage
of the sun across the northern dome of the sky. This was revered and is why there are beautiful arches in all the
cities of the world. Arches symbolize the sun’s triumphant journey. A man who measured or observed this
movement was titled- Patriarch.
ARCH BISHOP
Again this refers to the great journey of the sun across the northern sky. Arches or arcs are an astrological and
geometric term. And Bishop is one of the oldest words we have referring to those who knew the sky. Bishop
comes from the word vishnu - god of the sea, god of the fish, and astrologically of Pisces - the sign of the fish,
and of Christianity. Bishops wear the fish-headed headdress to commemorate their connection to Piscean
symbolism. One of the earliest and most important Sumerian-Babylonian gods was Oannes, the Fish-God. It is
from Oannes, or Joannes, that we derive certain personal names, such as John.
MONARCH
Comes from the Lunar Cult, where the head potentate would be called a "moon’s arch," that is, bestowed
sovereignty by the goddess of the Moon.
MONSTER
Has the words moon and star in it. The word was used to further denigrate those who would not adhere to the
Solar Cults dominion. This demonization is the same as lunatic, sinner, harlot, whore, tart, prostitute and fallen
woman. All these words were monikers for the members of all the previous cults, that resisted the dominion of
the later cults. The word Hierodulai,, meaning sacred woman, or beloved one, is where we get harlot. And the
sacred women got to be sacred because they were the priestesses of the previous cults.
MONSIGNOR
Another person of the Cloth. The word means, Elder-Moon, or the Great Moon.
MONASTERY
The name given to a place where one is interned to contemplate the divine mysteries. However, the word comes
from mon (moon) and aster (stars), a place of the moon and the stars. Yet when we enter into one and ask if the
monks or priests there believe in astrology, you might find that you get sprinkled with holy water. People that
have made a study of stained-glass windows or church architecture will have seen many secret sabean symbols.
Now our banks and fast-food eateries seem to appear subliminally like churches; porticos, towers, stained-glass
and all. Not that anyone has noticed.
CHURCH
This finds one origin in the Greek Circe, the goddess of deception who lured men into her lair and transformed
them into pigs. Jordan Maxwell correctly points out that this is the same thing that is done by that which we call
the physical Church. The difference is that the latter is done mostly with our consent. The actual origins of the
word Church goes back to Egypt. In Scottish (Gaelic) the word for church is Kirk, a derivation of Circe. We get
the words circus and circle from this goddess name also. Many "holy" cities, shrines and precincts were
designed upon the circle. (See - Saint Pauls and Saint Peters)
MAGISTRATE
The Magi were the Egyptian star-gazers or astrologers. The black-robed judge or magistrate, like the priest,
pastor, rabbi, missionary and scholar, is styled on the planet Saturn, always denotative of law and order,
establishment and Karma. "Old Father Time," that punishes for infractions of divine law. He sits three stories high
and presides over the 12 lesser "judges." But there is a more secret rationale behind the design of courts and the
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use of the number 13. The court rooms of today are analogous to the zodiac. The judge represents the 10th
House or sign, Capricorn, he that puts a "stop" on you, calls you to account. In the Tarot the equivalent card is
called The Devil. Also the number 13 is extremely important in occult ritual, though not for the reasons known to
superstitious Christians and the like. It represents the Lunar year and also the 13th sign of the zodiac that is
known and employed by the black deceivers. This sign called Ophiuchus, (the Serpent Bearer), runs between
Sagittarius and Capricorn. It is considered by occultists a neutral zone, actually out of the regular zodiac. The
reason for this has to do with the Galactic Center, the Black Sun, the altar of the solar system, to which
everything is moving. This central sun is in the 13th sign (commonly Sagittarius). It is considered a precinct of the
zodiac removed from the other houses. This is why when one is in a Law Court, one has to pass by a gate and
fence to face the 13th judge. This is why in many cathedrals, churches and synagogues, there is also a precinct
behind the altar, leading to the holy place. It is also the reason why in civic centers and government buildings
there are motifs and murals on the architecture and on the floors depicting zodiacs and large black stars. These
can also be seen in Masonic Halls and on product logos. The planet Saturn can be considered a double for the
black sun, as it rules Capricorn and the color black. The symbol of Saturn is perhaps the most common logo
symbol used, after the sun. The swastika also went by the name of the "Black Sun." There are many corporate
logos that are based on it also. The number 13 turns up in the fact that many serial killers actually murder 13
victims before they are caught. One day when people are ready to hear about the real reason for these killings,
they will find the answers for what has been staring them in the face for decades. Many government operations,
both covert and non-covert, are convened under the 13th sign, that is rituals, assassinations and inaugurals,
speeches and declarations of war, etc,.
SISTER
Comes from the word for star and possibly the phoneme Xi (now si), meaning woman in ancient Greek. The
word sissy, used as a ridicule for cowardice, comes from this.
AMEN
Here we have a name from the Egyptian sidereal period, their sun-god and highest divinity. Yet we have at the
end of every Christian prayer the word Amen. Amen is the sun and one of the earliest Egyptian gods.
THE LETTER O (Oh)
As placed in front of terms like God and Lord, etc,. It signified the sun. In Christian churches the habit of raising
the hands in front of one and in the shape of a V, comes from the ancient salute of the sun worshippers.
HOLY
Derives from the same root as halo, hallowed, hail and hello, etc,. All come from Helios, the sun. Halos were
shown as a effulgent aureole around the head of a saint or elevated person. Occasionally, they represent the
rings of the planet Saturn.
MONEY $
Comes about due to the Cult of the Moon. All money was made of elements that symbolized divinity and the
particular deities that the Cult was worshipping. The gold coinage was in honor of the sun, the silver coinage, the
moon. Now the Lunar Cult preferred silver and this metal was more abundant. The heads or likenesses of the
deity would be emblazoned on the very coins. Materialism was loathed and the means of exchange for
commercial ventures was made to bear the visages of the gods as a reminder of the spiritual dimension, lest
man should forget and get immersed in lower appetite drives. Later, kings got it into their heads, that they were
gods and began putting their heads on coins and the rest is history. But the coinage and currencies got the name
"money" from the moon as there was always much more silver coinage than gold. Silver was connected with the
moon and therefore with the Goddesses of the moon, the most famous of which was and is ISIS. So her name
became the symbol of money. We find this today in the cleverly camouflaged motif - $- which is nothing more
than the sigil for the name of I-S-I-S, but fused together in an ingenious manner. The dollar sign was originally an
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innocuous U.S. fused together. One must ask why it was changed, or why the dollar bill is covered in the
symbols common to each of the four great cults. The Pyramid is for the Stellar Cult, as are the various stars that
appear on the bill. The Golden Eagle is for the Solar Cult. The Eagle is the symbol of America because it
signifies the constellation in Scorpio called Aquila. Scorpio is the sign of power, money and wealth, as well as
secret knowledge. (The U.S. elections are held right n the middle of Scorpio and the birthday of America is in the
Scorpionic decanate of Cancer.) The color green also relates to the Solar Cult. The number thirteen, which
appears frequently on the dollar bill stands for the Lunar Cult. There are thirteen months in the Lunar Year.
(America originally had thirteen States. London is made up of 28 boroughs, this being the number of the Lunar
"mansions.") Thirteen is also a Stellar Cult numeral, much used by the Israelites and other Semitic tribes and
nations. Then there are the watermarks, or "moon letters," for the Lunar Cults. And the material power of money,
which is supreme, in the world, relates to the Cult of Saturn. The art of money making and its design was
preserved by the Huguenots, who were originally a secret society of Freemasons (see Harold Bailey's Lost
Language of Symbolism, vols 1 and 2). The word mint comes from the most ancient name of the moon. Money is
a purely a creation of occult societies. There is also much Jupiterian symbolism also on the dollar bill, in the
quotations from Ovid and Virgil that are found around the pyramid. The symbol for money ($ - in America) is an
old sign for bondage. It is called "the scourge," which means a whip, but also a great and destructive pestilence.
The Semitic nations brought their totemic and cultic symbols into Europe after their various "captivities." It is
thought that these tribes gained much of their symbolic knowledge from their exposure to the high cultures of
Babylon and Egypt and other civilizations that are later lambasted as havens of debauchery. It should be
considered interesting that in over 30,000 years of existence, Egypt never expanded its main territories or set out
to conquer any other peoples or lands. All citizens had rights and there was not a single record found relating
any religious intolerance. Women enjoyed freedoms and status that no later age would credit them, and there is
no record of any sexual criminality or abuse of women coming out of Egyptian history.
MONTH
This one is at least still well known as attributable to the periodicity of the moon. After the joining of the great
Cult, each was permitted to have a season of the year for their own, to commemorate their own deities and
beliefs. The calibration of the year followed the movement of the sun, to keep the elites of the Solar Cult happy.
The division of the next section of annual time was given to the Lunar Cult, that is the 28 day month and the
week of 7 days incorporates the sacred numbers and planets of the Stellar Cult.
MONK
Certainly this has to do with the moon. However, the actual monks are a product of the Saturnian Cult and their
dogma. This is why they had the habit of cutting a round circle on the top of their heads. Same as the Jewish
yarmulke. These signatures were analogues to the planet Saturn, with its conspicuous rings. The Christian
priests wear the one white ring around their necks, above their black dresses to also commemorate Saturn.
Originally, before the solar cult strengthened their dominion, Saturday was the major day of worship for early
Judeo-Christians.
CEREMONY
Common word that in religions indicates the time of ritual. But the name is made of two goddess names. Ceres is
the Greek goddess of the earth, connected with harvests and Mon is moon, the Lunar-Feminine influence. In
astrology the planets Venus and Moon are compatible.
DEACON
This may seem unfamiliar until one remembers that the word is the same as decan, the section of 10 degrees
that each of the 12 houses of the zodiac are divided into. So, a Deacon or Arch-Deacon gets his name because
his original duties in the time of the Stellar Cult was to watch the stars, their stations and motions. Such a
personage was titled in accordance with his function. A Deacon was nothing more than an astrologer who
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watched the stars by night.
SEXTON
This may seem unconnected to the stars and heavens until we realize that it is the same as the word sextant,
which is a instrument the navigators and astronomers use for measuring - guess what, the stars. A sexton is a
man with clerical duties, so how come he is called after an astrologer's tool. The reason is that before we had the
modern religions, the gods were the Luminaries or at least were represented by the Luminaries and the stars.
The religion of the stars is the earliest religion, and all the subsequent religions and their doctrines are founded
on it.
NUN
This word has also hardly changed in centuries. The earliest goddess of the Stellar period, of the primordial
abyss and night sky, called Nun. She was the great virgin. She was also associated with the fish, (Nun means
fish). This refers to the Vesica Piscis, the symbol of the great Creatrix. So today we have the "Nuns of Christ"
who are also known as the chaste "Brides of Christ." We also derive our word noon from Nun. Noon was never
12 midday, but 12 midnight, when the goddess was seen above in the night sky. The nocturnal dome was her
great womb and the planets and stars were seen as the inseminating spermatozoon's or seeds with her. The sun
too was seen this way. It was the "seed" of God entering her womb or ovum every morning, resulting in life and
fruition and abundance. It is for the same reason why it became customary to light great fireworks on special
zodiacal days, to represent the seeds of light being planted in the celestial womb for a bright tomorrow.
HOURS
The word has hardly changed in centuries. It denotes the name of the sun god. Horus was portrayed as the
hawk, wearing the solar disc. He was the rising sun, that flew up into the sky. In the early days when one wanted
to know what time it was, meaning where the sun was, they said, "what Horus is it?" (where is Horus now?).
Today we say, "what hour is it?"
ORISONS
In pre-Industrial and Medieval times one did not say “I am going to say my prayers,” but my “orisons.” This word
is the same as Horizon, as all Solar Cult practitioners would say their prayers to AMEN or ATON, by turning to
the east, where the Sun rose. Horizon, is literally the zone of Horus, or Horus’s Zone. Again we find a Christian
word for prayers that has its roots directly in the pagan past. The purveyors of the Christian ethos, who take 7
year theology degrees, are all aware of these connections. They know the origins of their edifices all too well.
The horizon is the zone of Horus, whereas on the western side we have the sunset. This term comes from the
fact that the Egyptian lord of darkness, the enemy of the sun-god was called Set. So when the sun is consumed
by the darkness, we call it the time of sun-set. The three stations of the sun in the sky gave rise to the original
Trinity that the Christians later used for their own purposes. The word zone, is actually a derivative of the word
Sun anyway. Zone becomes zon, which becomes son, or sun. We commemorate the movement of the sun in the
very act of writing. We write from left to right, to emulate the movement of the sun from east to west. For without
the light of the sun, there could be no writing and no knowledge. Light is the most common connotation for
knowledge, eg., Enlightenment, Illumined, Alumni, Illuminati, Illustrious, Brilliant, Scintillating, Elites, Pupils, etc,.
EASTER
A long celebrated ritual period, that the Christians particularly recognize as the time of the resurrection of the son
of god. What their illustrious seniors do not explain is that the word Easter comes from the compression of the
words eastern and star. The star that rises or resurrects on the spring equinoctial point is again, the sun itself
and not a man. This is why the Jewish feast of the Passover is called Passover. It is because the sun has literally
passed over the equinox at Aries, from the winter seasons into the new year. In fact the feast comes from the
Age of Aries, which is why lamb's blood was smeared on the "doors," meaning houses of the zodiac. Easter also
contains the word aster, again meaning star.
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MONA
Famous female name that derives from the moon. The most famous Mona is the Mona Lisa, by Leonardo Da
Vinci. And many persons have spent time questioning what makes the painting so distinctive. There is something
distinctive that has missed their attentions though and that is the name Mona Lisa. The first word is an anagram
for Amon (Egyptian God of the Sun) and the second is L’ isa, the goddess of the moon. So the name cryptically
expresses the unification of the Luminaries, which was always connotative of harmony and beauty. The figure in
the painting is meant to symbolize the mystical Androgyny that comes about after one has conquered duality.
Leonardo Da Vinci, like many around the Florentine and Venetian oligarchies, was a high initiate into the Stellar
ethos, preserved by the Masonic Brotherhoods of the world.
ATONEMENT
In the Christian religion we are told to seek atonement with God and for our sins. However, what we are not told
is that the word means Aton-ment, suggesting oneness with Aton, the Semitic Adonai. Aton also gives us words
like Eaton.
MATRIMONY
In the Christian world we have the ritual of the coming together of the male and female, under God. The term for
this is, however made from the two goddesses names - Maat (goddess of the unification of opposites, still seen
above the court-houses, in which one legalizes their bond and Mon for the moon goddess. Marriage was
convened under the feminine power. Today the male priests see to it that they assume that role. They do wear
the flowing robes of the female and refer to their church as "Holy Mother Church." All the symbolism that appears
in church architecture is based on sexual imagery, used on one subliminally after the natural instincts have been
suppressed by the cunning patriarchs.
MYSTERY
All the religious representatives pontificate about the "great mystery" that only they know how to mediate with.
What we are not told is that the word is Egyptian for woman, namely Myst or Mesta. The mysteries are the
feminine Gnosis, of the Great Mother Universe that was always personified by the Female, as was the
mathematics and geometry that gave access to the secrets of Her Being. In ancient days it was noticed that the
body of the female in regards the menstrual and gestative cycles, were synchronous with the movement of the
Luminaries. Thus woman’s body and the name of the goddesses, like Maat, became synonymous with the
mysteries of the Universe. The very word "matter," comes from the name of the supreme goddess of the
Egyptians. The Solar-centric ethos that came later marginalizes women for this reason. They are given no place
in the inner sanctums of the modern orthodox religions because they would be privy to the cover-ups that have
been perpetrated to disempowering them. As the new millennium enters we must strive to expose the
machinations of the institutionalized and malign religious conclaves, which are no more than criminal
organizations, that have sequestered all these truths and so many more, from the ordinary person. Not even a
tenth of the books that have been written are available to the general public, only to those among the corrupt
oligarchs of government and religion. The books are indeed privatized, but as the reader can see, we can still
uncover their profound truths through subjects like etymology.
MINUTE
Arises from two goddess names, Min (moon) and Nut (Nuith) both of the Stellar Cult. The former was the keeper
of time as it is today. In fact the reason why a watch has three hands is to represent the three important planets
associated with Astrological and sidereal temporality. The slow moving hour hand is for the sun (Horus), the
quicker moving "Min-Nut," hand is the moon’s hand and the fast ticking hand is for Mercury, the planet that was
known to spin fastest around the sun and on its own orbit. The chess-board also preserves this. The King which
can only move one square at a time is the sun, the Queen which has more latitude is the vacillating moon and
the black and white squares of which the board is comprised represents the day and night of the diurnal motion
of the luminaries. This and other games were created by the Stellar Cult, who also worked with the right-brain
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modalities of expression and comprehension. In sports today, there are three levels of competence and the
symbols (medals) given to the victors have astrological significance. The gold is for the sun and is the ultimate
prize. The silver medal is obviously for the next luminary, the moon and the bronze symbolizes the Earth itself,
as the color of earth is bronze, (or could be Mars, the "ruddy one"). Kings are often wearers of medallions as
these also denote the sun. Generals and army personnel also wear various solar emblems.
HARMONY
Again these syllables preserve Sabean iconography. Har was the name of Horus as it was pronounced in Egypt.
Mon is moon. Again we have the coming together of the Luminaries, always an analogue of real Harmony.
HAIL (HEIL)
This is used as the salutation to the sun (see "Heel Stone" at Stonehenge). But the word suggestively means to
conceal. And that is precisely what the sun does. Think about it !!
YOUNGSTER
Obviously means young star. When a parent saw their child they called him or her, their young star or son/sun.
This is because the child god of Egypt and the beloved of the primal parents of Osiris and Isis was Horus, who
was literally the young sun rising in the spring sky. Parents will often say of their good children, they are as "good
as gold." This came from the phrase, good as the Golden One, or Horus.
PUPIL
A word meaning the center of the eye. But it connotes the sun which was always considered the pupil or eye of
Horus, the sun god. The sun is the eye of day. We speak of students as "pupils," to represent the fact that
wisdom and education makes one finally illumined as the sun. The word alumni connotes the same.
AUM/OM
This word is similar to Amun or Amon. The Irish alphabet is called the Ogham. This word is, however,
pronounced "Aum." The connection of words to mantras should be obvious to those who study the mysteries. As
1 is the root of number, so Aum, it is believed, is the root of all language. It is suggestive that the Celts seem to
have recognized this fact in the naming of their alphabet. (For more on this particular subject, see the works of
Nigel Pennick, Robert Graves, Charles Squire, Jim Fitzpatrick and Godfrey Higgins, etc,.)
ZOROASTER
Name of the august Persian mystic of the Cult of Mithras, later adopted as a patron saint by occultists. This
fictitious figure is, like Christ and Moses, etc., a composite character, a personification of the sun. He was one of
the first solar mystics, worshipped at the dawn of the male patriarchal cults. This is why he is still revered in the
cabals of the Masonic and Rosicrucian fraternities. The Cult of Mithras would probably have been the world's
most accepted religion but for the advent of Christianity, as propounded by Emperor Constantine around 400 AD.
SINISTER
Made from the words sin and ster. The latter means star, while the former is the most ancient name for the
moon, even more used than Min. All Lunar Cult peoples referred to their goddess as Sin. This is where we derive
the word Sinai, which is a mountain mentioned in the Old Testament. This region and the mountain, like all
mountains, was sacred to the astronomers and star-gazers, who would always have stations and altars on the
tops of hills and mounts. We still see the word, mount, (moon), before certain place names. Later, in the time of
the patriarchal religions, all scions of the Lunar cult were rebuked and vilified. Thus we have the words sinner
and lunatic as derogatory terms. The former is so loaded with religious intonations that we cannot see its real
origins. It comes from the bigoted solar cult. The remonstration in the Bible- "go ye and sin no more," is not really
a call for contrition, as we are told today. It really meant, Go and worship SIN no more, that is the moon, worship
the sun instead. Sinners were not wayward Christians. They were the converted and enslaved members of
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previous Feminine cults. The word harlot and prostitute also referred to the same persons. These were originally
the High Priestesses of the previous cults. They worshipped the natural cycles and rejoiced in the bounty of
"mother" Earth and their credo was one of tolerance and coexistence. They worshipped the night sky as an
corporeal manifestation of the body of The Creatrix. They did not reject or repress the natural libidinous energies
of the body and respected the sexual drive as a normal and productive power. We get the word sign, from sin.
The word comes from the time when we knew that the planets, like the moon, gave signs, meaning astrological
intimations. When the moon gave rise to mantic auguries, one would say that "Sin," has shown us the way, or it
is a sin or I saw a sign. Now we just say it was a sign, or give us a sign. It all comes from astrology. The ancient
name for India was Sindh. The Lunar Cult was very strong there. It was strong in Persia also, which is why the
Islamic flags still bear the crescent moon emblem. The name of the moon is preserved in names like Cindy.
Cinderella a lunar myth, dealing with the "Chemycal Marriage," amongst other things, has an entire astrological
dramatis personae. In fact we still use the term "stellar cast" when speaking in movie jargon. It's so old it's new.
But the principalities that were focused on the Martian and repressive hegemony, lost no time in eradicating the
Lunar Priestesses and their influence and world view. Stories like that of Sodom and Gomorrah, of the
Magdalene, the "Whore of Babylon," and of Jesus rejecting and rebuking his mother, will suffice to help one to
see propaganda instead of revelation. Or perhaps it is a revelation. But from what agency?
LEBANON
from labanah, meaning Lunar, of the Moon.
Innumerable English place names also contain such origins:
CHESTER,
GLOUCESTER,
ROCHESTER,
WORCESTER,
DORCHESTER,
MANCHESTER
CHICHESTER, etc, etc,.
This comes about because in the Druidic times, all domiciles and major centers were convened under the stars.
The High Druid would observe the surrounding heavens to estimate which stars or constellations of importance
were prominent. Then the town or locale would be named and founded on that celestial talisman. Great energy
went into this. This is why so many national and state flags and seals as well as heraldic insignias and coats of
arms, feature stars and chevrons and strange hybrid animals. The latter device was to represent certain zodiacal
houses. Everything on the national flags has to do with the Stellar Gnosis and not politics. The student that has
true understanding will realize, that politics is occultism. The world’s political cabals are run by adroit occultists
and secret fraternities. This is why though there appear to be so many dialectically opposed parties, each vowing
to put things right, nothing ever gets better in life. Politics is based on persuasion and the control over human
minds. As Lord McCauley so aptly put it: The object of oratory alone is not truth, but persuasion.
Astro-Theological names are equally conspicuous in my own country of Ireland. The entire country was divided
by the High Druids into 5 provinces (Four around One).
ULSTER
A corruption of the world El Star, meaning Saturn’s Star . It is an interesting and singular anecdote that the
Archetype of Saturn rules the forces of vengeance, karma, oppression and slavery. Interestingly, it is this very
Province of Ulster which is the theatre for all the bloody feuds and conflicts between the "Free" Irish and the Irish
"Loyalists." The name EL probably means that this province was favored by the members of the Saturnian Cult.
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A study of the various prehistoric burial chambers and sacred mounds there proves this.
MUNSTER
A variable of Moon Star. This means that the Cult of the Lunar worshippers were domiciled here. Curiously, like
the moon, Munster is a very tranquil province, famous for its exquisite landscapes and lakes.
LEINSTER
This is the Province named for the Solar Cult that governed there. Lein, is a derivation of the word Leo. Leo is
the ancient name of the house and domicile of the sun. Leinster, the place under the Lion, is famed for its stately
houses and slightly more temperate weather. (See also the English Leister.) Some of the Semitic tribes that
peopled the British Isles brought the symbol of the lion to these shores, particularly the Tribe of Dan, which is
why there are so many place names beginning with the prefix Dan or Dun, in Celtic countries.
CONNAUGHT
Conn, like caan, cahen, cohen, etc., means "serpent," and in Hebrew it means Priest. This was the Province of
the great and most ancient Stellar Cult. They were always revered as Magi and the symbol of their wisdom was
the Serpent. Even Christ, the paragon of the Solar Cult was reminding his disciples to be "... as wise as
Serpents." Now this statement is abstruse and enigmatic until we acknowledge that Christ was referring to the
"Serpent People," renowned as the keepers of the high arts of mathematics, temple construction, naturopathy
and Magick. Ireland and its Cults, however, suffered the same fate as the rest of the world at the advent of the
solar Christian paradigm. The solar priest Patrick (called saint), is said to have come down from the "holy
mountain" and declared to the assembled that he had cast out all the serpents form Ireland. People must have
been quite puzzled, as they are today, on hearing this as there have never been any snakes in the land of
Ireland. The reader may now know to what the words relate. They refer not to the casting out of snakes (what a
job for a famous Saint), but to the Serpent-People, who would indeed be rooted out, lock, stock and barrel, by
the descending hegemony, of which Patrick was the ambassador. The Arthurian Legends relate the same tale
and truth, of the supplanting of one epoch with another. Many scholars contend that the word Cain and its other
spellings refers to the land of Canaan. This is only partly true. The Stellar Cult was also proliferate in the land of
Canaan (which is why this land is so denegrated in the Old Testament). However Canaan could not compete in
majesty with the nearby Egypt, which really contributed to the world’s civilization. Canaan can rightly be
considered a satellite locale. Now this brings us back to the words cain or koen, etc,. This word actually derives
not from Canaan, but from the Egyptian’s name for their own country, which was Khenn or Khem. This is were
the words chemistry and alchemy come from. Now the word for Egypt was Khen which became cahen, cain,
canaan, coen, koen, conn, etc,. The word Khan derives from it also. The male name Kenneth (Ken), means,
'man of Egypt,' and the English county of Kent, was named by travelers and settlers from Egypt and the
Mediterranean who were undoubtedly astrologers and Siderealists, expert in the navigational sciences.
MEATH (pronounced Mathe)
Now the last of the Provinces is Meath. This was the central and administrative province. One of the derivations
of the word is Mide, meaning middle. This, however, relates directly back to the Egyptian goddess of balance
Maat, whose hierogram also stood for the fraction 1/2. Meath was home of the Druid Counsels and Tara the
capitol, the seat of the High Chieftans. It was encircled and protected by 7 bastions or Fences (sacred stellar
number). Tara is yet another goddess name, but it also relates to the stars. Many tombs to the Gaelic Queens
are found in Meath. It was a Matriarchal era. The fact that Meath was an administrative center is suggestive
because the main symbol of the goddess Maat was the Scales of Balamce. These have long since been the
emblem for the administrative and judicial professions. In Scotland the word Mother is still pronounced
"Mayther." Mother comes from Maat or Mayat or Meatha, etc,. In Ireland there are is the goddess known as
Mabd (Maeve).
GAELIC
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Comes from Gal, meaning white or pure. It has the secondary meaning of "foreigner," connoting a stranger from
far away. May originate with the Sumerian, Ab-Gal, meaning "masters of wisdom." One of the great Celtic tribes
was called the Fir Bolg, incorrectly and habitually translated as "Men of the Bags," when in fact it really means
the "Men of Wisdom."
CAIN
Comes from the word Cahen (or Caan), known even in the Mexicos, as meaning Serpent or Priest. Today we
have Cohen. This is the Hebrew line of temple Priests. It also gives Canaan, called by the Patriarchs a land of
Serpent worship. The worshippers of the Serpents were the Stellar or Sidereal Cult, which preceded the Solar,
Lunar and Saturnian Cults. The Stellar Cult were renowned as the keepers of the great wisdom, as masters of
the zodiac. This is the reason why we even hear Christ reminding his disciples to be as "...wise as serpents."
However, it became imperative that the later Church Fathers utterly remove from history or theology any mention
of their existence. The Indian or Persian term Khan, comes from this Can also. The place in France called
Cannes, is named so because of it being a place of the Stellar Cult. It is not by chance that the film festivals are
held there. Almost all the film production companies use sabean symbolism and the personages behind them,
regard themselves as the new priests of the Gnosis. (See; Industrial Light and Magic, Dreamworks, Touchstone,
Paramount, Columbia, Universal, Orion, Lion's Gate, Viacom, Hollywood Pictures, Tristar, MGM, RKO, CBS,
Arista, Gramercy, Castle Rock, Trilogy, CTS, Cannon, Starz, FOX, Meridian, etc, etc, etc.,) "Hollywood," has
that name for a reason. In ancient times the Druids of the Stellar Cult used to cut their magic wands from only
one kind of tree. The wands were made from only one kind of wood, the wood from the Holly Tree. So we still
find that those magi in the movie business are putting their "spells" on us. The makers of cinema know all about
the libido, sexuality, desires and drives of the human beings that they are trying to pacify and control. The fact
that "programs" are called "programs" is fascinating in itself. Programs are what one puts in a computer. They
see the human mind as a computer and have been putting in their programs very day for decades. This is what
is called "White Magic," or Industrial Light and Magic, as some prefer to say.
SATAN (and Lucifer)
This is a word that simply meant "one who tempts" and it referred to any contradicting, skeptical or accusatory
agent and their argument. Within holy orders, like the Essences, a "satan" was a detractor or opposition party.
There was nothing supernatural about a satan. To oppose any hegemony, is therefore to be "satanic." So we see
that there is a big difference between satan and Lucifer. Lucifer was originally based on the pagan god Mars.
Later satan became identified with Mars, the red fiery planet. In the Bible we have Jesus turning to Peter and
saying "get thee behind me satan." If we take Jesus to be the sun, then we can take this statement to be of astrotheological significance. Mars occasionally rises heliacally, that is with or even before the sun. The priests of the
sun, in the Solar-Cult, would exclaim from their temples "get thee down" or "get thee below" or "get thee behind,
satan," in order to not have their deity be ousted, rivaled and outshined.
Nowhere in the Genesis account is there any mention, direct or indirect, of Satan’s involvement, and yet it
has become common practice for the Church to portray the serpent as an emissary of Satan, or even as
Satan himself - Laurence Gardner

PHALLIC
The treasures of Ireland, Nuada's Sword, Lugh’s Lance, Dagda’s Cauldron and the Stone of Fal, happen to be
striking analogues to the Tarot’s Wand, Sword, Cup and Disk. Since the word fal means stone, the Stone of Fal
literally means Stone of Stones. It was probably a powerful crystal which radiated energy. It was stolen by the
Stuarts of Scotland and from there taken by the English and is said to be under the Coronation Seat in London.
One arcane story tells that the original stone was that upon which the Biblical Jacob had his dream of the ladder
reaching to heaven. The stone was then brought to Ireland by the prophet Jeremiah and the Tribes of Israel particularly that of Dan.
In Sanskrit there is the primordial Creatrix called Mahat. In the Scandinavian legends we have the primeval
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goddess Tiamat. Similar words, same entity.
For a study of Celtic History see:
Celtic Myth and Legend, by Charles Squire.
The White Goddess, by Robert Graves
The Golden Bough - Frazer
Faerie Folklore in Celtic Countries - W. Y. Evans Wentz
The Book of Conquests, by Jim Fitzpatrick
Celtic Druids by Godfrey Higgins
Book Of Druidry, by Ross Nichols
Book of Taleisin, by John Matthews
Bard, by Morgan Llewellyn
Return Of The Serpents of Wisdom - Mark Pinkham
Symbols of our Celto-Saxon Heritage - W. H. Bennet
The Forgotten Monarchy of Scotland - HRH Prince Michael of Albany
The Serpent and the Goddess - Condren
Jacob's Pillar - E. Raymond Capt
Tracing Our Ancestors - Haberman
Prehistoric London - Gordon
Britain - Key to World History - Comyns Beaumont
Makers of Civilization in Race and History - L. A. Waddell
The Phoenician Origin of Britons, Scots and Anglo Saxons - L. A. Waddell
The British Edda - L. A. Waddell
Ireland: Land of the Pharaohs - Andrew Power
In the ancient scriptures of Erin, thousands of years ago, it was written that the great Priestesses went up onto
the mountains and made the following prophecy in front of the peoples there gathered, concerning the decline of
the Gods and the coming of the a new world:
Then she added a prophecy in which she foretold the approaching end of the Divine Age and the
beginning of a new one, in which the summers would be flowerless, the cows milk less and women
shameless and men strengthless, in which there will be trees without fruit and seas without fish,
when old men would give false judgments and legislators make unjust laws, when warriors would
betray one another and men would be thieves and there would be no more virtue in the world.
I’d like to interpret this for you, but I think it might be better if you just look out of your window. I guess that the
assembled masses thought, "What are those lunatics talking about now?" And we still don’t get it!
back

ETYMOLOGY
(The Lost Key)
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Here we can continue the theme of Etymology with a few more examples. The reader will see the role played by
Egypt.
NETER
Gives the word nature. Also nether (as in netherworld) and neuter and neutron, etc,. Both meant, the land of the
gods. Neter means - gods, or spirits or soul in Egyptian. This latter force was personified as a god or goddess.
We also get neuter from it. The gods were often considered sexless. The word enter is an anagram. There was
no dichotomy in those days between the inner and the outer, the mind and the cosmos. Nature was God. The
ancients saw themselves as literally being inside the womb of the great Universal Mother whom they called
Maat, Nuith or Isis.
MATTER
From Mahat (Sanskrit). Means the Great Flux. Comes from the Egyptian Maat, giving words like mother, maths,
measure, meter, mate, master, etc,. A "master" is one who is in balance, who operates in accordance with divine
or natural law- obeying MAAT. Measure and Mathematics arise from this Maat. Mankind discovered that number
and geometry was inherent in the Universe due to the menstrual cycle. All number and calculation was therefore
derived from and connected to the female body, which is why the goddess was sacred, being the origin of it all.
Today’s science is possible because of the female. This is why "math" is a close derivation of Maat. The scientist
forgets that the mystical traditions are therefore as 'scientific' as their work, more-so sometimes. Freemasons
use the capitol letter "G" between the compass and the rule. "G" was an ideogram for the throne of the goddess
Isis/Maat. Demeter the Greek Earth goddess means The- Meter/Mater/Mother, from Maat. In the New
Testament, we find Matthew, who was a "Tax-Collector" and whose symbol was the Scales (?). Maat, give Maut,
which gives Mouth. A man's mouth is the orifice by which he speaks the truth of Ma'at.
KABALA
This is an Egyptian word. The syllables are the very names of the 2 parts of the soul, known in Egypt as the KASelf and the BA-Self. The LA is a form of AL or EL, meaning God or One (see, Allah). These three phonemes
become the first letters of the English alphabet, A, B, C, or (AA, BA, KA), The English alphabet, like the Sanskrit,
Celtic and Runic, is a magickal alphabet, though this actual truth has been lost. The Ba is the root of ABBA
(father) of KAABA (in Medina) of BABY and of the verb - To BE (to Exist). The root Ka may give the modern word
- Character, and is the root of Cast, Christ (Karast), Kal (time) and Karma (Justice), etc,. In Latin the word
Cabalas happens to mean horse. So due to this chance association, the real Kabalists, those operating behind
the scenes of government and religion, have often used as their code symbol, a black horse. This symbol is
found on numerous logos as well as in architecture.
SOLOMON
This clearly shows the words SOL (sun) and MON (moon). However, it also can be expressed as SOL - OM ON, giving the name of the sun in the three sacred languages of the ancient Indo-European and Mediterranean
peoples. SOL is Sumerian, OM is Brahmin (Hindu) and the ON is Egyptian. The ancient capitol city of the SolarCult on the Nile was called ON, later renamed by the Greeks to Heliopolis (city of the Sun). Even today we say
getting "on" with it, moving "on-ward," etc,. We turn a light "on." Moreover, the Greek word for Being, is ON
(onto). The English call their first number, ONE (again meaning light). When one is alone he is "One," (as is the
sun alone), The Hindi we have YONI (which relates to the Female, the birthplace).
Surely even Masons would never claim the actual existence of Solomon? As Kenealy shows, he is not
noticed by Herodotus, not by Plato, not by any writer of standing. It is most extraordinary he says, “that the
Jewish nation, over whom but a few years before mighty Solomon had reigned in all his glory, with a
magnificence scarcely equaled by the greatest monarchs, spending nearly eight thousand million of gold on
a temple, was overlooked by the historian Herodotus, writing almost necessarily within a few miles of the
splendid capital of the national Jerusalem? How can this be accounted for, he asks. Nay, not only are there
no proofs of the twelve tribes of Israel having ever existed, but Herodotus, the most accurate of historians,
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who was in Assyria when Ezra flourished, never mentions the Israelites at all…How is this possible? Helena Blavatsky

EMMANUEL
This is an Anglicized version of the ancient OM ON EL, the names of the Sun, and of Saturn. Also derives from
Ammon-El. Ammon was the sun god. Am, was the Semitic and Indo-Germanic sun-god. (See Albert Pike's Book
of the Words)
ADON (ADONAI) Means, “Possessor,” “Owner,” “Husband,” or “Lord of the Woman,” “Master.”
HARMONY
Har was the Egyptian for Horus the sun, Mon is the Moon. The coming together of the Luminaries, the opposites
creates Harmony !!
ISRAEL
A fascinating composite word, ISIS, RA and EL. These are three gods of the ancient Cults. There where 4 major
Cults, one replacing the other through time. Finally these Cults joined up and became one. The earliest cult is the
Stellar, next came the Lunar, then the Saturnian and then the Solar. The illusion that their where voluminous
pantheons of gods is a result of these cults. (see, Da Vinci and Bottecelli, Mona Lisa and Last Supper, etc,.)
JUDA - from Hud, meaning the “Splendid Ones” “The Outshining of God” “Progeny of God,” etc,.
HEBREW
The word Hebrew did not relate to a particular race but to the "Wise Ones" - originally the Ibaru - or high priests
of Egypt. A chance similarity to the words for "shepherd" or "wanderer" (Hibiru, or Habiru) allowed it to be
conveniently and surrpetitiously transposed into a racial title. The so-called "Hebrew" alphabet comes originally
from Egypt. It is in fact the "long lost" non-hieroglyphic script. It derives also from the roots abr, and obr, which
means to "travel around from one place to another" or "something passing." The reference was, however, was
not to a physical people, but to language and symbols. It has to do with MEANING - and how to communicate it,
through letters and symbols.
Whether Moses lived or not, he cannot have lead any mass-exodus from Egypt into Canaan (Palestine). No
sharply defined Israelite tribes existed (says Rabbi Elmer Berger) at any time when anyone called Moses
may have lead small groups out of Egyptian slavery. The Habiru (Hebrews) then were already established in
Canaan, having reached it long before from Babylon on the far side. Their name, Habiru denotes no racial or
tribal identity; it means "nomads." - Douglas Reed (The Controversy of Zion)
Hebrew, in short, is the language which enables men to pass from one meaning to another, which explains,
interprets, gives the allegorical meaning. By Hebrews, therefore, Moses does not mean the Israelites...but
men, Israelites or Egyptians, who were learned in the Hebrew language, in the knowledge of Ambres, the
initiated and the initiators - Arthur Dyott Thompson (On Mankind: Their Origin and Destiny)
The initiated who had passed through the inferior grades, and attained the high rank of Autops, or "eyewitnesses", were called by the whole pagan world Israelites and Hebrews. The name of Israelite, Jews, or
Hebrews, did never designate a political or national body, but were the name which, from an infinitely
remote antiquity, designated the Uperects, the Autops, the Rechabites...to signify the highest order of the
initiated in these holy mysteries, and to whom, and whom alone, were committed to the oracles of god - Rev.
Robert Taylor
...have we a vestige of the existence of a Hebrew nation? That question can be answered only in the most
decisive, the most unequivocal negation, that ever truth threw up in solution of any inquiry whatever. No
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where, in all the world, no where, in no era of time, in no state or stone, or skin, or papyrus, or paper - in
nothing that ever was plastered by the trowel, scratched by the style, graven by the chisel, or written by the
pen of the human hand, hath the world ever possessed a scratch of a scrabblement that recognized the
existence of a Hebrew nation - Rev. Robert Taylor
The Hebrew language is considered to be very old, and yet there exists no trace of it anywhere in the old
monuments, not evening Chaldea - Helena Blavatsky (The Secret Doctrine)
Nowhere does the Bible say...that the Hebrew is the language of God - Madame Helena Blavatsky (Occultism)
The compilers of the Old Testament, as it exists in the Hebrew canon, knew well that the language of the
Initiates in the days of Moses was identical with that of the Egyptian Hierophants - Madame Helena Blavatsky
(Occultism)
The Jewish glyphs and the Hebrew language are not originals but are borrowed from the Egyptians and are
considered sacred. Hebrew is composed of the hieroglyphics, symbols, and myths of the Egyptians and
their gods - Gerald Massey (Egypt - Light of the World)
According to Sir W. Jones and other Orientalists, the oldest discoverable languages of Persia are the
Chaldaic and Sanskrit, and there is not trace of the “Hebrew” in these. It would be very surprising if there
were, since the Hebrew known to the Philologists does not date earlier than 5oo BC., and its characters
belong to a far later period still - Helena Blavatsky (The Secret Doctrine )
The compilers of the Old Testament, as it exists in the Hebrew canon, knew well that the language of the
initiates in the says of Moses was identical with that of the Egyptian Hierophants… Helena Blavatsky (The
Secret Doctrine)
One in the Hebrew Chaldee letter and language has never been found; nor has a single authentic medal or
gem in this new-fangled character been ever discovered which could carry it even to the days of Jesus Kenealy (Book Of God)
The Jewish glyph and Hebrew language are not original, but are borrowed from the Egyptian and are
considered sacred. Hebrew is composed of the hieroglyphs, symbols and myths of the Egyptians and their
gods - Valentia Straiton (The Celestial Ship of the North)
It is therefore apparent that the translation of the holy books of Judaism into Greek was a watershed in the
development of the Hebrew Qabalah, since it naturally exposed these texts to the application of Hellenistic
alphabetical symbolism and isopsephy for the first time. Before then, no such practice existed, or could
have existed, since alphabetic numeral were unknown to the Jews - Kieran Barry (The Greek Qabalah)
Because of the false but very common idea that the Jews of today are all that remain of the ancient Israel
people, it becomes necessary here to point out that, with the exception of a very few individuals, none of the
ten-tribed house of Israel and only a very small remnant of the two-tribed House of Judah ever returned to
Palestine after their deportation to Assyria and Babylon. With the fall of the empires which held captive, the
main body of composed of all of the tribes, groups and clans and became a part of that great north-western
migration of peoples into and across Europe which took place in the centuries just before the beginning of
the Christian era...Actually the Jewish people have little, if any, right to the name Israel at all, for many of
them are descendants of religious proselytes whose ancestry is certainly not Israelite. Even those who do
have Israelite blood have no right to any national use of the name Israel for they are descendants of the
House of Judah, not of the House of Israel - W. H. Bennet (Symbols of our Celto-Saxon Heritage)
...Nay, not only are there no proofs of the twelve tribes of Israel having ever existed, but Herodotus, the most
accurate of historians, who was in Assyria when Ezra flourished, never mentions the Israelites at all…How is
this possible? - Madame Helena Petrovna Blavatsky (The Secret Doctrine, vol 3)
For more on this fascinating subject, refer to the following authors: Douglas Reed (Controversy of
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Zion), Arthur Koestler (The Thirteenth Tribe), Eustace Mullins (History of the Jews), Max Dumont
(God, History and the Jews), Gerald Massey, Alvin Boyd Kuhn, Helena Blavatsky (The Secret
Doctrine, vol 3), Valentia Straiton (The Celestial Ship of the North), Muata Ashby (Egyptian Yoga),
Moustapha Gadalla (Historical Deception), Laurence Gardner (Genesis of the Grail Kings), W. H.
Bennet (Symbols of Our Celto-Saxon Heritage), E. Raymond Capt (all work by), and Comyns
Beaumont (Britain - Key to World History).
Or click here and here for additional sources.

LUNA
This name of the moon, really means Alone. The moon was called the "Lone One." Another common name of
the moon was Min (see minute) or Mon (see money). Later when the Solar Cult took over persons of this
previous cult became rebuked as "monsters" or "lunatics."
SOL
This term for the sun really means single and alone. There were two suns at one time. From it we get sole, when
speaking of being alone, also - soliloquy, solitude, solitaire, solo, solace, etc,.
CATASTROPHE
The word actually means the destruction of a star. Such events were known and considered very ill omens.
DISASTER
Also means the destruction of a star. Literally - no star. It can also be translated as "evil star."
AUM (OM)
This means sun, light and oneness. It comes from the Egyptian, Ahom, which was their first letter (A). The
ideogram of Ahom was the golden eagle, still seen with the letter "A" and on innumerable symbols. In Celtic
lands the Alphabet was called Ogham, but this word is pronounced Om or Aum. The connections between the
worlds magical alphabets have been noticed and written upon for centuries.
GRAIN
The original of this is a word with several meanings, all related. It means seed, gold, sun and /or woman. The
female name Grainne (pronounced granya) come from it. The word green derives from it and therefore originally
refers to the color gold and to the sun. This is the reason why there are place names all over Celtic countries like;
Greenhill, Greencastle, Greenwich, etc,. They have nothing to do with the color green but everything to do with
the color gold and the sun (see green card, gold card and gilders, sovereigns, guineas, crowns). The English
used numerous such transliterations to disguise the original meanings and obliterate the previous traditions.
They did not wish modern man to know that the ancients were sun observers and astronomers. The site of the
time meridian is at Greenwich, England. The word Grain links to sun because the sun was often thought of as a
grain or seed. Moreover, the ancients knew that the sun’s light opened the seeds in the earth. The word meant
"woman," because women were considered the literal "house" of the male seed.
SIDHE
Means mound and describes a burial place in the Celtic lands. But the word also means "woman" and "breast."
In Sanskrit it means "power" or "magical force." The dead are put into the rise or mound which represents the
breasts or the womb. This custom was seen among the Gaels, Egyptians, Teutons, the Gallic peoples and the
Scandinavians.
EGO
Gives the modern egg. The ego is the inner sun. The egg when cracked open looks like the sun, with the yellow
yolk.
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GENESIS
Really means the Genes of Isis or Generation of Isis. This is because the original story in that so-called first book
of the Bible is really an Egyptian Sidereal Tale, taught to initiates in the great Nile temples. Moreover, the syllable
Gen means "woman" or "queen." In fact this latter word derives from it. "Queen" came from qwen or gwen.
Gwyn, guen or gwen (which also means "white"), also gives the Celtic word Guinevere, meaning "fair woman," or
"white queen." The original "White Queen," was not so much Guinevere, but Isis, Egyptian goddess of the
moon, wife of Osiris, the original King Arthur. This fascinating name also gives Guin-Eve, that is Queen Eve,
relating to the primal parent, thus confirming the esoteric status of the Arthurian legends. Gyn meant woman,
hence gynecology. We also get the drink Gin, named so because it was favored by women. The word Genes
(passed down from the mother), Jini, Genealogy and the female name Jean also come from it. "Genius," is called
so, because this was someone who was infused with the Muses, the female creative force. A child who was a
genius was called so because his "genes" were good, meaning that his mother was the cause of the skills.
'Genius' implied that one was favored by the goddess. In India we find the term Guna, meaning inherited traits.
We also get genetics, genealogy, gentle and gentry from it. A "gentleman" was one that had the feminine
sensibilities awakened. One of the figures that stood for the female and still does, is the letter or symbol X (from
XI, the Greek, pronounced She). This is why cars still often bear the phoneme X or XI, etc., to subliminally
feminize them. And this symbol is found on other product logos also. The syllable Gen, also means garden.
Genesis can mean, the Garden of Isis, referring to the Earth or even the Universe which we, her children,
inhabit.
SION
As in Mt. Sion or Priory de Sion. This is a common term in Christianity and Judaism, yet few know really to what
it refers. It refers to the Royal (Holy) family of Egypt, the four principle gods upon which the Pharaoh founds his
dynasty. The gods are Set, Isis, Osiris and Nephthys. The first letters of their names make the word S.I.O.N. The
numerology of these letters is 1.9.6.5, same as ROSE ( 9.6.1.5 ), which is why the rose is used often on occult
circles and used as a symbol of royalty.
YULE
Comes from the same root as wheel. At Yule (the Winter Solstice, Christmas) the zodiac has rotated a full turn,
like a wheel. The Roman title or name "Julius" comes from this. Julius Caesar for instance, was crowned at the
winter solstice, under the god Jupiter. Caesar was infatuated with the Venus/Maia, which he considered his
patron goddess.
LAZARUS
Originally French L’azuras or L’asur, means, the Asura. Asur, Asura. Asurya is the sun. The Egyptian name for
Osiris is Asur. The raising of Lazarus, is connected to the raising of the dead sun at the Solstice points,
especially winter when Virgo is on the Eastern horizon. Later during the Solar Cult the raising of Lazarus in the
home of the Biblical Mary, another virgin, was to do with the opening of the Egyptian New Year, July 25th, then in
the sign of Virgo. Moreover, the word Asur (sun) also gives the prefix for the male gender, Sir or Sire. Even in
India it is the same - Sri. These mean the "noble ones."
DAVID / DOVE
Means Divide and indicates 'Geometry.' The letters of the word seen geometrically make the Star of David. The
two "D"s become a circle, the "A" is a triangle, the "V" is an downward facing triangle. We also derive the word
Dove from David. This is why there is a dove on the modern credit card and why the Royalty also use the
symbol. In Spanish the word for Dove is Columba, or Columbanus. This is where the Knights of Columbus get
their name. The District of Columbia, British Columbia, Columbia (SA), Columbia Pictures, Columbia Records,
Christopher Columbus and Columbine High School, all derive from the secret meaning of this term and symbol.
The name of Columbus, was adopted by Christopher Columbus because he was in the pay of the Knights of
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Malta, the real founders and owners of America. We still see the pictures of the ships in which Columbus sailed.
On the sails was the red cross of the Knights of Malta, also known as the Knights of Columbus. Another of their
symbols, the dove, is also found on Greenpeace, and in the movie For your eyes only, the criminal group of
crack assassins use the symbol. The Knights of Columbus trace their occult history from the actual Assassins of
the Persians. Also from davad, meaning sexual desire.
CHAOS
Consciously associated with confusion and darkness, this Egyptian word meant Light. It was spelt KHUS and
meant among many things, angels or beings of light, the pure, exalted souls of the dead, stars which set not.
TIME
From Amit (Sanskrit), which means endless or immeasurable. Also comes from Tammuz, which gives Thomas
(see disciples) and Thames, etc,. The Thames river in England is also known as the Isis, (the Nile was seen as a
personification of that goddess). The word chimes comes from Time. "Ch" often replaced the hard "T." When the
great cults decided to join together, the prime symbols and even concepts of each had to be represented in the
new gestalt. In subsequent consensus, it was decided that the year would represent the Solar Cult's idea of time
and periodicity, being calibrated upon the movement of their archetype, the sun. The month would be calibrated
along lines that would suit the Lunar Cult, featuring their cardinal numbers, while the week would conform to the
paradigms of the Stellar Cult, featuring their sacred number 7. Many other idioms of our age come from this
activity, being placations to and commemorations of the power cults of antiquity. The symbols that are found on
paper money, for instance, reflect just these historical events.
AGE
The word Age, comes from the word for goat Aegis, being, therefore, a reference to Saturn (or Kronos), to his
sign Capricorn, that has the astrological symbol of a goat. Saturn is the oldest god of time and of cause and
effect.
CALENDAR
From Sanskrit Kala, meaning time. Also from kalatar, signifying a chart for the division of time.
TEMPLE
From the word tempus, meaning time. The Temple is connected to the zodiac, the abode of god. Words that
feature the EL prefix or suffix arise due to the time of the Cult of Saturn or El. Words like angel, angle, gospel,
circle, evangelist, apostle, disciple, Raphael, Michael, Gabriel, elite, elect, elder, elevated, Elohim, Elton,
Annabel, elevation, etc., all arise from the time of that Cult.
MICHAEL
From makal, meaning "Word of God."
SEVEN
From the Egyptian Sevekh, a god. Also from Seshet (see Statue of Liberty). Also from Sebek-Ra, the crocodile
god ruling over time.
SHAMAN
Comes from semen, referring to the male energy of creation. It may also relate to She-Man (Xi-Man), since the
concept and reality of mystical androgyny was central to the practice of the shaman and esoteric magicians.
ABRACADABRA
This word is Persian. It is an incantation and really reads, Abr - Acad - Abr. This translates as, god-the one-god.
Literally, "there is but one true God."
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HOOD
As in the composite myth of Robin Hood. The word may derive from hod or hog, which in Anglo-Saxon and
Scandinavian means Hawk. Robin the Hawk, This fits, as he was identified with Horus and with adroit
marksmanship, skill and cunning as well as the fact that he fought the powers of evil.
MYSTERY
From Egyptian, mest or myst, which meant woman. The serpent was the symbol for mystery and the Egyptian
glyph for woman was also interpretable for serpent. The connection between the Cult of the Priestess and the
symbol of the serpent goes back to the pre-deluvian epoch and is an entire study of itself.
MASS
From the word for Woman and also from mes. This was the annual cake made from the clay gathered from the
banks of the Nile and considered extremely sacred. It was ritually baked as small cakes and symbolized the lifegiving properties of the female and the Nile which was personified as Isis.
BIBLE
From the word Buka. This Buka was the reeds which grew on the banks of the Nile. It gave one papyrus. From
buka comes Book. Buka was also called Biblos.
TESTAMENT
From the word Testes, referring to the male generative organs, where the 'seeds of life,' are kept. Words were
often thought of as the seeds of life. Moreover, the word Testes also connotes the light of the sun, without which
all writing and reading would be impossible. The reason why one writes from left to right was because this is how
the sun moved, from east to west across the sky. In other climes this would have been different. (See, "Moon
Letters," etc,.)
GOD
This word for Deity, originates from the Anglo-Saxon word Gott, which actually means Goat. This arises because
the original tribes and peoples worshipped Deity as a goat, a stag or bull, or any horned animal. Due to the
travesty of Christianity the very goat, symbol of God, is now the symbol of Satan the opposer of God. All original
gods were shown with horns on their heads. This is why Michelangelo shows Moses with them, to mark his
wisdom and spirituality. This is why monarchs and shamans have them in their head-dresses, i.e., crowns and
coronets. Jews wear the Sheepskin.
PAN
This word means the number five, Pente. Five has long been associated with God, prophets and ascended
masters. There are many corporations that employ the phoneme and syllable Pan or Pen, etc,. Esoterically, five
relates to the Quintessence, to the "Akash" and to the etheric level. Alchemically, the symbol of the Dragon,
symbolizes the Fifth Element. A dragon is fire (its breath), water (its scaly skin), air (its wings) and earth (its
talons) in one. The Dragon turns up in fables and dreams, etc., to represent transcendence. The pagan deity Pan
is also nothing more than a symbol for the same transcendence. The god in associated with nature and forests
and, therefore, corresponds to the Celtic Herne (Cernunnos) and to the Hindu Shiva.
HERMES
The Greek equivalent of Thoth, god of medicine, writing and speech. The Celts had Herne, the god of forests,
the animals and wisdom. The word also means Serpent. A "herme" is a phallic stone like an obelisk. So Hermes
also meant man, probably "the Serpent Man." (See the first card of the Tarot's Major Arcana, The Magician.) The
Romans renamed Hermes, as Mercury. From this we get the modern word firm. And interestingly this is the
name given to corporate structures and edifices, to imply their masculinity, the fact that they are commercial, and
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therefore under the auspices of Mercury, the god of commerce.
CHEMISTRY and ALCHEMY
These come from the original name of the land of Egypt, Khem (Khenn). This meant the "Black Land." But Khem
was the cradle of the naturopathic arts, of chemistry and herbalism as well as other sciences of the body. This is
why the words Chemistry and Alchemy, still bear the root and why the medical profession still uses the
Caduceus of Hermes or Thoth, Egyptian gods of healing.
EGYPT
The word gives us Gypsy. The Gypsies were reputed to have come from there.
NUT
The name of the great sky goddess and one of the primal pantheon, also connected to the Tree of Life motif. Still
today we refer to the fruits of certain trees as nuts.
ALIVE
Comes from the Hebrew Aleph, meaning the breath. Obviously, breath bestows life. Aleph is the first letter of the
Hebrew alphabet. It also gives aleve and elf, etc,. The corporate logo FILA is it in reverse (thus connoting death).
HERO
Also comes from the word HERU (Horus). He was the original hero. When people celebrate they chant "Hooray,"
which is also the name of the sun-god, Horus.
BRITAIN
From the goddess Baratana and the name of India, given by the Indo-Europeans, who later came to England.
Today the name of India is Bharat. The Indians were known as the Barats or Parats. English are the Brits.
INDIA
Derives from the ancient word Sindh, which relates to the the Cult of the Moon. The Lunar Cult was very strong
in Asia, as a look at the various flags and emblems will confirm. The myth of Cinderalla, comes from this, the fact
that the moon was considered the bride of the sun, that she wedded when entering into the sign of Leo, the sun's
"palace."
NOAH
The name is of the Bible Patriarch who built the Ark and survived the deluge which destroyed all mankind. In
Irish legend the fifth and greatest High King was called Nuada (also spelt Nuah and pronounced Nada), came to
Ireland after a great deluge which destroyed all mankind. He had come in a "magical ship" with a few of his
people. The Mayans speak of their deluge survivor Nata, left to re-people the earth. The myth is found all over
the world.
THE ARK
This comes from the Hebrew word for the human breath and also of the spirit, Ruach (Rkh), when an A is placed
in front of the rkh, it gives arkh. The real Ark is the Spirit or womb of all life. This is also the reason why we read
of the dove being sent out from the Ark. The dove is a symbol for the Holy Spirit. Boats and ships have always
been used as symbols for the womb, which is why all mariners referred to their ships as "She," and why female
heads were mounted onto the prows. The Christening of a newly built ship with champagne or wine, etc., is to
simulate the act of insemination.
ABRAHAM
From the Sanskrit Vedas, Brahma, god of creation. His consort was Saraswati. Curiously, the consort of
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Abraham, father of the Hebrews, was Sarah. This god gave his name to the Bacchus of the Romans and also to
their Brumalia, or winter solstice. This word though Latin actually derives from Brahma, the supreme creator god
of the Hindus, god who may be equated in some ways with Saturn or Kronos. The connection between the
Brahmins and the Romans had been carefully camouflaged.
VEDAS
The holy books of the Hindus. The word is the same as that of Eddas, the holy legends of the Scandinavian and
Anglo-Saxon Skalds. Only thing is these are peoples thousands of miles away from each other. Both Veda and
Edda mean "Teachings of Knowledge." (see AVEDA)
ADAM
Comes from the Egyptian Atum, the very first Man/God. The numerology of A. T. U. M is 1 . 2 . 3 . 4, the building
blocks of the numerical system and also symbolizing the Cross. (See Myth of Christ). The Semites have Adam,
the Hindus the Atma or Atman. Another supposedly Semitic permutation of the word is Adam Kadmon. However,
this like the entire "Hebrew" alphabet comes originally from Egypt. It is in fact the "long lost" non-hieroglyphic
script. Adam Kadmon (God-Man) comes from Adam -Ka-Amon, meaning the "Man of the Sun" or the "Solar
Man."
SAXON
Comes from the term Issac's Sons, or Sons of Issac. The Anglo-Saxon or Caucasian peoples where first thought
of Israelites (Semites). The word Caucasian did not originally designate race at all. It merely signified that one
had passed into the Western lands by way of the Caucasus mountains. The Saxons were a mix of IndoEuropean and Mediterranean blood. They possessed rituals and symbols shared by the Semites, of which the
Hebrews are a small branch. This accounts for the plethora of Semitic symbolism attending the royal pageantry
and ceremony and other national motifs, like the Irish Harp (really David’s harp)
THOR
Same as the Celtic A-thor or Arthur. Both warrior kings and axe wielders, both holding a court of Heroes. Ireland
had Artur. Arthur sat at a Round table, hence was not a king in the ordinary sense. There is no head, at a round
table. The Celts were giving us a message. Kingship arose because of the democratic togetherness of all.
KING
Comes from the root Kin, like kindred. Originally the King was kindred, "my kin," really - "of my blood." The final
"g" is both phonetic and may also represent the serpent or even the throne of the "Mother," upon which he, the
king sits. Throughout the ancient world the king or pharaoh always received the right of rule from the female
goddess. He officiated for Her. The symbols for woman and serpent were often interchangeable in ancient
cultures. The Egyptian hierogram for woman was a serpent, for instance.
CZAR
Comes from the Assyrian, Sar, meaning Sun King. This is probably were we get the name Sarah.
DAGDA
One of the supreme kings and elders of ancient Ireland. The Phoenicians worshipped him as Dagon, the Fish
God. We may derive the words Dadda or Daddy from it.
CULHULAINN
Same as the Mayan Kukulkan or Quetzalcoatl, the "Feathered Serpent," who came from the west. Both had
strange births, tremendous strength, long life-spans and magical gifts.
ATHENS
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Considered as named after Athena. But originally both names came from Egypt’s Aten. Aten meant TEN. Aten
was a solar god. Words like attention and attain come from this. (See companies like AETNA, TENA, EATON,
etc,.)
EAMONN
Comes from the Egyptian Amon or sun.
AUTUMN
Comes from the word ATUM, the dying god of Egypt. The sun does wane in the autumn.
TATTOO
Which means to mark, inscribe or design. The god of Writing in Egypt was Tehuti, Thoth, earlier called Tat or
Teuth. We derive words like thought, taught, truth and Tarot from this name. TA, is used a word used to thank in
Celtic Britain and it means hidden or sacred in Persian. Thoth /Toth, was the god of measurement and counting,
so we have the words today and total and to tot-up. Its all Egyptian !
CHRIST (JESUS)
Comes from Egyptian Karast, meaning Anointed. This gives Caress, Cast, Krishna. The Chaldean name of the
sun was CHRIS. Karast means to Caress with Oil (hence Crisco oil). Christ was called the "Anointed One,"
accordingly. The name Krishna also gives rise to Tristna or Tristan (Arthurian legend). Both had evil uncles, both
were physically beautiful, both masters of music (flute and harp) and both played to shepherds, etc, etc,. Jesus
comes from Jarrus or Jasus who was also called Iesus by the Romans. The Romans knew this being as the son
of a high priest and dedicated to Neptune. This is of interest since Neptune is the planet ruler of Pisces the sign
of the zodiac that is associated, esoterically, with Christianity. This Jasus was known to all Rome, but had no
connection to Israel. Alexander the Great made his acquaintance. Moreover, the Druids had a patron god called
Hesus, that had died and who would return as a Messiah. Volumes exist that have detailed the connection of the
Christian Messiah with the more ancient Druidic schools. The Druids also worshipped the "Bloody Cross," long
prior to the people of the Middle East or Romans. Mustafa Gadalla has exposed the fact that the entire "Holy
Family" of the Christians derive from the dramatis personae of the Eighteenth Dynasty of Egypt. (See his classic
Historical Deception).
MARS
Comes from the word Mark. The House of Mars is Aries, the symbol is the Ram. RAM is the reverse of MAR.
RAMA is another ancient name for God. Mars was symbolized by the human thumb, the palm of the hand and by
the capitol letter "M." This is due to the fact that a weapon such as a sword (a seminal Martian symbol) when
gripped, sits in the palm, while the enclosing fingers make an M figure over the hilt. Mars was the God of war and
aggression. In Arthurian legend the enemy of Arthur’s Court was King Mark. The other adversary of Arthur,
Mordred, is Scorpio where the planet Mars was said to rule prior to the re-discovery of Pluto. We still say that
something is "marred" if it goes wrong.
NUCLEAR
An ancient word, spelt Nukt or Nukta, meaning Power. Still we use the slang "nuke." There may be a correlation
between the word nuclear, and the name of the Sumerian god-king Enki, who is supposed to have brought
mankind the secret of science, particularly genetics. The vowel-less consonants of this name are, NK. This is
also the root of the word ANKH which was the symbol of the gods (really spelling or indicating ANU. N. AKI). The
symbol represented their special status and knowledge and the fact that they were, in all likelihood, keepers of
the mysteries of the science of life.
ATOM
From the word Aton, meaning light or sun or force. Atoms have been compared to miniature solar systems. This
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word also appears to correlate with a god of ancient times, specifically the progenitor god - Atum, who was
known and described, suggestively, as the First Cause.
RA
Meaning Light. This gives us the words Ray and Raj. Many English names end in ray or rey to commemorate the
light- (Geoffrey, Deborah, Sandra, etc,).
NUMBER
Comes from the Egyptian god KNUMN, who was the Potter-God, who fashions man, instilling in him the
frequencies of life.
ART
From the Egyptian Aart, meaning the Uraeus Serpent, which may have to do with the Kundalini energy without
which their could be no life-force or creativity. The ways of Art are subtle like the physical movements of a snake.
PETER
From Petra and back to Ptah, the supreme god of the Memphite Egyptians. Peter was hung on an inverted
crucifix, and as such he astrologically stands for the Winter Solstice. Ptah was connected with the caves of the
underworld where he fashioned the soul.
RHINE
The word comes from Rune, which meant mystery or holy.
PHOENICIANS
The elite of the Semitic Race. This word is commonly said to derive from phoenix, the bird which rises from its
own ashes after 5-600 years. The phoenix's death and rebirth was a cryptic analog to the Saros Cycle in
astronomy. The Phoenicians were star-gazers, astronomers and master navigators. They were the only workers
of skill with wood and were the worlds greatest maritime people. They were the builders of Solomon's Temple,
and many other cities and structures. Tyre and Carthage were their great centers. The Venetians and Irish
Fenians may be related to these seafarers, miners and architects. Tyre is a very similar word to Tara, and the
Phoenicians are known to have visited Ireland. The Phoenician king Menes is even believed to be buried in
Londonderry. (See, Makers of Civilization, by L. A. Waddell)
ACCURACY
Comes from Acura or Mercuria. Mercury was the god of swiftness, agility and accuracy. (See ACURA company.)
Dogs were also referred to as curs, because the animal was sacred to Hermes, Mercury and Anubis. The dog is
also the companion of the Fool in the Tarot Arcanum. The planet Mercury was known in ancient times and
recognized to be the fastest moving of the planets, both on its own axis and in its orbit around the sun. This latter
orbit lasts 88 days and this number signifies the planet Mercury and is found in many areas. Several car
companies and newspaper, etc., use various Mercurial symbols.
MINOTAUR
This is a composite word. It refers to the zodiac. The place of initiation was the Labyrinth, leading to the dangers
of the underworld. This place was not physical, but in the zodiac. The place between Taurus and Gemini. The
end of the word Ge/MINI and the beginning of the word TAUR/us gives MINITAUR or MINOTAUR. The Milky
Way happens to run right between these two signs. The Milky Way runs across the zodiac from this point until it
passes throughout the middle of Scorpio and Sagittarius, an area of the zodiac of great importance to sidereal
astrologers and magicians. It also happens that the Archer of Sagittarius points his arrow (at least did originally)
toward the galactic center in the constellation of Sagittarius, specifically Scutus. Many stately houses use effigies
of the Archer for this reason and the chief Masonic Hall in Washington DC is on Shooter's Hill.
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ATON
Is the root of the word Atom and gives us words like Eaton and atonement. It is also an anagram of NATO. In the
later Hebrew, Aton becomes Adon (Adonai) the name for God. And along with E, the letters A, T, O and N, are
the most frequently used of the twenty-six English letters.
AMEN
Comes at the end of every Christian prayer, yet is the Egyptian word for the sun.
SEAT / EAST
Come from the Egyptian name for the goddess Aset (Isis). Her headdress was also a seat and she was often
referred to as the star in the east.
NASA
This is an anagram of the Hindu Sana or Asana, meaning sacred practice and power. Moreover, the word Nasa
happens to be the initials of the four principle members of the Egyptian Pantheon. The royal gods. Their names
in Egyptian are Nephthys, Asar, Set and Aset. (Nephthys, Osiris, Set and Isis).
LEAVES
The pages of a book are called leaves due to the fact that the ancients, such as the Druids, would write or mark
leaves and often tie leaves of different trees on a cord, to represent words. The Egyptians wrote on papyrus,
which is also a leaf, so to speak. The Celtic peoples had 13 trees that they considered sacred. However, the
reason why these trees where really sacred was that they represented the 13 signs of the known zodiac. The
words or intelligence which words communicated was therefore about the stars.
PAPER
From the Egyptian word Papera (papyrus plant).
PYRAMID
From PIR-E-MIT, meaning the "division of Ten," (or of number). Ten or Aten was Man, whose body represented
wholeness, oneness. This is why Vitruvius, Agrippa, Pacioli, Leonardo Da Vinci, etc., depict Man spread like a
Pentacle, divided. Images that represent the division or factorization of number will be seen in and around the
sculptures and depictions of God and the saints, like Buddha, Christ, Krisha, Brahma, Vishnu, Ishwara, Hermes,
etc,.
APPLE
From the word Apollo. Also Avalon meant the Land of the Apples, a veiled reference to the pre-diluvian Garden
of Eden and the Egyptian creation myths, which were known throughout the world. Saint Paul in the Bible is a
analogue to this ancient mythic character and today we have the names Paul and Paolo, etc,. The name Apollo
also refers to the earth’s axis or Pole. This is because the earth was seen like an apple or 'fruit' in space. There
are several companies that make use of the word Polo. Moreover, in ancient times the Siderealists used the
symbol of an apple to represent the female ovum. Females were the goddesses that gave life. Therefore, they
were called the Trees of Life. Their produce were the fruits, the apples from the proverbial Tree. (We still speak
of the "fruit of the loins"). So apples were ovum that are produced by the female body in order to incubate life.
The worm or Serpent that encircles the great Tree and the Apples is the male spermatozoon. Its entering of the
individual ovum was always referred to by the ancients as the "Biting of the Apple." Today we still refer to
problem children as “rotten apples.”
MOSES
From mosis, meaning the "royal son." Moses was actually Amenhotep IV, or Akhenaton, pharaoh of the
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Eighteenth Dynasty of Egypt. It also derives from Meshe, Anointed one or One who Anoints, indicating an
initiator.
VENICE / VIENNA
Names follow on from Venus, the goddess of Love and also sexual excess (see Venereal).
ARISE
Meaning to rise up. It comes from the same root as does Aries. The sun was seen to literally rise-up on the
spring equinox, so it became a commonplace to say to one another "rise and shine" or "arise good knight"
because the sun's rising was in the House of Aries. In calendar months Aries falls in April. This word comes from
Aperio, meaning to open or I open, because the sun opens the year on the Spring Equinox, in Aries, in April.
Many corporate logos and names are based on this word and on Aries imagery. SEARS, SURE, XEROX,
SIERRA, REXALL, REDKEN, LEXUS, DATSUN, NISSAN, ARS, APS, etc,.
KEEPER
As in "Keeper of the Keys," or "keeper rings." Comes from the Egyptian Khepera, which was the title of the
Scarabeus Beetle, which represented the sun at the highest point of summer. However, this highest point is in
Cancer. Cancer’s symbol was not the crab, but the Scarab Beetle, Khepera. The stars of Cancer are not visible
until December, when the sun is in Capricorn. The ancients saw the stars of Cancer, the Throne of the Sun, in
the house of Capricorn. This is, in fact, how Capricorn got its name. Capri is not Goat, but the word Khepera
(Khepra-Corn) all really surrounding the imagery of Cancer, the opposite sign. Similarly, the "Goat-Stars" were
seen in July, so the original symbol of those stars - the Unicorn, became transposed with the house of Cancer.
We see this today not as a horned goat, but as the horned horse or Unicorn., which is common on all Sidereal
heraldry. It is really the symbol for Capricorn as is the Beetle Capri/Khepra for Cancer. Since Khepracorn is the
opener of the new year, it was said to hold the keys to the door of the zodiac or calendar. This stellar story is
encapsulated in nursery rhymes like Jack and Jill, etc,.
VATICAN
This derives from Vaticinia, or "Place of Divinations." It also has the meaning "Place of the Sorcerers."
Underneath St. Peter’s Square there are miles of mazes and catacombs, reportedly, 25 miles of shelves upon
which is kept the secret Vatican Library. (All the astronomical telescopes and observatories in the world are
funded and controlled by the Vatican).
CANNES
May derive from the Sanskrit Sannes or Sanis meaning Saturn. May have been a center for Saturn worship.
Cannes also may derive from Cann, meaning Serpent. (See also, CNN news network).
MONEY
Said to come from the Temple of Moneta, in Rome. Many of the terms that are used in banking and finance
come from the time of the Roman Empire.
CALCULATE
Comes from the Greek word Kalkuli, which means pebbles, which were used when learning to enumerate.
CREATOR
Same a Creature, both from the German word Kreator, which meant creature. Creature signifies Nature, not the
anthropomorphic God as Creator so familiar from religions. This definition also parallels the Gnostic precept that
the god of the religions is in fact the "Demiurge" or fallen archon.
PARIS
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From Perisii, or Parisii, meaning - temple of Isis. There was also a place on the Nile river called Paris. The Seine
river is the French Nile. The Cult of the Black Madonna is clearly found behind the building in the Notre Dame
cathedral and many of the other structures in Paris and other civic centers are from Egypt, see the obelisks,
pyramids, sphinxes, gargoyles, towers, gardens and city layouts, etc,. Paris is a strong cultic and occultic center
and the sexual libertinism that it is renowned for is not altogether disconnected from this. Other cities like Venice
and Vienna get their names from the same Goddess (Isis and Venus are names and expressions of the same
deity).
PHARAOH
Comes from Pharong, meaning the Liberated One. Also from para or bara, meaning brother. In Hindi the word
for brother is pra. It is also connected to the term pharos (fire) meaning light and effulgence. It also derives from
the Greek pharos-nous, or lighted mind. Pharoneus or Pharomeus gives Prometheus, the light-bringer of the
later Greeks. The word Farragh, was used in Scotland and Ireland, meaning Chieftain.
SACRED
As well as sacrifice, sacrament, etc., comes from the Sacer or Zakar, meaning, phallus.
SERPENT
In Arabic this is Hayyat (Interesting similarity to Hiatt). In Hebrew the word Hawwa, becomes Hevvva, or Eve.
The relationship between the serpent or the dragon and the female goes very far back and permeates all
mythologies, right up to its most mundane and denigrated rendition in the Christian epoch.
TECHNOLOGY
Primarily, this derives from one of the foremost names of the god of the Egyptian god of knowledge Thoth, also
known as Tehuti. Another name for this god is Tech. The term also connoted the serpent. It also meant to find a
way around. (Corporate logos, many of them from the silicon companies, feature subliminal references to the
serpent motif, for instance, Apple, Teknekron, Nec, Sun, Nikken, AT&T, Intel, CNN, Isuzu, Chevrolet, etc,). The
word may also derive from the Egyptian tekh meaning the heart. Technology could paradoxically mean the
"knowledge of the heart." This is a somewhat different meaning of technology than is conceived by modern
"scientists," those of learned ignorance.
back

THE SYMBOL OF THE SERPENT
As long as humanity kept records of its existence, serpents were used as emblems of the intelligence of
God. In ancient times and as widespread and diverse as Australia, China, Japan, Mexico, New Zealand,
Babylonia, Sumeria, Egypt, India, and Central America, serpents were feared and worshipped as gods for
thousands of years. If there is a common origin to the mythology of the serpent, it may have developed at
the Great Pyramid of Giza. To this day, serpents or dragons signify divine heritage and royalty in many
Asian countries, while in the West the serpent represents wisdom and knowledge…Among nearly all ancient
peoples the serpent was accepted as the ultimate symbol of wisdom or salvation - Tony Bushby (The Secret
in the Bible)

The founders of Christianity, knew of their indebtedness to the antique Egyptian religions, but knew also that the
iconography and customs of the past had either to be customized to suit a biography, or be utterly denigrated.
The serpent was the most ambiguous symbol of ancient times and the patriarchs were especially threatened by
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its intimate connection with the Stellar and Lunar Cults and with the female goddess. As stated above, the
hieroglyph of the serpent actually stood for goddess and for the mysteries of the Priestess class, who were the
initiators into wisdom. For this reason it had to undergo deconstruction. Here are a few terms, some obvious,
some not, relating to the serpent, to reveal just how pervasive the symbol was:
OPHION
CAAN/CAHEN/CIARAN
LADON (guardian of the garden of Hesperides)
DRACO (giant constellation of supreme importance)
DRAGOONS (name used for certain royal appointed troops in Scotland and England)
KERIDWEN (Welsh Serpent goddess revered by the Pheryllt priests, originally from Atlantis)
ADDERS (meant the Druid Magi)
PENDRAGON (kings of the Celtic peoples)
NACAAL, NAGAS, KUMARAS, CHERUBIM, SERAPHIM, NAHASH, AMARU, VOTAN, HERME (all names of the
Serpent)
BRIGHUS (holy men of India)
SHAKTI (personified as a Serpent)
CARIBBEAN (from Ka-rib, meaning Serpent of Atlantis)
SUMERIAN (from Sumaire, meaning Serpent)
LAKOTA (from the Sioux meaning snake)
AMERICA / AMARAKA (land of the Serpents)
NAGADEV (name of Siva)
CERNUNNOS / NIKOR (Celtic gods connected with the Serpent)
DJEDHI / JEDHI /JEDI (meaning Serpent-Priests)
BARAKA (the Sufi name for the Serpent)
CARNAC / KARNAK
PHEONIX (has the double meaning of the Serpent)
SEKHMET / SEKHEM (the Serpent power)
NEC / NECH (translated as Serpent) - This word also derives from nech, which signifies temptation. It means to
try, to seek, to know evil, and to act with the intention of doing harm. it connotes seducing, waylaying, and
confusing in order to oppress. (See Dyott Thompson).
AZOTH (Alchemical Egg and Serpent) - This is the origin of the phoneme AZT
PNEUMA (the mystic breath, personified as a Serpent)
APEP / APOPHIS (serpent of darkness)
BUTO - Egyptian serpent god of the Nile
NEHUSHTAN (rod of Moses changed into a Serpent)
NAGASH - meaning serpent
NEKKET / NEKKEN / NIKKEN
HYDRA - Greek demon serpent, and constellation
AHRIMAN (Persian god of Darkness)
SHAITAN - Persian for the evil one.
TREE OF LIFE /KABALA (contains the imagery of the Serpent Cults)
THE NUMBER 9
THE NUMBER 18 (CADUCEUS)
THE MALE SPERM (always depicted as a cobra with an open hood, hence the frequency of times when the
cobra is seen with a circle or orb, which represented the female ovum).
THE LEMNISCATE (also a symbol of Mercury or Hermes, but also of the zodiac).
THE NUMBER 88 (number connected with Mercury and Hermes)
THE POPE'S CROZIER
THE DOLLAR SIGN $
ART (from Egyptian Aart, meaning Serpent)
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HURRICANE (refers to the fury of the serpent or Satan, thought to be the force behind acts of destruction).
TYPHOON (from Typhon, the Egyptian name for Satan, depicted as a undulating serpent).
Click here to browse Michael Tsarion's acclaimed DVD presentation - Astro-Theology & Sidereal Mythology
back

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
Two Kinds of Magick
Now it happens to be a fact that the adherents to, and advocates of, the Judeo-Christian belief system would
have seen each of us heretics on the gallows, in the dungeon or on the stake for practicing Theurgy, Divination
or Hermetic Magick, etc,. Orthodox demagogues from each of the three main exoteric religious creeds, habitually
declare that belief in, or practice of, the Divination Arts is sacrilegious. Yet, when we do our homework, when we
open our eyes and see behind their rhetoric, we find that these same prohibitors, these assailants on other
people's life and liberty, have conferred names and titles upon themselves which clearly originate from the
Stellar, Lunar, Saturnian and Solar cults of antiquity. To further understand the reasons for this and to discover
how the plutocrats and religious archimandrites empower themselves, it is of great importance to realize
something about the two forms of Magic - namely the "Black" and "White." Note how neither of these terms
denote a specific value judgment. Good and bad, negative and positive, are not expressed. The terms are
"White" and "Black." So what do they mean beyond their pantomime connotations?
So-called "Black Magic," is that which is done to one without their consent and conscious knowledge, from
behind the scenes, so to speak. "White Magic" is that which is done in full view and usually with one's consent,
on some level. Though it may sound strange, Black Magic can be good magic and White Magic can be very
malign. When one walks into a hospital, or court, or school or even a church, they are involved in "White Magic"
rituals. When one watches TV, or looks at a commercial billboard, or advertisement, it is the same. One is on the
"White Square." One has had their consciousness altered or influenced but one has "gone to them," as it were,
with volition, energy and compliance. Black Magic is merely that which is done without one's full knowledge or
approval. But it can still be for one's ultimate benefit. Today the "White Magic" is more deadly. And this is not all
a play on words as the lazy mind may conclude. This is exactly the logic of the controllers. In the process of
taking our power back from those who have cunningly appropriated it, there are many such nuances to be
considered.
back
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Recommendations for Additional Research on Etymology
Secret Societies, Word Meanings & Their Influence On World Events - Jordan Maxwell
The Naked Truth - Jordan Maxwell
Matrix Of Power - Jordan Maxwell
Priesthood Of The Illes (an out of print monumental masterpiece on words) - Jordan Maxwell
Symbols, Sex &The Stars (3 vols) - Jordan Maxwell
Basic Slide Presentation - Jordan Maxwell
Toxic Religion And The Occult Establishment & The Iraq War Brought To Light Through The Bible - Jordan
Maxwell
click here to view and order

Questions Concerning the "Word" of God
We are told by the religions that man has two natures, good and evil. One is then compelled to ask why God
would instill such propensities in his own creations who are made in his image?
We read that God created man and woman. This implies that God is not man or woman “himself.” Yet,
consistently, the post-diluvian religions all over the globe, constantly depicted and referred to God as male? They
do this even when, in the case of Hebrew, the name for deity is of feminine gender.
We are told that man was not originally evil. He became that way after the disobedience of Eve in the Garden.
Why would God create something born in his image and then deny him some aspect of knowledge and then
even banish him from paradise after it had been received?
We must also ask why God would condemn his creations for something that was not a conscious transgression?
Why the tests imposed on those who must already be innocent in nature?
God promised Noah after the Flood that he would never visit the world with like calamity again...but there have
been innumerable devastations unleashed on earth, which taken together would rival and even surpass the
horror and death-toll of a prehistoric aeon.
Does it not seem strange that the God who promised to take care of all his people and never bring another
deluge would be so conspicuously absent during all the subsequent horrors of history?
Then we are told that the parents sinned, only after they fell under the influence of the evil one, Satan. So we
ask, why would God allow his newly created beings to be in the proximity of this “evil one?” Who created the
serpent?
Why would God himself know evil, before man was even created, unless God had already brought evil into the
world?
Why, as we read in the Book of Job, would God give Satan, a being that cannot be trusted, the right to test Job?
Why would God not already know whether Job was a true servant or not. Is there a limit to the omnipresence of
Jehovah?
Why did God command Abraham to sacrifice his own son upon a pagan altar. And if this was some kind of test,
why did god not already know whether Abraham was made of the right stuff to carry out his word?
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One cannot also conceive of the reason for the existence of any being, like Satan, who has no good in him at all.
What would be the point of creating such as being, or in sending him to test those who themselves must be
morally pure?
And if there is a problem with evil spreading all over the world, the why does God not just destroy or annihilate
Satan from the Creation? He appears to have annihilated everything else, and appears to exact revenge upon
every misdeed, even upon those who could not be consciously culpable. Why not just get rid of the source of the
problem and have a sinless, peaceful, loving Creation?
In the New Testament we find Jesus undergoing temptation from Satan. How and why would this occur. If Christ
was perfect from the start, and was the true, holy son of god, then why would he endure mundane tests of any
kind, which are reserved for those on the path of enlightenment? Moreover, Christ is the "Alpha and Omega" the
beginning and the end, the greatest in all Creation. So why does the Devil tempt him with dominion over the
"kingdoms" of the world. As the most powerful being Christ could have all these if he desired and would not need
to be "given" them after he bowed to Satan.
If Satan could even have the ability to aspire toward supreme Godhead, and if there are hierarchies of angels,
etc., then perhaps God can indeed be surpassed? What are we to make of this?
If paradise could be lost once and then regained, what is to prevent the scenario repeating ad infinitum?
We find that Jehovah told a lie. Eve did eat of the prohibited “tree,” but did not, as was warned, die. So how and
why would a God that puts such currency in morality tell lies?
Why does God create mankind and then lamenting his great evil nature proceed to destroy all his creations?
Why not confine the act to mankind alone? And would it not have been simpler to create man and, thereafter, not
expose him to sin?
If it is true, as the Bible declares and theologians state that the “sin” involved Adam and Eve being made
conscious of their “nakedness,” does this mean that God and the Serpent and the others that were around were
clothed?
We read that Cain after slaying Abel is banished forever by the Lord, but is then endowed with the “mark” to
prevent anyone from slaying him. But why would the Lord want Cain’s life spared? How would anyone know
Cain’s past deeds and want to kill him? And how could any “mark” matter one way or another? Is there a mark
that denotes that one has committed fratricide? And furthermore, who would be in the position to kill Cain, since
he and his parents were, supposedly, the only beings alive in Creation?
We read that when Moses encounters Jehovah at the “Burning Bush” God tells his prophet that He is the “God of
Thy Fathers.” How can this be? And what does it mean? Moreover, why does Moses ask to know God’s name, if
the “Chosen People,” the Israelites, already knew it?
Among the many Commandments that were levied by Jehovah was one categorically forbidding “magical”
practices by any of the “Chosen.” Why, in this case, were Moses and Aaron doing the “rod and snake” trick in
front of the Pharaoh and his priests? Where do the exceptions begin and end?
Why does Jehovah, who commissioned Moses to secure the freedom of the “Chosen People,” then continually
“harden Pharaoh’s heart” to prevent their easy release? Does this not smack more of human politics?
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Why is it that we read of Jesus experiencing Baptism from John? Why would the sinless son of God need to go
through a ritual that is reserved for the sinners seeking repentance and conversion?
Jesus openly rebuked all public prayer. So why was this made the staple thing in later Christianity?
There is no precedence for celibacy in the Bible, so why did this become vogue in Christianity?
And what of the character of Jesus? We are told that he is the embodiment of love, compassion, and
forgiveness. But we read of him turning over tables, talking about bringing a sword rather than peace, and stating
in Luke: But those mine enemies which would not that I reign over them, bring hither and slay before me.
And regarding the mission, destiny, and message of Christ, why would God send his son, a pure soul, into the socalled vale of death to rise again from that state back to the godhead that he already once enjoyed? Was this
necessary for the simple transmission of a spiritual message? What would be the purpose of such an exercise?
What does it say about the omnipotence of the God of the Testaments?
If he, Jehovah, is in reality the only God or the only real God, then why the constant remonstrations about
worshipping other gods. What would Jehovah have to fear? Is it the free will of people that is remonstrated
against?
According to conventional interpretations, does he not banish Satan and human sinners to perpetual agony in
hell?
Satan could not be the creator of hell, for nowhere does it say that he was, and if he was, why would he stay in
it? Is Jehovah not the creator of both evil and hell? Nowhere in the text does it state the contrary. And if God is
good and loving, why send any of his creations to everlasting perdition for any reason? Why not just destroy that
entity, since, according to Genesis, this is what was done to the first creation. Surely, this would be less misery to
the wretch. God condemns eternally and his mortal creations suffer interminably for the slightest moral deviation
or infraction?
I do not believe in the creed professed by the Jewish church, by the Roman church, by the
Greek church, by the Turkish church, by the Protestant church, nor by any church that I
know of...Each of those churches accuse the other of unbelief; and for my own part, I
disbelieve them all - Thomas Paine
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Browse these websites for more information:
http://www.skepticsannotatedbible.com/
http://www.dimensional.com/~randl/tcont.htm
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